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ABSTRACT

Author: Radloff, Jeffrey D. Ph.D.
Institution: Purdue University
Degree Received: August 2018
Title: Exploring the Role of Reflexivity in Supporting Preservice Elementary Science Teachers’
Conceptions of Science as Socially and Culturally Embedded.
Major Professor: David Eichinger
Achieving widespread scientific literacy has been a longstanding goal of US science
standards, requiring that students and teachers possess contemporary nature of science (NOS)
conceptions. However, NOS conceptions are repeatedly found to be wide-ranging or ‘naïve’,
resulting in regular efforts by science education researchers to hone, or standardize them. While
this has improved some aspects of NOS conceptions, others remain relatively unchanged,
specifically within prospective, or preservice elementary teacher populations.
One unaffected aspect concerns preservice science teachers’ views of science as socially and
culturally embedded, or mutually connected with changes in society and culture. However,
understanding this facet of NOS is paramount to engaging with scientific issues. Science is
embedded within society and culture everywhere, from what we wear to what we eat and buy,
locally and globally. As society and culture change, so does the work that scientists pursue. That
is, science affects both culture and society, and vice versa. Given the extent of this embeddedness,
not surprisingly students and teachers have been found to understand science in numerous ways.
Thus far, much NOS research has been focused on developing standardized NOS
conceptions, assessments, and curricula. While working toward this goal has been useful in helping
students and teachers develop baseline understandings of NOS, many ‘naïve’ NOS conceptions
have not been explored or presented in detail. Yet, what may be ‘naïve’ when compared with
standardized NOS conceptions, might instead represent the diverse ways in which science is
understood and practiced in different societies and cultures. The current study aimed to start
exploring these trends in more depth, employing survey methodology and a grounded approach to
investigate elementary preservice teachers’ views of science as socially and culturally embedded.
The context of the study was a required, introductory biology content course for preservice
elementary teachers at a large, research-intensive university in the Midwest, designed to help
preservice teachers learn about biology using inquiry-based, collaborative, reflective,
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metacognitive experiences. Aligned with the theoretical frameworks of sociotransformative
constructivism (sTc) and culturally relevant pedagogy (CRP), both representing multicultural
education approaches to science education, the current study supplemented this curriculum with
regular opportunities for students to engage reflexively (introspectively and critically) with course
content and activities. This was accomplished through reframing the current curriculum to be set
within the students’ own community, and the addition of monthly critical reflections focused on
the course curriculum and weekly discussion prompts focused on various socioscientific issues.
Collectively, these curricular changes provided the preservice teachers with multiple,
regular opportunities to express and explore their views of science, as well as their roles as future
teachers, civically engaged citizens, and participants in the progression of science. They also
represented a practical, but entry-level approach to integrating multicultural science education
approaches focused on the course curriculum.
Participants in this study included all the students enrolled in this course during a single
academic semester (n = 16 weeks; 146 preservice elementary teachers), the majority of which were
Anglo or Caucasian females in their first year of college. Data were gathered via pre- and postsurveys employed at the start and end of the semester, as well as from students’ responses to
monthly reflections and other major classroom assignments. Surveys consisted of open-ended and
Likert-style questions aimed at establishing preservice teachers’ demographics, science
experiences and beliefs, and views of science as socially and culturally embedded.
Data analysis consisted of open coding of these sources, which were triangulated through
the reading and re-reading of all data sets focusing on preservice teachers’ conceptions of science
as socially and culturally embedded and how these conceptions had changed after immersion in
the intervention curriculum.
Results suggested students’ views of science as socially and culturally embedded were
more wide-ranging than previously reported in the literature. Furthermore, their views had changed
significantly following engagement in long-term inquiry-based activities, and in various aspects
of the sTc framework (metacognition, authentic activity, and reflexivity). In contrast with existing
NOS literature and assessments, when given more choices beyond describing science as either
“Universal” or “Socially and Culturally Embedded”, most participants suggested they viewed
science as a “Combination” of these views.
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Yet, when compared with the traditional curriculum which already used NOS instructional best
practices, it was not entirely clear how impactful the intervention was in changing these views.
While preservice teachers’ views of science as socially and culturally embedded had changed
significantly throughout the semester, the numbers of students holding each view were similar to
pilot data results.
However, findings also showed a wide-ranging increase in students’ positionality and
environmental awareness, as well as a smaller-scale increase in accessibility to science as socially
and culturally embedded, both which could be traced directly to the current study. Implications of
this work are provided for preservice teachers, teacher educators, curriculum developers, and
science education researchers, and opportunities for future studies are discussed.

1

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction
With the goal of achieving widespread scientific literacy, science standards have required
for decades that students and teachers at all levels of education possess contemporary nature of
science conceptions (AAAS, 1993; NRC, 1996; NGSS Lead States, 2013). According to Kimball
(1968), helping students develop understandings of the nature of science (NOS) has been “one of
the most commonly stated objectives for science education” (pg. 110). Throughout previous
science standards, this has broadly meant understanding science as an enduring, changing
enterprise that both rests on human involvement, and shapes the growth and development of
cultures (AAAS, 1993; NRC, 1996). In current national science standards, conceptualizing NOS
refers to cultivating “an understanding of the enterprise of science as a whole – the wondering,
investigating, questioning, data collecting and analyzing” (pg.1, Appendix H – NGSS Lead States,
2013). Despite nearly twenty years between standards, the objectives remain the same.
However, research has shown repeatedly that these goals are not being met. That is,
teachers and students continue to hold traditional or incomplete views of NOS (Abd-El-Khalick &
Lederman, 2000; Akerson & Hanuscin, 2007; Bell et al., 2016; Lederman, 1992). Instead of
viewing science as a human endeavor, as socially and culturally embedded, reliant on empirical
data, or simply as a way of knowing1, evidence of alternative conceptions is more commonplace
(Schwartz et al., 2004). Yet, this is not to suggest a lack of research progress. Although nature of
science conceptions remain largely unchanged, numerous populations of science teachers’ and
students’ views of NOS have been surveyed, and considerable research has been completed
emphasizing NOS teaching and learning (Lederman & Lederman, 2014). For example, a consensus
seems to have been reached about the utilization of some essential nature of science teaching best
practices (e.g. reflective, inquiry-based, metacognitive, explicit) (Akerson et al., 2000; Abd-ElKhalick, 2001) which have resulted in student NOS conceptions more aligned with agreed-upon
facets of NOS. Yet, despite the documented success with these best practices (described in depth
later), some facets of NOS continue to elude full integration into teacher and student conceptions.
1

Major tenets of nature of science (NOS) will be italicized throughout this dissertation; namely those tenets listed
here, and especially science as socially and culturally embedded.
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One major NOS tenet that falls in this category of not being retained or perceived is
understanding science as socially and culturally embedded (Driver et. al. 1996; Kolsto, 2001;
Ryder et. al. 1999; Lederman et al., 2002). Pertaining to the deep interconnectedness between
science, culture and society (Yoon & Kim, 2016), understanding science as socially and culturally
embedded means understanding the influence that society and culture have on the progression of
science over time, both when considering science as an enterprise and how we interact with it
daily. Most simply, science as socially and culturally embedded helps critically examine and
answer questions surrounding why we perform science (Driver et al. 1996), a question often
overlooked in traditional science curricula and standards. If students cannot perceive the deep
connection that science, culture and society have on each other, and furthermore never ask why
science is being performed, then full civic engagement with significant, everyday scientific issues
is impossible.
Yet, teachers cannot teach what they do not understand (Ball & McDiarmid, 1990), and science
misconceptions held by teachers may be passed on to students (Capobianco et al., 2011). Thus, if
we intend for students to gain understandings of science as socially and culturally embedded, it is
important for both in-service and preservice teachers to hold strong conceptions as well.
While a multitude of NOS studies have focused on in-service teacher populations (Lederman
& Lederman, 2014), preservice science teacher populations are somewhat overlooked (see
Meichtry, 1992; Lederman, 1992, 2007; Abd-El-Khalick & Lederman, 2000; Lederman and
Lederman, 2014). Yet, future teachers often have at least two years of preparation time in college
to gain adequate and contemporary understandings of nature of science, including science as
socially and culturally embedded.
If they do gain adequate and contemporary understandings of NOS during this time, they could
help to develop more scientifically literate students in the US. If they do not, fragmented views of
NOS (including science as socially and culturally embedded) stand to be continually perpetuated.
In the wake of these trends, more research is needed surrounding NOS best teaching practices
and curricula to investigate ways of helping make science accessible to preservice teachers. One
method discussed in current science standards but found to be resisted by teachers is culturally
relevant pedagogy, a multicultural pedagogical approach geared towards increasing the
“authenticity” of classroom science through leveraging students’ own prior experiences and
knowledge (Ladson-Billings, 1995; Rodriguez, 1998; Gay, 2010; NGSS Lead States, 2013). This
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means strengthening students’ connections with science through being provided with science
content and activities reminiscent of how science is performed by scientists, in ways which are
personally related with students’ worldviews and how they learn most effectively. While science
instruction and standards are often based on what we as scientists and science education
researchers consider authentic science, to make science more equitable and accessible means
understanding what authentic science means to preservice science teachers. It also means
providing teacher educators with practical means by which to integrate multicultural science
education approaches at the level of the curriculum, something they may be unfamiliar with using.
One practical instructional approach merging culturally relevant pedagogy with current NOS
best practices is contextualizing curriculum and classroom activities in personally relevant ways,
and giving students structured opportunities to critically reflect over what science they are learning
in ways that help them position themselves to that content. Through contextualizing science in a
way that is more accessible and relevant, students can more deeply connect with what is being
taught (Sadler & Dawson, 2012). Through promoting critical and targeted reflection, or reflexivity,
they can position themselves or connect with science in new ways, becoming aware of who they
are socially and culturally in relation to science towards controlling and transforming their
learning.
Simply put, students can be provided with a familiar context which helps them understand how
they can engage with and relate to science as it fits in their unique worldviews. For this study, I
aimed to investigate how engaging preservice science teachers with a culturally relevant biology
content curriculum would support or enhance their understandings of science as socially and
culturally embedded.

1.2 Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to start to understand and support beginning preservice science
teachers’ conceptions of science as socially and culturally embedded. To do so, reflexivity was
increased in their introductory biology content course to help tap into students’ own sociocultural
linkages to science. Before the study, the course utilized NOS instructional best practices (defined
in depth in Chapter 2). Through simple reframing of the current curriculum by setting it in the
students’ own community, combined with periodic critical and introspective self-reflections, I
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postulated students would be able to better position themselves to both perceive and understand
science as socially and culturally embedded.
Data collection consisted of pre- and post-surveys towards understanding participants’
conceptions of the science as socially and culturally embedded, as well as collecting and analyzing
monthly reflexivity prompts, midterm lab reports, and final lab reports. The questions that guided
my study were the following:
1. How do beginning preservice elementary teachers in an introductory biology content
course currently conceptualize science as socially and culturally embedded?
a. What participant science experiences, beliefs, and values contribute to these
conceptions?
2. How do preservice elementary teachers’ conceptions of science as socially and culturally
embedded change after immersion into inquiry-based, explicit, metacognitive, reflexive
nature of science instruction?

1.3 A Personal Perspective
Driving my need to understand how students perceive the social and cultural embeddedness of
science are both my academic and informal science experiences. Academically, my graduate
experiences have largely contributed: working, attending school with, and forming strong bonds
with an immensely diverse group of acquaintances and colleagues; experiencing many different
lab cultures. Supplementing those experiences are my personal encounters with science,
representing an inseparable web of both positive and negative interactions ultimately leading me
to who and where I am today. Through what follows, I will briefly unpack how these experiences
led to my interest in this research, but more towards awakening my understanding and awareness
of the how personally embedded science is.
I have gravitated towards science since I was young. At home as an only child, I spent a
lot of time outside: exploring the yard, watching animals, catching all the insects and creek
organisms I could find. As I grew older and started school, my curiosity with science was nurtured
by my parents, teachers, and after-school daycare staff. I still sometimes reflect on receiving the
“Bug Boy” award, given to me for being interested in catching and knowing about all the insects
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around the daycare center. At home, I would be glued daily to the Discovery Channel, anxiously
waiting in front of the TV to see what animals Jeff Corwin would find and discuss that day.
Yet, soon I became aware of a separation between science and school. I needed to focus on
‘getting good grades’ and ‘achieving all A’s’ on my report card, as well as becoming involved in
sports. Although still interested in science, school culture had claimed its stake. In my junior year
of high school, I became best friends with Brad, a foreign exchange student who was staying with
my science teacher. Given my good science grades, my teacher asked whether I could also set
aside time to tutor Brad, which represented an opportunity to both teach and reflectively engage
with science. Additionally, I learned how difficult it was for my friend to grapple with and
understand science vocabulary in English, and forged a strong bond with my science teacher. There
were barriers in understanding science across cultures. However, they could be crossed with the
help of mentors who were willing to meet students where they were in their current understandings.
As I entered college, the culture changed again. No one cared whether I made it to class,
let alone about what grades I received. Classes were hard, and I traded playing sports for constantly
attending tutoring sessions. I also experienced my first independent science research project. It
was a dud, comprised of a water quality project during which I dragged a cooler weekly out into
the snow and mud near a local college’s ecological site to collect samples, but I was hooked. In
my third year as an undergraduate I joined an animal behavior lab, which I would be a part of
through the completion of both my undergraduate and Master’s degrees. The lab was relaxed,
comprised of nine rotating students. It was also extremely culturally diverse. Besides investigating
beetle behavior and immunity, I had the opportunity to learn about world cultures from my
international lab-mates, forging close friendships that I still hold today. It was surprising how
science could be viewed so differently across the world. Despite our shared lab goals, I realized
how wildly different my science perspectives and background were from my lab-mates’. Although
I had not known at the time, I unwittingly represented Western modern science (Ogawa, 1995): an
Anglo-male perspective on traditional science ethos and norms.
As time went on, I became a teaching assistant for multiple science classes, and completed
my Master’s degree. After graduation, I moved to Lafayette and took an adjunct science teaching
job at a local community college. While thinking I would be satisfied, I yearned to do more
research, and after being accepted into Purdue’s biology PhD program the following semester, I
was back in school and had joined an animal physiology lab.
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However, the lab culture was drastically different. The advisor micro-managed all of us in
the lab, and besides multiple weekly lab meetings (two lab-related; one personal), we were always
expected to have new results. Also, performing research infinitely trumped any teaching. It was a
problematic environment, reflected by everyone’s attitude and work ethic. It was also painfully
obvious I did not fit into this culture. I decided to leave the group, rotating into various science
education labs over the next semester. The change was immediately positive, and my new research
was a blend of science and education; the perfect match.
While rotating, I decided to take my first education classes: a qualitative research methods
course and a NOS class. The mixture was a shot to the arm, helping me explain everything I had
been going through: variables contributing to my own perspective on science, why one lab
experience so differed from the other, how science could be viewed and enacted so differently
between my master’s and PhD advisors, and the power of qualitative examination and research. I
decided to leave the department altogether to pursue education, and applied and was accepted into
the Science Education program the following semester.
In retrospect, three large constructs arose from these experiences. First, that our own
positioning to science throughout our lives, or our ‘science backgrounds’, may have a huge impact
on how long and hard we pursue it. If my caretakers had not left me to explore nature, or my high
school teacher had not asked me to tutor Brad, I may not have pursued science the same as
otherwise. Science was always a touchstone. Yet, for many students I have taught, as well as
classmates, it had not been. For many of them, they always avoided it. Science was ‘too hard’, or
simply not relatable.
Yet, I had always connected with science on some deeply personal level, or socioculturally.
First, it was aligned with my interests in exploring as a child. Through adolescence, it was a school
subject to be mastered, something my parents always made sure I strived for. Science also has its
own language and vocabulary that needs to be fit into our unique worldviews, as I became aware
of through working with Brad. In graduate school, this was apparent as extremely differing lab
cultures, dictated not only by my advisors but also their personal norms, beliefs, ways and reasons
for doing research. While my animal physiology lab advisor received his research funding from
major governmental organizations, much of my Master’s research over beetle behavior was selffunded.
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In other words, our views of science are deeply embedded in our worldviews: they are
socioculturally embedded. Aside from lab cultures we experience, we all personally view science
knowledge and research through our own social and cultural embeddedness – geographically,
socioeconomically, culturally, based on gender, linguistically. As an Anglo-male from a Catholic,
English-speaking family with parents who do not have science degrees, my relationship with
science was much different than, for example, it was for my old lab-mate Amuliya, a Hindu female
with parents who were medical doctors that pushed her to follow in a similar career path.
Personally, the interplay of these emergent constructs throughout my life have led me away
from being a practicing animal behaviorist and ecologist. However, I am still deeply interested in
science, and want to understand how to better help others become connected with it as well. Similar
to my own experiences, this connection may look very different between people based on their
‘science backgrounds’, cultures, or other sociocultural factors. Whether it means helping students
connect with science for the first time, or helping them form stronger, long-lasting connections
with it, my hope in pursuing this research is to start helping others understand science more
personally.

1.4 My Interests in the Study
One population of students in which it is important to connect with science as socially and
culturally embedded is preservice elementary teachers new to science teaching programs and in
science content courses. If we intend preservice elementary teachers to gain deep NOS
understandings, they need access to articulated NOS conceptions scaffolded throughout their own
teacher preparation programs (Abd-El-Khalick, 2001), as early as possible.
Hence, the current study was aimed at beginning to understand and enhance first-year
preservice elementary teachers’ conceptions of science as socially and culturally embedded, based
on the conceptions they already had. This group of individuals was entering the preservice teacher
program after roughly twelve years of being enculturated in various school settings, each with their
own potentially different science background and knowledge. They also had a lot of time left
before graduating and entering the workforce. Specifically, there was still time to get at their prior
knowledge and help them in articulating and developing NOS conceptions, including becoming
aware of the social and cultural embeddedness of science. This was also a population of students
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representative of those referenced throughout preservice teacher NOS literature as important to
understand and work with (preservice teachers in their first year or in science content courses;
Akerson, Abd-El-Khalick, & Lederman, 2000), but who had not appeared to have been surveyed
in depth concerning their understandings of NOS.
As previously stated, a larger aim was to start understanding how to help position students
to be able to better perceive their connections with science. While science can be discouraging or
difficult for some, it is something everyone interacts with daily, making it imperative it be
something students can connect with personally (Millar, 1991). Yet, questions remain about
whether and how students are positioning themselves with science (Mesci & Schwartz, 2017),
which may very well interact with their awareness of science as socially and culturally embedded.
Students need to be situated in ways that make science more relevant (Pels, 2013).
On a broader level, this study was directed at making science more equitable and accessible
for preservice elementary teachers (Rodriguez, 2015a). Given increasing domestic diversity in the
US, as well as an ever-increasing emphasis on globalization and becoming global citizens,
sociocultural connections to NOS need to be understood from as many perspectives as possible
(Rodriguez, 1997; 2015a). To do so, we need to expand upon how culture and society play into
our connections with science, and also how science is really embedded, beyond Western science
within culture and society (Snively & Corsiglia, 2001). If we understand how our own experiences
affect these connections and understandings, we can then help students in making these
connections as well.

1.5 Significance of the Study
As society, culture, and science achievements have continued to become more diverse over
time, the need for understanding how to make science relatable for students at all levels has
continued to become more important (Erduran & Dagher, 2014). If science is not significant,
relevant, or even present to students, they may not pursue it as a career, or even want to know
enough to civically engage with it towards becoming scientifically literate (Aikenhead, 1996,
2007).
As pointed out, one method of connection that has not been fully explored is understanding
and leveraging students’ sociocultural or science backgrounds, which was addressed during
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this study. Students are not ‘empty vessels’, and may just need ways of making sense of science
that are not being used by those teaching it (Rodriguez, 2015b). Behind knowing science as
socially and culturally embedded, there is a personal embeddedness as well.
In this way, the significance of this study was multifaceted. Not only did it represent a
starting point for expanding upon sociocultural connections with science, but it also signified
a novel line of NOS research. Considering NOS studies collectively, most research has focused
on students’ conceptions of NOS as a whole. Instead of fixating on one facet, researchers have
focused on collecting conceptual data on a range of NOS aspects (e.g. tentativeness of science
and laws versus theories and science as a way of knowing and science as socially and culturally
embedded) on single instruments (Duschl & Gandy, 2013).
During the current study, I wished to unearth and expand upon students’ conceptions of
science as socially and culturally embedded, alone; a rich and deep NOS construct by itself.
As portrayed by NOS literature, a large number of students do not become aware of science as
socially and culturally embedded through teacher preparation programs (Liu & Lederman,
2007).
Another novel aspect of this study was the population of students. While working with
preservice science teachers in introductory science content courses has been suggested via
current and past literature (Akerson, Abd-El-Khalick, & Lederman, 2000), few authors have
previously done so. Although valuable, especially since this population was at the start of their
education programs, their perspectives on NOS were largely lacking in current literature.
Finally, the theoretical approach in this study was also novel within this context. While
past and current NOS research had largely utilized post-positivism to guide and report findings,
this study expanded on that, bringing in multicultural perspectives and implementing an
intervention based on multicultural approaches to science education. These types of
perspectives are essential toward continuing to help make science more accessible.
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1.6 Clarifications and Delineations
1.6.1 Assumptions
This study rested on numerous assumptions. First, it assumed that culture was inseparable
from people. While some past qualitative anthropological research has discussed researchers
utilizing ‘bracketing’, or setting aside one’s own assumptions, one cannot truly divorce oneself
from personal biases and influences of their life experiences (Fischer, 2009). In contrast, it has
been those experiences and personal characteristics that shape how we see and interact with the
world (Kawagley et al., 1998). Thus, we supposed NOS conceptions could differ across
sociocultural differences as well.
The second assumption was that science can be made relevant through multicultural
approaches and conceptions (Stanley & Brickhouse, 2001). Given that science has its own norms,
beliefs, and traditions (i.e. aspects of culture), and many people become science practitioners
through assimilating and adhering to that culture by choice, it is socioculturally based (Rodriguez,
1998). Connected with this assumption was the notion that our sociocultural backgrounds provide
an avenue by which to connect with science (Aikenhead, 1996). In other words: (i) we can connect
with science socioculturally, and (ii) science can be made accessible to us socioculturally through
adequate contextualization.
Finally, this study assumed that knowledge and learning were constructed or achieved both
individually and socially (Bodnar & Orgill, 2007). For example, participants could learn from
individual experiences such as reading a science textbook passage or having a personal sciencerelated experience, and then learn more through discussions about those experiences with others.

1.7 Defining Terms of Special Interest
The following terms needed to be defined for this study: “science”, “nature of science”,
“culture”, “society”, “sociocultural”, “positionality”, “reflexivity”, “science as socially and
culturally embedded”, and the “sociocultural embeddedness of science” (although this last term
will be defined further in Chapter 2). These terms, which may differ in other studies, have been
outlined here to provide baseline definitions specific to this study.
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For example, “science” represented a loaded word. Some have defined it by what it is, while
others have defined it by what it is not (falsificationism). In other words, these definitions could
differ when trying to understand a given researcher’s work. Furthermore, some of these (e.g.
“sociocultural”; “reflexivity”; “sociocultural embeddedness of science”) are further explained in
Chapter 2.
For the purpose of this study, “science” was defined as “a naturalistic, material explanatory
system used to account for natural phenomena that ideally must be objectively and empirically
testable” (p.58 – Cobern & Loving, 2001). This definition was accessible, equitable, and allowed
for more specificity to be drawn where desired, such as when referring to standards-based science
versus participants’ science definitions. While aligning with Western modern science tenets (e.g.
empirically and objectively testable), this definition also acknowledged and allowed for multiple
perspectives beyond these heuristics. As discussed below, scientific knowledge, at the point of the
receiver, was also considered subjective.
The “nature of science” (NOS) was defined as “the values and underlying assumptions that are
intrinsic to scientific knowledge, including the influences and limitations that result from science
as a human endeavor” (p.611 – Schwartz et al., 2004), and thus as a sociocultural “way of
knowing” (Meyer & Crawford, 2011). To unpack this definition further, there have been two main
ways NOS has been described in literature: the ‘consensus’ view, and the ‘family resemblance’
view.
The ‘consensus’ view referred to the broadly accepted list of NOS tenets arrived at by
scientists and science education practitioners (Cobern & Loving, 2001). Commonly, this list has
included viewing science “as a human endeavor, directed by theory and culture, reliant on
empirical observation, and subject to change” (p.612 – Schwartz et al., 2004), or also likewise as
“the epistemology and sociology of science, [and] science as a way of knowing” (p.498 –
Lederman et al., 2002). Scientific knowledge has been considered ‘empirical, tentative but
dependable, informed by theory but subjective, and informed by creativity and imagination’ (Irzik
& Nola, 2011). This view of NOS has drawn on agreement between experts to provide an
understanding of characteristics of the scientific enterprise, which is especially useful for the
science classroom in which students have not experienced being part of the scientific community.
The ‘family resemblance’ view of NOS has focused on describing the similarities and
differences concerning science as an enterprise, highlighting differences within the scientific
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community across disciplines. Through this approach, the ‘family resemblance’ view has
accounted for different perspectives beyond the ‘consensus’, describing how practitioners or
researchers understand the activities, aims, methodologies, and products of engaging in their
respective fields. In general, by having highlighted different scientific disciplines (e.g. archaeology
versus chemistry) and how practitioners in those fields may have viewed science differently from
each other, the ‘family resemblance’ view has provided a broader view of science than the
consensus model differing in scope and utility.
The definition of NOS for the current study referred to both and neither of these ways of
viewing NOS. It referred to both the ‘consensus’ and ‘family resemblance’ views because both
have proven to be viable. Neither should be valued above the other, and neither is “right” or
“wrong”. They have both proven to be powerful tools for understanding science, and both
similarities and differences in views should be considered.
Neither the ‘consensus’ or ‘family resemblance’ views are referred to for similar reasons.
Both views were ultimately developed based on individuals’ experiences with science and/or
science education research; understandings which arose within practitioners’ own unique
communities, making them experts in these contexts (Cobern, 1993). In a similar way, participants
in the current study were informed by their own prior experiences with science, and understood it
in their own ways that worked with their worldviews. Hence, when the term ‘adequate
conceptions’ was used in this study, it pertained to the alignment with these consented ways of
viewing science while not discounting different NOS perspectives.
Individuals’ perspectives might also have been related to the way they view culture. Therefore,
this study adopted Williams’ (2014) three-fold description of “culture” as: “a general process of
intellectual, spiritual and aesthetic development…a particular way of life, whether of a people, a
period, a group, or humanity in general…the works and practices of intellectual and especially
artistic activity” (p. 90). In other words, it represented a process of development, a way of life
encompassing traditions, language, beliefs, and a body of work, regarded collectively.
The term “society” was also defined for this study (e.g. in relation to science as “socially and
culturally embedded” or the “sociocultural embeddedness of science”). Williams’ (2014)
definition of “society” was used, defined as “the body of institutions and relationships within
which a relatively large group of people live…the condition in which such institutions and
relationships are formed” (p. 291). In this definition, “institutions” were considered those
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establishments founded for religious, educational, or social purposes. I defined “sociocultural” as
the intersection between culture and society.
To define “science as socially and culturally embedded”, this study used Lederman and
colleagues’ (2002) explanation as a base description (expanded upon further in Chapter 2). They
state:
Science, it follows, affects and is affected by the various elements and intellectual spheres
of the culture in which it is embedded. These elements include, but are not limited to, social
fabric, power structures, politics, socioeconomic factors, philosophy, and religion. (p. 501)
To clarify, when this major NOS tenet is written in the text, it will be italicized. This is because
one aim of this work was to bring together NOS literature (conceptual, pedagogical) with work
emphasizing the social and cultural embeddedness of science as a context by which to help
students learn scientific practices and support their development of morals and ethics, such as
socioscientific issues (SSI), science-technology-society (STS), and Environmental Education
curricula (Aikenhead et al., 2007; Hart, 2008; Zeidler et al., 2002). While similar, the bodies
of NOS and SSI/STS/Environmental Education research are epistemologically and
methodologically different. Hence, science as socially and culturally embedded refers to NOS
and

“the

social

and

cultural

embeddedness

of

science-related

work”

denotes

SSI/STS/Environmental Education approaches.
A term being introduced in the current study, the “sociocultural embeddedness of science” was
defined for this study as the cultural and societal foundation of science as a human endeavor.
While science is socially and culturally embedded, I argue that ultimately it is the individuals who
practice, teach, or consume science and their personal backgrounds that are at the heart of NOS,
and who need to be recognized as such. That is, not just scientists, but also science teachers,
students and the public that comprise societies and aid in the progression and nature of science.
This definition will be revisited and further defined in Chapter 2.
“Positionality” was defined as ‘the way one perceives one’s position in relation to a given
construct’ (Ganga & Scott, 2006). With respect to this study, students were prompted to position
themselves with science, and likewise science with culture and society. Connected with
positionality, “reflexivity” was defined via Rodriguez (1998) as “becoming aware of how one’s
own social location (e.g. ethnic and cultural backgrounds and socioeconomic status), ideological
location (belief systems and values), and academic location (e.g., education and skills) influence
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what we consider is important to learn” (p.600). This definition will also be further defined in
Chapter 2.

1.8 Organization of the Study
This study focused on two main topics: (i) beginning preservice teachers’ conceptions of
science as socially and culturally embedded, and (ii) how those conceptions change after semesterlong immersion in an authentic (inquiry-based), metacognitive, explicit, reflexive introductory
biology content course curriculum.
In Chapter 1, I have expanded on the context and background of the research study and lay out
the issues correlated with current NOS instruction, the lack of connection being made with science,
culture, and society, and the utilization of culturally responsive contextualization of science in
solving these problems. A statement of the problem, the purpose of the research, my personal
interest in the research, significance of the research, assumptions and limitations, and definitions
of special terms have been provided.
In the second chapter, I have presented a review of literature pertaining to Chapter One,
expanding on the context and background of the study. This included literature summarizing past
and present NOS research, literature surrounding the sociocultural embeddedness of science, and
that surrounding positionality and reflexivity. I also introduced my theoretical framework, and
have summarized sociotransformative constructivism (sTc) and culturally relevant pedagogy
(CRP).
In the third chapter, I have described my methodological framework. This meant summarizing
grounded theory literature, as well as the design of the study. I have expanded upon specifically
the research approach, data collection, the role of the researcher and associated dilemmas, ethical
deliberations, data analysis and interpretation, and the fidelity of the research.
Results of this study are presented in Chapter 4. These are followed in Chapter 5 by data
analysis, a discussion of results, study implications and conclusions, and references. All of these
are followed by appendices.
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CHAPTER 2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE

2.1 Introduction
Recently, the President’s Council of Advisors on Science and Technology (PCAST) has
pushed for the availability of 100,000 newly prepared STEM teachers by the year 2020, meaning
those that understand and utilize current science standards and reform-based science instruction in
their classrooms (Olson & Riordon, 2012). One enduring goal of science standards and standardsbased instruction (NGSS Lead States, 2013; NRC, 1996; AAAS, 1989; AAAS, 1993) has been the
development of scientifically literate students. To enhance scientific literacy, literature has
suggested that students and teachers possess well-formed and current conceptions of nature of
science [NOS] (Hurd, 1998; Lederman, 1992), including understanding science as a human
endeavor (NGSS Lead States, 2013) that is socially and culturally embedded. Yet, literature has
repeatedly shown quite the opposite—students and teachers have repeatedly been found to possess
more ‘naïve’ or ‘traditional’ views of NOS, not often connecting it with culture and society
(Koulaidis and Ogborn, 1989; Lederman, 1992; Schwartz et. al, 2004; Irzik and Nola, 2014).
Furthermore, NOS research has only more recently shifted to focus on preservice teacher
populations (see Meichtry, 1992; Lederman, 1992, 2007; Abd-El-Khalick & Lederman, 2000;
Lederman and Lederman, 2014). For example, in Lederman’s (1992) review of the literature
pertaining to student and teacher understandings of the NOS, only seven of 103 cited articles in
the review focused on preservice teacher conceptions. Yet, preservice teachers will eventually be
in-service teachers, or those directly affecting the teaching and learning of NOS. While in their
college teaching programs, preservice teachers have at least two years of preparation time to gain
adequate and contemporary understandings of the NOS. Although the number of preservice
science teacher NOS articles is larger in the most recent review (Lederman & Lederman, 2014),
the overall quantity remains low in NOS literature.
Aside from the amount of research, larger issues exist with both preservice science teacher
NOS research and work focused on the social and cultural embeddedness of science centered on
their: (i) conceptualization, (ii) instructional methods, and (iii) research perspectives. First, despite
the existence of best instructional practices, students are often lacking full conceptualizations of
NOS, and not often understanding science as socially and culturally embedded (Mesci &
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Schwartz, 2016). Also, NOS research and work related to the social and cultural embeddedness of
science is largely written from more positivist perspectives, not often considering participants’
own backgrounds (Liu & Lederman, 2007). This leaves questions surrounding whose NOS
conceptions are being perpetuated as ‘adequate’, and for whom NOS and social and cultural
embeddedness of science-related work is being performed (Fine, Weis, & Wong, 2000).
These problems all raise further questions surrounding the equity and accessibility of resulting
science pedagogy and student learning (Rodriguez, 1997, 2015b). They are also areas of tension
and misunderstanding by preservice teachers that suggest nature of science may not be accessible
for all students. However, as explored through the ensuing review of literature, they are also gaps
which offer entry points into making NOS and science as socially and culturally embedded more
relevant and engaging for preservice teachers.
Where areas of misunderstanding have currently existed (e.g. connecting with science as
socially and culturally embedded) also lie a vantage point from which to understand, from a
student-centric perspective: (i) how preservice teachers are positioning themselves with science
and understanding science as socially and culturally embedded (if they are), and (ii) how to help
preservice teachers become more deeply connected with science in these ways through leveraging
their own prior knowledge and worldviews.
Yet, neither objective can be reached without expanding on current perspectives towards
ensuring a more equitable and accessible NOS. Accordingly, I have begun this chapter by
describing the utilization of sociotransformative constructivism (sTc; Rodriguez, 1998) and
culturally responsive pedagogy (CRP; Ladson-Billings, 1995) as the theoretical frameworks used
throughout this study to analyze both NOS literature and that which has focused on the social and
cultural embeddedness of science. Aligned with Rodriguez’s (2015a) critique of current science
standards, I have highlighted some areas of improvement, as well as some novel NOS and social
and cultural embeddedness of science-related research directions, including those utilized in the
current project.
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2.2 Theoretical Framework
2.2.1 Sociotransformative Constructivism (sTc)
This study is first informed by sociotransformative constructivism, or sTc. As a theoretical
framework, sTc merges tenets of multicultural education (as a theory of social justice) with social
constructivism (as a theory of learning) toward raising an awareness surrounding the historical,
institutional, and sociocultural creation, control, and access of knowledge (Grant, 1991; CochranSmith, 2010; Gergen, 1995; Rodriguez, 1998; Rodriguez, 2015a). Knowledge acquired in this way,
such as the redistribution of power or social capital, or likewise through increased awareness, can
then be used collaboratively by students and teachers to participate in socially transformative
actions (Rodriguez & Kitchen, 2005; Rodriguez, 2015b).
In a sense, sTc emphasizes the equitable distribution of power, opportunities, and resources
(Eslinger, 2013). It is not a curricular, learning, or teaching approach alone, but a humanistic lens
and set of beliefs that has served to acknowledge all voices and perspectives present. To this end,
sTc has been used to help teachers understand how to teach for diversity and understanding –
learning to employ more socially relevant, culturally engaging teaching strategies (Rodriguez &
Zozakiewicz, 2010). Underpinning sTc are the four constructs of dialogic conversation,
metacognition, reflexivity, and authentic activity (Rodriguez, 2015a), which are discussed in more
detail below.

2.2.1.1 Dialogic Conversation
Grounded in the work of Bakhtin’s dialogicality (1981) and speech genre (1986), dialogic
conversation acknowledges language as representing a way of describing the world. Dialogue
exists both before and in anticipation to responses, rooted within individuals’ voices and
perspectives (Sennett, 2012).
Given these qualities, language also allows the listener(s) to understand ‘whose voice is
being represented’ (Bakhtin, 1981; Rodriguez, 1998). As suggested by Wertsch (1991) and
Aikenhead (2001), understanding someone’s voice means setting it within context, acknowledging
the unique individual or taking on a different perspective.
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In addition, Lemke (2001) and Aikenhead (1996; 1997) suggest that examining dialogue
reveals how individuals or groups may interact within different contexts, such as teacher
preparation programs, uncovering both successes and struggles with doing so. For instance, Jegede
and Aikenhead (1999) discusses how dialogue can be “culturally violent,” or in direct opposition
with a student’s beliefs, dissuading them from pursuing science.

2.2.1.2 Metacognition
Metacognition has been defined as an individuals’ ability to reflect upon, regulate, and
comprehend their own thinking and learning (Schraw & Dennison, 1994; Rodriguez, 1998; Schraw
et. al 2006; Abd-El-Khalick & Akerson, 2009). According to Gunstone (1994), learners can be
trained to increase metacognitive knowledge and skills by promotion of self-reflection on their
learning. The Metacognitive Awareness Inventory created by Schraw & Dennison (1994) includes
examples of prompts promoting this type of thinking, including: “I periodically ask myself if I am
meeting my goals,” “I have control over how well I learn,” or “I think of several ways to solve a
problem and choose the best one” (p. 473).
Students can then engage in self-regulated learning and achievement (Schraw et. al 2006),
and for example, develop a deeper understanding of science content (Spiegel and Barufaldi, 1994)
and NOS knowledge (Abd-El-Khalick & Akerson, 2009). Rodriguez (1998) previously described
metacognition as developing “a sense of consciousness and agency on one’s own ways of learning”
(p.12), or in other words a raised self-awareness. In relation to sTc, metacognition enables students
to question what and how they are learning, what control that they have over that, and in what
ways they can use their agency to affect the direction of the learning enterprise.

2.2.1.3 Authentic Activity
Another component of sTc is engaging in authentic science activities, or those modeled
after actual scientists or science educators. This is reminiscent of the content and practices found
in science standards (NGSS Lead States, 2013). However, a lot of contextual specificity goes into
creating authentic experiences. Simply providing students with, or immersing them in ‘authentic
activities’ does not in and of itself guarantee any learning will occur (Abd-El-Khalick & Lederman,
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2000; Abd-El-Khalick & Akerson, 2004). As Rodriguez (1998) writes concerning authentic
activity:
The difference between the sTc approach and others proposed under individual
constructivism is that in addition to doing minds-on, hands-on activities, students
are urged to reflect on how the subject under study is socioculturally relevant and
tied to everyday life. (p.12)
In other words, while ‘authentic activities’ can fail due to ineffective approximations to
‘the field’, pedagogical barriers such as a lack of NOS knowledge, or lacking resources, they can
similarly fail due to a lack of contextualization. To minimize this risk, students’ prior experiences
and backgrounds should be leveraged towards immersion into student-centered, inquiry-based
activities (Rodriguez, 1998).
One aspect of authentic activities important to the current study that could be more explicit
is their relevance to students. We cannot assume as educators or teacher educators that students
will be willing to bridge the above-mentioned gap, or that they will be interested in doing so
(Rodriguez and Kitchen, 2005). Some may view it as an obstacle that cannot or will not be
overcome (Hollins & Guzman, 2005). As Aikenhead (1996; 1997; 2000; 2007) has addressed, the
culture of science may be very different, or even in opposition with those of many students. This
has also been addressed by Zeidler and Sadler (2010), who have described how socio-scientific
issues carry similar underlying sociocultural contexts which may be inaccessible to students. In
other words, the context of the problem itself needs to be accessible and provide relevant means
for students to interact with them. What may be ‘authentic science’ to a scientist is very different
than ‘authentic science’ for a student with little lab experience.

2.2.1.4 Reflexivity
While reflection has been an essential factor of effective NOS instruction (Abd-El-Khalick &
Akerson, 2004), a central component of sTc that differentiates NOS literature from the current
study is reflexivity. Rodriguez (1998) had defined reflexivity as:
…becoming aware of how one’s own social location (e.g., ethnic and cultural
backgrounds and socioeconomic status), ideological location (e.g., belief systems
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and values), and academic location (e.g., education and skills) influence what we
consider is important to learn (p.12).
In the classroom, reflexivity has been most useful in the context of student-centered,
collaborative activities. Beyond rote engagement with content or practices, reflexivity leads to
exploring how scientific knowledge is generated, who or what influences this process, and why
science is performed. As discussed, these all represent issues of power missing from current
standards-based, classroom science, as well as largely from preservice science teacher NOS
research. As shown through the current study, these are all useful questions in helping teachers
and students explore their beliefs and positionality.

2.2.1.5 The Use of sTc for This Study
A major application of sTc has been to guide curriculum creation and critique. It has also
been used toward increasing science attitudes, motivation, and learning (Corbin, 2008; Rodriguez
& Zozakiewicz, 2010). Corbin (2008) applied sTc to a secondary earth science course at an urban
school, examining student academic performance and motivation following an activity-based unit
over water quality. Following the course, science motivation and attitudes had increased, and
students showed significant science learning gains.
Rodriguez and Zozakiewicz (2010) used sTc to guide the linkage of technological and
scientific literacy) to aid student learning in the K-6 classroom. Following engagement with
writing prompts and problem-solving scenarios centered on the use of technology, there was an
increase in students’ awareness of authentic activities and an increase in students’ science attitudes
(Rodriguez & Zozakiewicz, 2010).
Most recently sTc has been used toward the development of a novel, culturally responsive,
multidisciplinary science unit over the history of ice cream (Rodriguez, 2015c). The four
components of sTc were emphasized throughout this unit along with discrete activities.
As sTc had been utilized towards curriculum change and critique before, it was utilized
similarly in the current study. Whereas previous studies have been presented mainly as case
studies, the current study rests on a mixed methods approach to collecting, interpreting, and
presenting data, and used sTc in the development of all research instruments, including post
surveys and critical reflections, or ‘reflexivity assignments’. As a theory, sTc also encompassed
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the assumptions made in the current study that students’ conceptions of science as socially and
culturally embedded are deeply rooted in their own cultures and science backgrounds (i.e.
socioculturally rooted).

2.2.2 Culturally Relevant Pedagogy (CRP)
This study was also informed by culturally relevant pedagogy, or CRP (Ladson-Billings,
1995). Like sTc, CRP represented another framework for increasing accessibility and equitability
in the science classroom. Both frameworks were aimed at ensuring that all students increase their
academic achievement (Rodriguez, 1998; Irvine, 2010), and have emphasized the relationship
between students and teachers, and specifically what is taught and how it is taught (Brown-Jeffy
& Cooper, 2011; Rodriguez, 2015c).
CRP is “specifically committed to collective, not merely individual, empowerment” (p.160
– Ladson-Billings, 1995), seeking to empower and motivate students to learn through leveraging
their own cultural beliefs and experiences (Gay, 2010).
As a pedagogical framework, CRP is comprised of three main tenets which emphasize
students acquiring: (i) academic success; (ii) cultural competence, and (iii) a critical consciousness
or awareness; challenging the status quo (Ladson-Billings, 1995).

2.2.2.1 Academic Success
Academic success refers most basically to students acquiring skills necessary to become
active citizens. In the current study, this meant learning what knowledge and skills they needed to
progress toward becoming in-service science teachers, as well as master the course content,
including biology content and skills. As laid out in the syllabus, students were accountable for
learning about experimentation, modelling, creating and testing hypotheses, microscopy, and
ecosystems, as well as how to create and report on a research project.
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2.2.2.2 Cultural Competence
Cultural competence refers to leveraging students’ own culture towards enhancing their
learning. This contrasts with forcing students to assimilate into school cultures. Some concrete
examples include: allowing students to share in the instructors’ own cultures (Ladson-Billings,
1995), raising aspects of students’ cultures within the curriculum (Gee, 2010), or allowing students
to use their own home languages as they learn English (Gee, 1989).
In this study, students’ cultures were raised to be in alliance with the curriculum. The locale
and pollution problem in which the study took place, which was used to contextualize the
intervention curriculum, was shared by both students and teaching staff, and thus represented a
relevant point of relation. Furthermore, the preservice teachers were all members of the university
community all studying to be future elementary teachers. They were also connected as classroom
peers, engaging in authentic science activities, dialogic conversation, and reflexivity, which were
all possible entry points of cultural competence.

2.2.2.3 Critical Consciousness
Critical consciousness referred to “developing a broader sociopolitical consciousness that
allows students to critique the cultural norms, values, and institutions that produce and maintain
social inequities” (p.162 – Ladson-Billings, 1995a). As described through the framework, students
should develop a mindset for questioning the status quo, and not simply accept what is taught.
Related to the current study, students engaged in regular critical reflections over what they were
learning and why they were learning it.

2.2.2.4 The Use of CRP for This Study
Since its conception, CRP has been used primarily towards investigating teaching practices
and teacher education (Gutstein et al., 1997; Johnson 2011; Ladson-Billings, 1992; 1995b; 2000).
Many of these studies have been presented as ethnographies or case studies (Ladson-Billings
1995b; 2000; Milner 2011).
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It has also been used empirically towards the development of metacognitive curriculum
and creation of collaborative and motivating classroom environments (Conrad et al., 2004; Feger,
2006; Parsons, 2005). These were both outcomes pertinent to the current study.
CRP has also been used to modify existing curricula (Morrison et al., 2008). In creating
this type of curricula, it has been important that teachers have formed positive, personal
relationships with their students (Brown, 2003), regularly engaging them in classroom discussion
(Benson, 2003). To note, this parallels the ‘dialogic conversation’ component of sTc, the difference
being the intentions of the speaker being perceived via dialogic conversation in sTc (Rodriguez,
1998). Likewise, both Gruha (2006) and Rodriguez (2009) have described the need to
acknowledge and raise students’ prior knowledge on topics connected with their lives.
Overall, CRP was an integral part of the theoretical framework of the current study.
Epistemologically, it encompassed both the social justice and constructivist foundations of sTc. It
also recommended the inclusion of relevant socio-political content into science curricula. It was
also methodologically influenced by grounded theory (Ladson-Billings, 1995). In the following
sections, sTc and CRP were used to review and critique NOS literature and that work centered on
the social and cultural embeddedness of science.

2.3 Preservice Teacher Nature of Science
At the core of this study lies NOS, deeply connected with both who we are as people and what
role science has played in our lives. Consequently, there is no one, universal NOS (Schwartz &
Lederman, 2002; Lederman & Lederman, 2014). Instead, the ‘nature’ is dependent on who it is
that is practicing science, how they are enacting it, and for what reason (Rodriguez, 1998; Green,
2014). In turn, these parameters are rooted in individuals’ sociocultural backgrounds and positions
within society and culture, deeply personal mechanisms by which we connect with science.
Related, there are foundational strands of research surrounding NOS geared at enhancing these
connections to science (Lederman & Lederman, 2014).
While a well-established body of research, however, numerous issues exist within NOS work
centered on the representation of: (i) NOS conceptions, (ii) best available instructional practices,
(iii) the relationships among teachers’ conceptions, science pedagogy, and students’ conceptions,
and (iv) the accessibility and relevancy of NOS curricula. First, despite decades of research and
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best NOS instructional practices, preservice teachers’ still struggle to connect with science as
socially and culturally embedded. This trend is compounded by existing barriers to adopting NOS
curricula, such as perceiving NOS as not significant to teach (Gallagher, 1992). Research has only
more recently been taken up toward providing more relevant, inclusive NOS curricula (Allchin et
al., 2014).
At the level of NOS literature, authors often have not discussed their own influences and biases
inherent to their research. Additionally, a majority of NOS research seems to have taken a positivist
perspective. While not outwardly an issue, this leaves questions surrounding for whom NOS and
research is performed (Fine Weis, & Wong, 2000; Rodriguez, 1996, 2015a). Without much detail,
one cannot understand how authors’ views compare with current agreed-upon views of NOS often
aligned with those intrinsic to Western modern science.
These are all important topics to investigate towards improving NOS research, as well as
helping preservice elementary teachers better connect with and understand NOS. The next sections
will address these issues, starting with clarifying definitions of NOS within literature, and laying
out a broad view of what has been accomplished, specifically emphasizing positive contributions
of preservice NOS research. These will be followed a critique of literature, split into three sections
addressing: (i) preservice teachers’ alternative conceptions and curricular connections, (ii) issues
of equity and accessibility, (iii) issues surrounding the question of for whom.

2.3.1 Defining Nature of Science through Literature
Important to this study, conceptualizing NOS has been, and continues to be debated (Alters,
1997; Meichtry, 1992; Lederman & Lederman, 2014). Most broadly, NOS pertains to ‘the
progression of science and scientific knowledge as a product of those beliefs and values that define
the scientific community’ (Irzik & Nola, 2014). Individual tenets pertaining to this general
definition have often been changed, inserted, or deleted from various literature and standards
(Schwartz et al., 2004; Irzik & Nola, 2011).
While differences and similarities between major NOS definitions were discussed earlier in
this manuscript (see Special Terms; ‘consensus’ versus ‘family resemblance’ views), it is
important to note for this review that while scientific practices or pedagogy such as scientific
inquiry can be influenced by NOS, they are conceptually separate. To clarify, NOS knowledge is
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a cognitive outcome (Salter & Atkins, 2014), not a set of observable behaviors such as engagement
in inquiry (Sandoval, 2005). While it is best learned in a mixture of contexts (Bell et al., 2016), it
is also something to be learned about explicitly (Abd-El-Khalick & Akerson, 2004).

2.3.2 Positive Contributions of Preservice NOS Research
Before critiquing NOS literature, it must be acknowledged that substantial research has
been accomplished, resulting in a strong and wide-reaching foundation from which to build
moving forward. NOS conceptions have been gathered from an immense group of students and
teachers at all levels of education, providing a solid baseline for further research (Lederman &
Lederman, 2014). A set of consented facets of NOS have been provided and integrated into current
science standards (NGSS Lead States, 2013). Furthermore, instructional best practices have been
derived and shown to be effective in enhancing and aligning students’ views of NOS more closely
with agreed-upon tenets (Akerson & Abd-El-Khalick, 2000; Bell et al., 2016). Without this
foundation, the connections drawn upon in the current research could not have been made.

2.3.2.1 Establishing NOS Conceptions
First, previous research has made known a wide range of NOS conceptions, uncovering a
multitude of ways in which teachers and students at all levels of education understand science.
Since the first teacher NOS conceptions (and misconceptions; surrounding the use of the ‘scientific
method’; the tentativeness of science) were reported by Anderson (1950) and Behnke (1961),
results have mainly demonstrated a lack of NOS understanding, including by preservice teachers
(Carey & Strauss, 1968; Hewson & Hewson, 1987; Aguierre et al., 1990; Mellado, 1997; Irez,
2006). They have also served to uncover a limited ability to view science, culture, and society
related with each other by preservice teachers (Aguierre et al., 1990; Abell & Smith, 1994; Tairab,
2001; Akerson & Donnelly, 2008). Furthermore, these results have shown the ways preservice
teachers reason with science within socio-scientific contexts is deeply complex (Zeidler et al.,
2002; Yoon & Kim, 2016). Students own worldviews have also been suggested to affect
conceptions (Abd-El-Khalick, 2001; Akerson & Abd-El-Khalick, 2003; McDonald, 2010).
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2.3.2.2 Providing Instructional Strategies
Following from conceptual research, there have also been multiple studies on the
development, use, and assessment of effective NOS curricula aimed at enhancing students’ NOS
conceptions (Klopfer & Cooley, 1963; Gennaro, 1964; Jones, 1965; Crumb, 1965; Sorensen, 1966;
Aikenhead, 1979; Bateson, 1990; Baird et al., 1991). As a result, preservice teacher NOS research
has yielded a set of widely accepted instructional practices for teacher educators.
In short, research has shown that explicit, reflective, metacognitive, inquiry-based NOS
instruction is best (Lederman & Abd-El-Khalick, 1998; Abd-El-Khalick, 2001; Matkins et al.,
2002; Schwartz et al., 2004; McDonald, 2010; Ozgelen et al., 2013). This means NOS should be
taught overtly (explicitly), in a way that allows students to understand how they learn best
(metacognitively), via immersion in authentic science activities (inquiry-based), and in a way that
charges students with reflecting over their classroom experiences (reflectively). Varying contexts
on a continuum between abstract and real-world have also been shown to be effective in helping
students gain NOS knowledge (Bell et al., 2016), including both historical case studies and localebased NOS (Allchin et al., 2014).

2.3.2.3 Linking Connections to NOS and Classroom Practice
Other NOS studies have pointed to the importance of teaching in helping form students’
NOS understandings (Yager, 1966; Kleinman, 1965; Carey et al., 1989). Although preservice
teachers do not often get the opportunity to teach science in the classroom, connections between
preservice teachers’ NOS conceptions and classroom practice have previously been explored
(Gallagher, 1991). In summary, they have suggested that preservice teachers’ conceptions (AbdEl-Khalick & Lederman, 1998; Bell, Lederman, & Abd-El-Khalick, 2000), feelings about, and
intentions to teach NOS (Schwartz & Lederman, 2002) all affect the likelihood that they teach
NOS in their classrooms. In other words, preservice teachers are not likely to teach NOS if they
do not find it relevant to teach.
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2.3.3 Critique of NOS Literature
While the contributions of previous NOS literature are apparent, so are some shortcomings.
In the next section, a three-pointed critique of this work has been provided. It draws upon: (i)
persisting gaps; (ii) equity and accessibility of NOS; and (iii) the orientation to NOS research taken
by authors (i.e. top-down vs. individualistic).

2.3.3.1 Emphasizing Alternative Conceptions and Curricular Connections
Research pertaining to preservice science teacher conceptions suggests that preservice teachers
possess varying conceptual and pedagogical understandings of NOS (Mellado, 1997; Zeidler et
al., 2002; Akerson & Donnelly, 2008; Walls, 2012; Yoon & Kim, 2016). Yet, most preservice
NOS understandings have been found within NOS literature to be “naïve”, or realist, positivist,
and empirical, viewing science as a systematic way of uncovering objective facts about the world
(Lederman & Lederman, 2014). They have often held fragmented or incomplete views of certain
agreed-upon NOS tenets when compared with standards-based NOS: the subjectivity of scientific
knowledge, creativity utilized by scientists, the difference between theories and laws, and science
as socially and culturally embedded. Furthermore, as opposed to in science content courses, most
preservice teacher NOS research has been performed predominantly in preservice teacher science
methods courses with junior or senior-level preservice science teachers (Lederman & Lederman,
2014).
Similar gaps can be found within research surrounding NOS instructional practices. Despite
being immersed in current best instructional practices such as explicit, reflective, activity- or
inquiry-based NOS teaching, preservice teachers’ connections with science as socially and
culturally embedded have been mixed. This is true even when deeply engaged with socio-scientific
issues such as global warming, over the course of an entire semester of a preservice teacher science
methods class (Matakin & Bell, 2007). Only when students’ worldviews have been taken into
consideration were students able to make that connection, although these findings were not
expanded upon in detail (McDonald, 2010). Most recently, research on NOS instruction has
provided data that students may benefit from a mixture of explicit and implicit NOS (Bell et al.,
2016).
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Related but in contrast with global contextualization (e.g. global warming; cloning), research
is lacking surrounding the investigation of locale-based NOS, or more broadly about how contentand context-specificity is correlated with conceptions (Yoon & Kim, 2016). Additional attention
is needed where the contextualization and culture of science meet preservice teachers’ own
contexts and cultures.

2.3.3.2 Raising Issues of Equity and Accessibility
Perhaps tied to preservice teachers’ alternative conceptions, NOS research thus far has not
fully addressed equity and accessibility from a student-centric (e.g. preservice teacher-centric)
perspective. While it has been acknowledged that NOS can be understood in multiple ways
(Schwartz & Lederman, 2002), and although preservice science teacher NOS conceptions have
been connected with individuals’ beliefs and self-awareness (Akerson et al., 2000) and the context
within which NOS is learned (Bell et. al 2016), preservice teachers’ personal attributes such as
their gender, culture, language, socioeconomic status and experiences have largely not been
accounted for. However, this is an immensely important issue for numerous reasons.
First, our experiences all throughout our lives directly affect our beliefs and level of selfawareness, as well as our views of science. Reiterating the effectiveness of considering personal
experiences, studies in which preservice teachers connected with science as socially and culturally
embedded were those taking into account preservice teachers’ own worldviews (McDonald, 2010).
There is also the issue of the culture inherent to the scientific community itself, rooted in
Anglo-male beliefs and values. It is also from these beliefs and values that are essentially aligned
with Western modern science that the ‘consensus’ and ‘family resemblance’ views of NOS have
been derived. Although work has been done to help students with ‘border crossing’ or aligning
their cultures with those within the scientific community (Aikenhead, 1996), it has not accounted
for students’ own views of how they connect or position themselves to science on an individual
basis.
Furthermore, evidence suggests preservice teachers are simply not motivated to teach NOS,
and may even view it as insignificant or unimportant (Gallagher, 1991; Abd-El-Khalick, 1998).
Viewing it as irrelevant may very well relate to how relevant science is to an individual. Just as
someone may see themselves closely related with science, preservice teachers may view it much
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differently, perhaps in a culturally incongruent way (Aikenhead, 1996). Likewise, they may have
had bad experiences with it. Effort needs to be put into understanding how preservice teachers
view science, in an open-ended manner and preserving their own voices if we plan to make it more
accessible and equitable. It is not that every preservice teacher should be completely taken with
science or NOS, but they should be able to understand it beyond being a ‘hard’ subject that they
could ‘never pursue’ (Millar, 1991).

2.3.3.3 Addressing Questions Surrounding ‘For Whom’
Behind issues of equity and accessibility are the NOS researchers themselves. Why did they
obtain the results they did? Who were the researchers that performed the research, and for whom
did they perform their research?
By reviewing the literature pertaining to NOS research, a predominantly positivist viewpoint
is apparent, or one suggesting an accurate, universal, Western interpretation of NOS. The
‘consensus’ view of NOS lends credence to this claim. While there is nothing inherently wrong
with using a post-positivist lens, it does not fully consider each participants’ unique worldview or
voice; in contrast, assumes participants have similar backgrounds and experiences. As evidence,
NOS authors have suggested worldviews and beliefs may in fact affect NOS conceptions, as
opposed to do affect.
At minimum, ‘accurate’ views should be more explicitly clarified with standards-based
initiatives. In the context of science standards, ‘accurate’ views of NOS could be considered
‘baseline’ views of NOS which can be built upon and critiqued. In the context of preservice teacher
research, if students are intended to reach learning objectives associated with NOS, such as
understanding the ‘consensus’ view tenets put forth by current science standards, preservice
teachers need to understand science at minimum in that way to teach that information. When
considered a ‘baseline’, or likewise as ‘standards-based’, NOS can be understood as ‘accurate’ or
‘naïve’ while still individualistic.
It is also from this perspective that NOS can viewed as related to Western conceptions of
science. Beyond recognizing consented tenets as associated with standards, the main goal is to
foster a critical awareness of standardized NOS tenets. It needs to be made more explicit who, for
whom, and by whom NOS tenets are being consented.
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Connected, the researchers’ own voices have largely been absent from their research. This
raises the issue that they may possess differing conceptions of NOS which are gendered,
privileged, or ethically affected that can then influence how they perceive or interpret the studies
they are conducting. This issue was addressed implicitly by Irzik & Nola (2011) who point out the
‘consensus’ view of NOS is based on expert conceptions. However, expert views of NOS may be
rooted in the history of science, or likewise the scientific community, which are both constructs
dominated by Anglo-male scientists and beliefs (Lemke, 2001; Rodriguez, 1996). If this is the
case, NOS may not even be fully accessible to preservice science teachers, which could affect both
their understanding of NOS and any instructional strategies they may choose to employ in their
future classrooms.
This also brings into question the pedagogical strategies and implementation of curricular
changes employed by the researchers in preservice science teacher research. The creation,
equitability, and accessibility of these curricula have largely not been discussed. Despite
researchers’ intentions, NOS teaching and curricular materials may have been more teachercentered than perceived, and furthermore affected by the intentions of those implementing them.
Interestingly, this issue has not been addressed even where conflicting evidence exists, such as
contextualization studies. Where NOS research has suggested the need to consider factors
surrounding culture, beliefs, and worldviews of students into account when discussing NOS,
researchers’ perspectives should be expanded upon as well.

2.3.4 Implications for This Study
The current study expanded upon previous NOS research in numerous ways. First, while
previous research had focused on investigating multiple facets of NOS at once, this work centered
only on preservice teachers’ conceptions of science as socially and culturally embedded. In
addition, literature had solely focused on junior and senior preservice science teacher populations
in methods courses, while only suggesting the need to work with younger populations in content
courses (Abd-El-Khalick, 2001). Here, beginning preservice teachers were the main population of
participants. Furthermore, although previous literature had focused on the contextualization of
NOS instruction, it had not widely considered participants’ worldviews. Whereas past work had
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emphasized global socio-scientific issues such as global warming, the current study utilized an
issue considered local to the participants.
Furthermore, this study served to present an extensive review of preservice science teacher
NOS research, and was aimed at addressing some gaps in that research. Namely, NOS teaching
and learning can be much more equitable and accessible. Up to now, preservice science teachers
have not made many connections between NOS and their worldviews, or perhaps have even
connected socioculturally with science in general. We need to more deeply understand why
preservice teachers have not consistently understood science as socially and culturally embedded.
Based on literature, I postulate that gaining adequate NOS understandings are in part linked to
cultural and social contexts, which offer a bridge by which to connect science with individuals’
worlds (e.g. Aikenhead, 1996). In other words, a sociocultural embeddedness of science dependent
on students’ personal backgrounds and perceived connections with science. If students are not
connecting science with society and culture, it may be because they do not perceive it as part of
society or culture, or may have not engaged in positioning themselves according to either science
or culture and society (Rodriguez, 2015a). To clarify, each student may be taking something
different from every science activity or experience that they have. They may enjoy it, learn
something, think deeply about it, or likewise may not even recognize it as a science experience.
Overall, it is important that these points are part of the broader conversation pertaining to NOS
teaching and learning. At the preservice science teacher level, students represent populations of
future in-service teachers who will be providing their future students a first glance into NOS. Yet,
if they continue missing understandings of certain aspects of NOS such as science as socially and
culturally embedded, they cannot fully meet these objectives.

2.4 Social and Cultural Embeddedness of Science
Gaps are apparent within all major strands of NOS investigation, the most notable following
the lack of multicultural education approaches to performing NOS research for all students. This
is in stark contrast to results suggesting preservice teachers generally view NOS, teaching, and
learning in multiple ways or from multiple perspectives (Hewson & Hewson, 1987; Lederman,
1992; Lederman & Lederman, 2014, Yoon et al., 2016).
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Throughout literature, the existence of diverse NOS views has led researchers to attempt
standardizing assessments and methods of attempting to enhance preservice teacher NOS
conceptions. To this end, multiple NOS assessments (Test on Understanding Science; Views of
Nature of Science Questionnaires) have been developed, and the use of explicit, reflective,
metacognitive, inquiry-based instruction has been accepted as NOS instructional best practices.
But while these best practices exist, participants continue to lack understandings of certain aspects
of NOS. At the risk of continuing these misunderstandings, as well as to further investigate
teachers’ and students’ current NOS understandings, more equitable and inclusive approaches to
empirical NOS research and pedagogy are needed which consider students’ own understandings
and science-related experiences.
As mentioned in previous sections, often missing from preservice teachers’ NOS
understandings has been the formation or honing of understanding science as socially and
culturally embedded (Tairab, 2001; Irez, 2006). Literature suggests most of prospective science
teachers simply have not connected science with culture and society, or perhaps even personally
(socioculturally) with science (Aikenhead, 2007).
While somewhat discouraging from a researcher and teacher educator perspective, this trend
provides a case for exploring what this disconnect means for the learning and teaching of the
science as socially and culturally embedded. On a basic level, for instance, how exactly is science
embedded within culture and society? Furthermore, what does it mean to have an enhanced
conception of science in this way? With respect to teaching NOS, if so many individuals have
trouble understanding this concept, then why should we continue trying to teach it?
Findings also suggested the existence of what can be referred to as the sociocultural
embeddedness of science. While previous literature has derived standard facets of NOS, results
have yielded multiple understandings of these facets that have been in part connected with
students’ worldviews.
Whereas research objectives have been aligned with homogenizing what views of NOS
students and teachers possess, less work has been taken on embracing the actual heterogeneity and
asking why they exist. For example, what different ways are preservice teachers understanding
science as socially and culturally embedded? How did they come to these understandings, and
how do those understandings relate to how they view other aspects of NOS? If we intend on
gaining a deeper understanding of preservice teachers’ conceptions of NOS, for example, ‘naïve’
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views in NOS literature should be reported similarly to those responses which parallel consented
NOS understandings. While these views may be fragmented in terms of standards-based NOS,
they are certainly informed by students’ past experiences with science. Not only could these
experiences be understood toward helping students attain more standards-based conceptions, but
also raised towards the development of more student-centered, equitable K-12 science instruction
and curricula.
These topics will be explored in more depth in the following sections. They will be organized
by the following: (i) defining the social and cultural embeddedness of science, (ii) understanding
how science is socially and culturally embedded, (iii) examining related pedagogy, and (iv)
describing how the current study extends this work.

2.4.1 Defining the Social and Cultural Embeddedness of Science
Before understanding how the preservice teachers in the current study understood science
as socially and culturally embedded, this phrasing must be defined in more detail. However, given
current trends in literature, as well as considering both research and classroom applicability of this
work, defining the social and cultural embeddedness of science also involves moving beyond
literature into current science standards. Furthermore, as pointed out there are aspects of science
as socially and culturally embedded which could be improved by the inclusion of a sociocultural
embeddedness of science. Whereas science as socially and culturally embedded seems to
acknowledge science as an enterprise, a sociocultural embeddedness points to the role of the
individual; both inside and outside the scientific community.

2.4.2 Defining Science as Socially and Culturally Embedded
Scattered throughout preservice teacher NOS literature, definitions of science as socially
and culturally embedded have been compiled and described below. Overall, they point to the social
and cultural embeddedness of science from various levels of analyses, from viewing science as an
enterprise to the level of the individual scientist’s values and beliefs. Therefore, the definitions
have been organized similarly by perspective.
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2.4.2.1 NOS Authors’ Descriptions of Science as Socially and Culturally Embedded
Examining NOS literature, science as socially and culturally embedded has most often
been defined as viewing science as an enterprise, from a perspective in which “the direction and
products of scientific investigations are influenced by the society and culture in which the science
is conducted” (Schwartz and Lederman, 2002; p.207). This definition not only describes the deep
societal and cultural influences weighing on all aspects of science, from methods to resulting new
knowledge, but it also allows for differentiation between the scientific community from the larger
society.
Hanuscin and colleagues (2005) discussed these influences in more detail, writing that
“social and cultural context play a role in the development of scientific knowledge” (p.3). Abd-ElKhalick (2012) offered that science “both influences and is influenced by the cultural milieu”
(p.358). Mesci and Schwartz (2016) suggested science in this way “relates to the subjective NOS”
(p.346).
Others have only referenced science as socially and culturally embedded through study
results. For example, Southerland and colleagues (2006) described one preservice teacher
participants’ “work and discussion reflected a strong understanding of sociocultural aspects of
NOS, both in terms of the language and cultural practices itself, as well as the external influence
of society” (p.895). Wong and colleagues (2008) suggested that:
Science teachers are often urged to use relevant daily life examples in teaching subject
knowledge and to make greater efforts to engage the affective dimension of learning…We
believe that the same principle should apply to the teaching of NOS and scientific inquiry
(p.1435).
Pegg & Gummer (2010) reported that while “discussing socio-cultural influences on
science, teachers focused primarily on issues of social influences including how scientists choose
what to study, comparisons between different scientists, or comparisons between different
disciplines of science” (p.454). These descriptions all provided different scopes and perspectives
of science as socially and culturally embedded.
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2.4.2.2 Teachers’ Descriptions of Science as Socially and Culturally Embedded
Although many similarities existed between these definitions, there were also differences
in perspective and wording that need to be rectified. Schwartz and Lederman (2002), Hanuscin (et
al., 2005), Abd-El-Khalick (2012) and Ozgelen (2013) have all discussed science as socially and
culturally embedded as more large-scale and abstractly, from the level of science as an enterprise
which is influenced by culture and society. Celik (2012) and Dogan’s (et al. 2008) definitions were
on a smaller scale, seeming to refer to ‘culture and society’ as groups of people. Southerland (et
al. 2006) and Wong (et al. 2008) discussed science as socially and culturally embedded from the
perspective of providing recommendations for a small group of teachers (suggesting teachers need
to address science more socially and culturally embedded).
Yet, these were in deep contrast to Pegg and Gummer’s (2010) participants: in-service
teachers focused on comparing scientists and fields, and how individual scientists would make
decisions. In comparison with (for example) Schwartz and Lederman’s (2002) definitions –
standardized, consensus, broad – Pegg and Gummer’s (2010) participants’ definitions were much
more organic and smaller-scale, individuals (teachers) with their own cultures, values, experiences
and beliefs talking about individuals (scientists) with their own cultures, values, experiences and
beliefs.
Pegg and Gummer’s (2010) results also suggested, like NOS literature in general, that
teachers understood science as socially and culturally embedded much differently than was
discussed by NOS researchers based on their positions as teachers, and further that they may have
been trying to relate more on a personal level, using their personal prior knowledge and
experiences to do so.
This may be common, since although in-service elementary teachers represent students’
first window into science, most have not experienced science within the scientific community
(Gallagher, 1991; Schwartz et al., 2004). Yet, they still represent part of the culture and society
affecting science. Teachers often use their own values and experiences in addition to any available
facts (Zeidler et al., 2002; Hart, 2008); similar to what scientists may do when developing research
questions and experimental designs, and especially when interpreting data (Chalmers, 2013).
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2.4.2.3 Science as Socially and Culturally Embedded in Current Science Standards
Within the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS Lead States, 2013), the NOS has
been largely relegated to a single appendix (Appendix H). According to McComas and Nouri
(2016), NOS was an “add-on”, and was less prominently represented in original drafts than in any
previous standards. Within the appendix, understanding the social and cultural embeddedness of
science is suggested as one of the eight facets of NOS students should understand by the time they
finish high school. Here, it is referred to as science as a human endeavor. According to the NGSS
(Lead States, 2013), by the end of students’ senior year of high school, they should specifically
understand the following:
(i) scientific knowledge is a result of human endeavor, imagination, and creativity; (ii)
individuals and teams from many nations and cultures have contributed to science and to
advances in engineering; (iii) scientists’ backgrounds, theoretical commitments, and fields
of endeavor influence the nature of their findings; (iv) technological advances have
influenced the progress of science and science has influenced advances in technology; (v)
science and engineering are influenced by society and society is influenced by science and
engineering. (Appendix H; p.6)
Examining these suggestions, they do point towards students understanding that both that
scientists’ backgrounds and cultures, and society and culture all influence science findings and
products like technology. However, they are still standardized, leaving their interpretation up to
educators (Ford, 2015). In standards, they appear at the bottom of disciplinary core idea (DCI)
mapping for each grade level standards; are scaffolded across grade levels and presented in
conjunction with science and engineering practices (SEPs) and within the larger context of inquirybased science. While beneficial for students to understand science in this way, this presentation
contrasts with NOS literature that has warned against teachers mistaking NOS with scientific
practices (Abd-El-Khalick, 2014).
Furthermore, while mentioned as science as a human endeavor, the role of humans other
than scientists is still unclear or interpretable, and not connected with culture in the phrasing of
“science and engineering are influenced by society”. Multicultural approaches to teaching any of
the standards have been put in their own separate appendix in standards (Appendix D; NGSS Lead
States, 2013).
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In other words, in some ways science as a human endeavor has moved from previous
standards to encompass more sociocultural aspects of scientists than science as socially and
culturally embedded such as that scientists are humans with backgrounds and cultures. However,
it has also moved away from discussing similar characteristics of society and considering the role
of culture in the progression of science as an enterprise. Furthermore, NOS and multicultural
instructional approaches, while through their actual application encompass every single
disciplinary core idea (DCI), science and engineering practice (SEP), and cross-cutting concept
(CCC), have been presented as supplementary add-ons (Appendix H; Appendix D; NGSS Lead
States, 2013). Concerning the current study, and given this type of representation in science
standards, teachers and students may still not see themselves as participants in this process; science
may still seem separate from their daily lives, as well as K-12 science instruction.

2.4.3 Defining the Sociocultural Embeddedness of Science
As alluded to through previous sections, there is more to science as socially and culturally
embedded than meets the eye, specifically related to one’s sociocultural position to science, or who
they are, what experiences they have had with science throughout their lives, and how those
experiences have led to how relevant it is to them. This means not only scientists, but also teachers
and students whose conceptions of NOS may be very different from Western definitions.
From a situated perspective, science practitioners’, teachers’, and students’ experiences are
all directly related to how they feel about and conceive science; as a concept; career choice; set of
practices; or even in relation to decision making (Wee, 2012). In this way, an individual’s way of
understanding science as socially and culturally embedded is deeply dependent on the stakeholder.
For example, as researched by Walls (2012) and discussed by both Meyer and Crawford
(2011) and Green (2014), people from different cultures perceive and engage with NOS much
differently from each other, and specifically those individuals who are part of populations
systematically marginalized by the scientific community throughout history. Depending on a
researcher’s intention, science can be used towards marginalization (Green, 2014).
In another example, Alters (1997) demonstrated the ways science practitioners working in
different fields of science (e.g. biology; chemistry; physics) describe NOS in ways oriented to their
fields. In other words, science can be used or explained in ways based on scientists’ intentions and
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identities. Related to the current study, a classroom comprised of majority Anglo-female
preservice elementary teachers may also have vastly different backgrounds and experiences which
contribute to how they understand NOS.
Along with science being socially and culturally embedded, it is also very much
socioculturally embedded, connected with each individual’s backgrounds and positions in society
and culture. In this way, there are multiple natures of science, dependent on who is practicing it,
how, and for what purpose. Similarly, to consider a standardized, collective nature of science, one
must also consider how it is played out by individual practitioners, as well as how they are situated
socioculturally. It is a difference in one’s personal context.
For K-12 students in a US classroom engaging in inquiry-based activities, NOS may seem
like a set of facts to be memorized or skills to master, similar to the way they may view science
(Lederman & Lederman, 2014). For research scientists it may be more experiential; involving
detailed aspects of working on previous research projects. Both are practicing experimentation,
but their orientations to science are very different.
However, the sociocultural embeddedness of science has not been a previously defined
term. Synthesizing associated literature, the sociocultural embeddedness of science can be defined
as the cultural and societal foundation of science as a human endeavor.
Breaking down this definition, one can see elements of both science as a human endeavor
and science as socially and culturally embedded; a bridging of science education literature and
current standards, and post-positivist and multicultural education approaches to NOS. Within this
definition, wording is very deliberate.
The phrasing “the cultural and societal foundation of” serves a dual purpose. First, it
highlights the role that culture and society play in individuals’ interactions with science, through
daily interactions with others related to science, as well as with everyday science such as
technology, media, and scientific phenomena. Second, it emphasizes everyone’s roles within the
progression of science as an enterprise. This could mean performing science in a laboratory,
teaching science to future fully-participating citizens and scientists, or even just interacting with
smart technology, leaving behind data which helps improve products of science.
The phrasing “science as a human endeavor” was chosen because it explicitly points to the
fact that humans are at the core of the progression of science. Whereas current science standards
seem to emphasize scientists’ roles in the progression of science, the exercise of defining a
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sociocultural embeddedness of science in the context of the current study serves to also
acknowledge that the progression of science deeply depends on science educators, students, and
the public at large. It also serves as a counterpart to science as socially and culturally embedded,
a consented facet of NOS.
To clarify, the sociocultural embeddedness of science is informed by the same
multicultural perspectives which guided this study. In other words, it recognizes the influence of
preservice teachers’ unique background and experiences on their worldviews (including NOS
conceptions), as well as the need to acknowledge and understand those viewpoints toward helping
preservice teachers transform their learning of NOS. These individuals’ views need to be
accommodated and legitimized in relation to standardized NOS.
There is also an emphasis on the foundational nature of culture and society in this
progression. As part of the public at large, cultures and societies are also entities in themselves. As
previous research has described K-12 students’ becoming enculturated or assimilated into the
scientific community, ‘crossing over’ and becoming ‘science natives’ (Aikenhead, 1996), so is
science accepted into global cultures and societies from the perspective of those societies. That is,
while individuals may use similar tools or practices to understand or perform science, it must also
be acknowledged that scientific facts, findings, or products may be perceived by diverse cultures
and individuals in those cultures very differently.
Together, defining the sociocultural embeddedness of science as the societal and cultural
foundation of science as a human endeavor serves to encompass all of these points, and helps
alongside science as socially and culturally embedded within literature to more deeply understand
the social and cultural embeddedness of science. It also advocates for the development of critical
understandings of normalized NOS, and becoming aware of who’s interests are being served by
upholding certain NOS conceptions over others.

2.4.4 Exploring How Science is Socially and Culturally Embedded
Within these definitions, then, we can understand just how much science is socially and
culturally embedded. It affects both culture and society, and vice versa (Driver et. al, 1996). The
way science is socially and culturally embedded also affects many of the daily decisions we make,
from what to wear to what we buy. It also spans both local and global contexts. A prime example
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of this interplay between science, culture and society is represented by the development and usage
of cell phones, our personal computers capable of connecting to the Internet, virtually anywhere.
Cell phone companies are devoted to understanding the world to create better, more
technologically advanced phones. The advancement of cell phone usage and capabilities has
affected society in many ways, from allowing us to find answers to questions that once would have
required hours of research, to directing us to any location we desire to go. Yet, new dangers such
as texting and driving have also been created, in turn calling for more scientific advances. This is
true on both global and local levels.
Yet whether considered global or local, the social and cultural embeddedness of science is
ultimately dependent on only a few main aspects: available resources, needs, wants, or a
combination of these (Grewal & Slotegraaf, 2007). In relation to the scientific community, Gibbs
(1995) discussed how resources, needs, and wants connect with where science is socially and
culturally embedded. In his position paper, he discussed the state of “science in the third world,”
pointing out the challenges developing countries faced when trying to participate in science –
problems that are still faced 20 years later. Internet is still a luxury for many countries or not easily
accessible, most research literature is written in English, and often researchers are left unable to
use their own language when writing scientific articles, leaving many feeling and being segregated
for being non-English speakers during the publishing process. These injustices are just a few
Gibbs brought to light, demonstrating just how socially and culturally embedded that science
remains. In some ways, publishing companies are information filters based on what they believe
is important, from whom and where.
The same problems persist decades later, translating to what projects are chosen as
important to receive funding. For example, diseases such as malaria are less relevant in the US
than other afflicted countries. Research centers and scientists in underprivileged countries often
do not have access to large funding opportunities such that occur in the US. In 2015, the National
Science Foundation (NSF) awarded roughly 5.8 billion dollars to fund US science research
projects (NSF, 2015). In contrast, malaria-ridden countries depend on more private funding
(Nayyar et al., 2012). Within the US, where diseases like malaria do not pose such a problem,
pharmaceutical companies spend money elsewhere, for example towards anti-aging and weight
loss drugs (Domecq et al., 2015).
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These examples highlight different locales, availability of resources, and, most
importantly, contributors to the sociocultural embeddedness of science. Still, within the research
community, projects are ultimately dictated by amount of funding one can obtain, or in a sense,
whose project appeals to an audience with similar interests (Driver et. al 1996).
Yet differences are also more localized. Aligned with the ‘family resemblance’ view of
NOS, science is socially and culturally diverse between science disciplines, such as biology vs
physics, and even so far as between research groups in the same discipline (Irzik & Nola, 2011).
In part, a research group represents its own working environment, dictated by both the principal
investigators’ management styles and the overall group dynamics. Factors such as the dominant
gender of the group, the amount and diversity of group members, and even the level of lab safety
maintained can affect how science is socially and culturally embedded.
Aside from where, we can also examine how science is socially and culturally embedded.
Revisiting NOS research and standards, one can see it is entrenched in the interactions of people
with science. This entails both scientists within the scientific community, as well as the public,
interacting with science throughout their daily lives. These interactions can be physical, such as
the utilization of technology or walking outside and experiencing the heat of the sun, to more
affective interactions such as choosing what type of food to buy, to discussing personal stances on
scientific issues held by political figures or lack thereof. In these cases, the sociocultural
embeddedness of science represents the avenue by which people interact with science, either
physically or affectively (or both) (Zeidler et. al, 2002; Osborne et. al 2003; McDonald, 2010).
In other words, even our attitudes, intentions, and beliefs surrounding science can hinder
or help these interactions (Kolsto, 2001; Murphy & Beggs, 2001; Sadler, 2004; Southerland et. al,
2006). Through our unique set of personal experiences which inform and help us make decisions
involving science-related issues, this how can be connected back to where science is
socioculturally embedded. Depending on where we grew up and now reside, these experiences can
greatly differ between individuals, molding them in to who they are today. They can also lead to
different ideologies and ways of interacting with and interpreting science.
How scientists in the scientific community interact with science, for example, is essentially
encompassed by their culturally- and socially-bound identities. Basically, one’s unique
experiences and sociocultural background inform the perspective(s) they may take when
performing research (Duschl & Gandy, 2013). These viewpoint(s) shape the whole scientific
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process, from the area of research interest, the hypothesis, and all the way to how data is collected,
analyzed, and interpreted which then functions to inform further research. When results are
communicated to the rest of the scientific community, or likewise to the public, they are then
further scrutinized and reinterpreted, now from different perspectives and research agendas.
When this viewpoint is magnified to include all scientists in a field, or likewise the entire
scientific community, it starts to resemble the bases for Kuhn’s (2012) vision of the scientific
community—incommensurable paradigms leading to shifts in approaches and thinking via
scientific revolutions. Yet, while Kuhnian paradigm shifts represented a departure from viewing
science as a continuous, linear accumulation of facts (Jacob & Jacob, 1980), it still did not
acknowledge different sociocultural influences.
For a real-world example, one may examine research linking smoking with lung cancer, or
likewise work connecting carbon emissions with global warming. Conflicting evidence exists for
both phenomena. Tong and Glantz (2007) discuss the undermining of data by smoking companies
surrounding the dangers of second-hand smoke. Hmielowski (et al., 2014) discuss similar trends
concerning global warming data. Ivanaj (et al., 2015) described how certain language is used by
oil industry liaisons to slow national sustainable growth oil. These examples speak directly back
to the sociocultural embeddedness of science; through the influence of various stakeholders on the
reporting of scientific results. It stands to reason that the same considerations may also be
investigated surrounding the social and cultural embeddedness of science in the science classroom.
As discussed earlier, the social and cultural embeddedness in current science standards was
represented through interpretable statements, leaving instruction to teachers (Ford, 2015). In the
next section, this room for interpretation and application of science as socially and culturally
embedded will be discussed, specifically addressing those existing instructional approaches related
with science as socially and culturally embedded.

2.5 Social and Cultural Embeddedness of Science in the Science Classroom
As discussed, science standards have aimed to model authentic NOS in the classroom.
Current standards conceptualize science as a set of practices (NGSS Lead States, 2013). Through
these practices, they have promoted student engagement with science through authentic, inquirybased activities; utilizing scientific core ideas, practices, and cross-cutting concepts to do so. Yet,
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given students are not understanding science as socially and culturally embedded, there seems to
be an evident disconnect in the way they are experiencing the social and cultural embeddedness of
science in science classrooms. Alluded to in previous sections, this may relate to how personally
authentic or personally relevant science is to students, a gap that could be addressed by taking
more inclusive, multicultural instructional approaches.
While providing instruction is not a goal of standards, culturally relevant content and
pedagogy could and should be built into grade band standards in conjunction with DCIs, SEPs,
and CCCs via descriptions of content, practices, objectives. Instead, NGSS has been found to
follow the status quo (Rodriguez, 2015a), relegating NOS, accessible and equitable science content
to the appendices, and not listing or mapping them out for teachers in the commonly accessed
portions of standards such as the yearly, grade-specific learning objectives. Additionally,
preservice teachers are not often taught how to use multicultural education methods, and equity
reform efforts have often been overshadowed by political pushback (Rodriguez, 2015b).
However, science instruction focusing on the social and cultural embeddedness of science
does exist, and the social and cultural embeddedness of science is apparent throughout all science
curricula and associated materials if one knows where to look. Yet, many considerations need to
be taken towards making it understandable and explicit for preservice and in-service science
teachers. This section will: (i) discuss how the social and cultural embeddedness of science is
apparent in the science classroom through materials and instructional approaches, and (ii) provide
ways of improving on current instructional approaches toward helping future teachers better
connect with the social and cultural embeddedness of science.
Revisiting NOS literature, research has suggested science exists as socially and culturally
the preservice science teacher classroom through classroom materials, teacher educators’
instructional approaches, and students’ engagement with these based on their own previous
experiences, knowledge, and feelings about science. This is true even within introductory science
courses which do not often intentionally contextualize these aspects (Allen et. al, 1996).

2.5.1 Classroom Materials
One place the social and cultural embeddedness of science is found is in the commonly
utilized science textbooks, through presented science content and how science is presented
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historically. For example, teachers and students may balk when confronted with certain culturally
charged science content such as evolution (Bybee, 2004; Staver, 2010). As students are introduced
to scientists, scientific instruments, and discoveries through text and pictures, they form personal
ideas and representations of science (Walls, 2012), sometimes detrimental to science learning
(Aikenhead, 1996). As Monk and Osborne (1997) discuss, “where history [of science] is included,
it all too often becomes fictionalized idealizations…and cumulative progression toward the
pinnacle of modern achievements” (p.2). In other words, students may picture science or scientists
in ways disconnected with reality (Finson, 2002), or understand science as a linearly progressing
entity. Allchin (2013) describes these idealizations as “myth-conceptions” students can gather
about science, via the often-linear presentation of scientists that students often get through science
textbooks.
Depending on instruction and materials, students may not grasp that years of work, often
across many labs, and even luck have gone into scientific discoveries (Chalmers, 2013). Points of
discovery and arguments behind discoverers such as Watson and Crick versus Rosalind Franklin
are often not discussed, including the controversies that have arisen around these discoveries like
who derived the structure of DNA first (Allchin, 2013). Students may also not be able to relate
with presented scientists, either personally through their attitudes, character, and intelligence
(Allchin, 2013) or socioculturally (Aikenhead, 1996).
Furthermore, often only the scientists’ discoveries are presented, but not the sociocultural
climate, competing research paradigms, or thought processes surrounding that discovery (Radloff,
2015). This was previously discussed by Brush (1974) who suggested the sociology of science is
often “Rated X,” and not often covered in classrooms. A teacher’s chosen curriculum dictates what
is learned.
In current standards and as the basis for science curriculum, science is conceptualized as a
set of DCI’s, SEP’s, and CCC’s (NGSS Lead States, 2013). Here, the social and cultural
embeddedness of science is present through engaging with all of these, but namely, given the
emphasis on science as a set of practices in current standards, with SEP’s because they are so
interpretable by teachers (Ford, 2015). Students are also often taught about, or how to utilize
scientific instruments, methods, or tools, but not why they were built or for whom (Driver, 1996,
Rodriguez, 2015a). Yet as discussed, scientists’ invention of any or all of these is affected and
infused with their cultural background, attitudes, and beliefs, as well as the social climate of the
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time (Chalmers, 2013). For example, students in non-Western countries view science as closely
connected with technology, much more so than students in US classrooms (Cobern, 1989).

2.5.2 Instructional Approaches
Instructionally, three prominent pedagogies exist in the literature: Environmental
Education (Hart, 2008), Science-Technology-Society research (STS) (Aikenhead, 2007),
Socioscientific Issues research (Zeidler and colleagues, 2005). These approaches will be discussed
in detail below as they connect with the social and cultural embeddedness of science and NOS
literature.

2.5.2.1 Environmental Education
First, locale-based, social and cultural embeddedness of classroom science can be largely
encompassed by Environmental Education instruction (Hart, 2008). Somewhat contrary to current
science reform and standards focusing on creating scientifically literate students (e.g. NGSS),
Environmental Education was aimed at students’ development into moral, environmentally aware
citizens equipped with the agency and knowledge to protect the planet (Stapp, 1969; Hart, 2008).
Proceedings from the Intergovernmental Conference on Environmental Education (UNESCO,
1977) provided more specific goals tailored for adoption in the science classroom:
(a) to foster clear awareness of, and concern about, economic, social, political, and
ecological inter-dependence in urban and rural areas; (b) to provide every person with
opportunities to acquire the knowledge, values, attitudes, commitment, and skills needed
to protect and improve the environment; and (c) to create new patterns of behavior of
individuals, groups, and society as a whole towards the environment. (p. 26)
Summarily, these objectives were geared at supporting the personal growth of students
toward becoming aware of and acting to curb the social cultural issues related to the Earth’s
exploitation by humans.
In the K-16 classroom, the inclusion of Environmental Education has entailed shifting
school curriculum to include engagement with environmental, real-world problems through
inquiry-based or problem-based curricula, with pedagogical outcomes such as increasing
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environmental attitudes, knowledge, and behaviors (Leeming et al., 1993; Zelezny, 1999),
increasing environmental stewardship and awareness (Stern et al., 2008), and understanding of
global environmental issues (Boyes & Stanisstreet, 1996). Interestingly, there has been a recent
call for an increase in the use of reflexivity in Environmental Education curricula aimed at helping
students understand multiple perspectives on the environment (Payne, 2006).
Implementation of Environmental Education has taken numerous forms. Bozdogan (2011)
used graphs, concept maps, and multimedia within an activity-based curriculum to teach and
change preservice science teacher attitudes towards global warming. Lunsford and colleagues
(2007) engaged preservice teachers with testing water quality in their own community to
understand the effects of urban sprawl and seasonal change. Adler (et al., 2015) used reflective,
inquiry-based approaches toward increasing Grade 7 and Grade 8 students’ awareness of human
impacts on the environment surrounding their school. Others have utilized residential programs in
which students travel, stay and learn about the environment in different locales (Stern et al., 2008).
Concerning preservice teacher programs, the adoption of Environmental Education into
teacher education programs has been variable at best, connected with a lack of representation of
Environmental Education in state and national licensing requirements (Heimlich et al., 2004).
Simply put, institutional and political barriers have led to less inclusion by universities.
Furthermore, preservice teachers having completed those programs have sometimes been found to
be unprepared to teach using Environmental Education approaches (Alvarez-Garcia et al., 2015).
In other words, while Environmental Education helps students connect with science on a
more personal level, as well as connecting science to helping protect the environment, it faces
political and institutional hurdles to being adopted in a widespread manner (Hart, 2008). Although
it is highly contextualized and critical in nature, its principles do not directly align with national
science standards. However, it does offer a physical entry point for students into science, and at
minimum represents a potentially powerful and effective way of helping students connect with the
social and culturally embeddedness of science.

2.5.2.2 Science-Technology-Society (STS)
Defined as “science for public understanding,” or “citizen science”, Science-TechnologySociety research and curricula has been focused on personalizing classroom science,
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contextualizing it with societal and technological connections (Fensham, 1983). That is, while STS
focuses on standards-based content, it has attempted to contextualize science in relevant ways
towards fostering students’ social responsibility and understanding of the relationships between
science, technology, and society (Pendretti, 1999). It has also been developed in ways that
acknowledge science curricula both shifts with and reflects historical and sociocultural changes
(Fensham, 1988; Saez & Carretero, 2002).
Similar to the current study, STS as an instructional approach has recognized that science
is not personally relevant for a large number of students (Aikenhead, 2007), and curricula have
been developed with this assumption in mind. Student engagement with STS curricula has been
shown to enhance science achievement and attitudes, as well as competency with various
commonly used science practices in the K-16 science classroom (Maypool & Davies, 2001; Yager
& Ackay, 2008).
Because it is essentially contextually-based (Cutcliffe, 1990), K-16 STS curricular
approaches have taken many forms. The majority have been comprised of STS-based science
courses lasting a whole academic year, but have provided little detail about the actual interventions
(Bennett, Lubben, & Hogarth, 2006). Furthermore, teachers have been found to view STS teaching
as controversial, in contrast with teaching science in more traditional manners, or as a set of facts
(Cross & Price, 1996). Likewise, while STS has been taken up by educators, similar to
Environmental Education, it has not been explicitly represented in science standards.
At the preservice elementary science teacher level, studies are lacking, and especially
those focused on the outcomes of using STS curricula. However, recent research has been
undertaken which has shown increased environmental literacy and perceptions of STS issues, as
well as a recognition of the real-world application of STS-related science content and curricula
following STS interventions (Amirshokoohi, 2016; Dass, 2005; Ngwidibah, 1997). Other work
has found preservice teachers to be hesitant or uncertain about adopting STS curricular approaches
(Makki, 2008).
In summary, like Environmental Education, STS offered another approach to
contextualizing science in ways students may be able to access on a more personal level. With a
different focus and epistemology from Environmental Education, STS has been aimed at
enhancing students’ awareness of, and engagement with scientific issues. However, also like
Environmental Education approaches, STS has also not been integrated into current science
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standards, and thus is not adopted as often as it could be. Important for the current study it has
been effective towards increasing students’ environmental literacy and perceptions of STS issues.

2.5.2.3 Socio-Scientific Issues (SSI)
Socio-scientific issues (SSI) research and curricula is complimentary to and overlaps with STS
and Environmental Education work. By focusing more on the moral and ethical growth of students
than that of STS approaches, SSI curricula explicitly immerses students into socio-scientific issues
on more of an individual level. As Ziedler (et al., 2005) discuss, “STS…only ‘points out’ ethical
dilemmas or controversies, but does not necessarily exploit the inherent pedagogical power of
discourse, reasoned argumentation, explicit NOS consideration, emotive, developmental, cultural,
or epistemological connections within the issues themselves” (p.359). In other words, while STS
does highlight those facets of science, it does so across numerous different possible approaches
and, hence, is not grounded in a precisely defined philosophical approach.
Instead of placing the focus on the types of science to teach, SSI is focused on four main
pedagogical components: (i) nature of science matters, (ii) classroom discourse matters, (3)
cultural matters, and (iv) case-based matters (Zeidler et. al 2005).
Within SSI, students are considered deeply rooted ethical beings within sociocultural
environments. This is similar to Environmental Education and STS approaches, but SSI seeks to
develop ethics. The above components affect students’ epistemological views of science,
acknowledging both individual views, as well as those inherent within different scientific issues
or contextual epistemologies. Concerning specific research and curricula, work has focused on
each of the four main components of SSI, with an underlying focus on students’ engagement with
science and engineering practices (SEPs; NGSS Lead States, 2013). Within ‘NOS issues,’ SSI
curricula have emphasized student engagement with empirical evidence, which sometimes
conflicts with their beliefs, to either evaluate scientific data or make evidence-based claims (Bell,
2004; Zeidler et. al, 2002). ‘Classroom discourse matters’ have centered on argumentation and
discussion about SSI (Sadler, 2004). ‘Cultural matters’ work has mostly focused on discourse and
argumentation, specifically highlighting the existence of multiple perspectives and emotions
surrounding SSI discourse and argumentation (Osborne, 2010). ‘Case-based matters’ have
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emphasized discourse and argumentation within the context of SSI (McDonald, 2010; Zeidler and
Sadler, 2010).
In other words, there has been an emphasis on using contextualization of science as a
vehicle by which students can develop ethically and become competent with science practices.
Furthermore, SSI has been shown to be effective in enhancing preservice teachers’ views of NOS
(in an elementary methods course; Bell et al., 2011).
However, although ethics are inherent to science as socially and culturally embedded (e.g.
Schwartz et al., 2004), the majority of SSI literature seems to assume students understand science
in this way, or at minimum the content being used to develop ethics via argumentation or discourse.
Yet, previous work related to NOS and science standards has suggested teachers and students may
not be inherently aware of ethical or cultural aspects of science, and that science practices in
standards are highly interpretable (Driver et al., 1996; Aikenhead, 2007; Ford, 2015). SSI work
has also acknowledged that conceptions of NOS may follow from students’ beliefs
(Nuangchalerm, 2010; Sadler, 2004). Furthermore, and similar to other mentioned approaches,
while impacts on preservice teachers in methods courses have been investigated (e.g. Bell et al.,
2011; Forbes & Davis, 2008), research and curricula focused on populations of preservice science
teachers in content courses is lacking.

2.5.3 Summary of Approaches
In summary, current instructional approaches related with the social and cultural
embeddedness of science all offered methods of connecting with science as socioculturally
embedded. At one level, all of them were geared toward increasing students’ interest and
engagement with science through making it more salient and personal. Yet, all of them possess
inherent pitfalls or obstacles when considering classroom adoption.
Intrinsic to these instructional methods were various applications and views of science
teaching which did not directly align with current science standards. As a result, they have not
been wholly utilized in large numbers across K-16 science education, including teacher preparation
programs. Furthermore, some interventions lasted a year in duration (Bennett, Lubben, & Hogarth,
2006). More short-term, practical methods of helping students understand science as socially and
culturally embedded that are complimentary to standards are needed.
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Also, studies at the preservice elementary science teacher level, and specifically in science
content courses was lacking, something that was shared with NOS literature. Furthermore, while
falling under the umbrella of science as socially and culturally embedded, these approaches were
not explicitly used to explore participants’ understandings of NOS.

2.6 Supporting Preservice Teachers’ Connections with the Social and Cultural
Embeddedness of Science in Science Curricula
However, these instructional approaches and their considerations helped in providing
direction to the current study. It was apparent that the intervention curriculum should: (i) use NOS
best instructional practices, (ii) be contextualized in a similar manner to previous social and
cultural embeddedness of science-related instruction, but also (iii) account for individual students:
their beliefs, backgrounds, and experiences with science; all in equitable and accessible ways.
Examining previous approaches in more detail, previous interventions and instructional
approaches related to the social and cultural embeddedness of science seemed to vary in their: (i)
conceptualization, (ii) application, and (iii) contextualization of science. As a result,
Environmental Education, STS, and SSI approaches were very different. Likewise, these same
constructs of the application, conceptualization, and contextualization of science have been
connected to various understandings of NOS, such as after immersion in interventions emphasizing
implicit vs. explicit, abstract vs. authentic, and the ‘consensus’ vs. ‘family resemblance’ models.
Simply put, this referred to how all previous instructional approaches addressed the what
(conceptualization), how (application), and why, where, when, and who (contextualization) of
science. Below is a diagram of this relationship, which is then discussed in more detail below
(Figure 2.1).
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Application
Teacher Pedagogy
(Instruction; Curriculum)

Student Conceptualization of
Science as Socially and
Culturally Embedded
Contextualization Conceptualization

Figure 2.1 Potential contributors to students’ conceptions of science as socially and culturally
embedded.
In the diagram, the middle triangle of arrows was purposefully placed between “Science
Instruction/Curriculum” and “Student Conceptualization”. This annotated that those constructs are
both: (i) inherent to a given curriculum, through the nature of a given unit, lesson, or set of lessons;
and are (ii) also engaged with differentially by a given student. The word “Student” was used
singularly to denote that everyone will interact with a given curriculum differently, based on their
beliefs, conceptions, and experiences with science, or the topic of the given curriculum.
In the current study, application, conceptualization, and contextualization were used
purposefully to position students in ways that they could personally connect with science as
socially and culturally embedded. Science was conceptualized as a sociocultural way of knowing,
which valued and sought to leverage all preservice teachers’ perspectives. Science was applied as
a combination of NOS best instructional practices and components of sTc, building on previous
literature by swapping basic reflection for more critically engaging with reflexivity. Science was
contextualized with using a local environmental problem in the students’ own community, as well
as with various socio-scientific issues described further in Chapter 3.

2.6.1 Conceptualization
The way science is conceptualized through a given instructional approach can also lead to
very different teaching and learning outcomes (Table 2.1). This even includes the way it is
explained by teachers (Braaten & Windschitl, 2011). Within NOS literature, for example the
‘consensus’ and ‘family resemblance’ conceptualizations of NOS are distinctly different (Irzik &
Nola, 2014; Erduran and Dagher, 2014). Conceptualizing science from the level of ‘family
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resemblance’, or essentially viewing science as an enterprise with its own culture, beliefs, and
norms that differ between fields, is dissimilar to focusing on addressing a consented list of
commonalities between all fields of science. In the classroom, students taught the ‘consensus’
model cannot be expected to understand aspects of NOS are different between fields of science
unless they are taught so. Likewise, if students are expected to understand science as socially and
culturally embedded, they need to be exposed to it in the same fashion.
Table 2.1 Examples of the application, conceptualization, and contextualization of science.
Term
Definition
Example
Application

Instructional approach to science

Authentic, Inquiry-Based

teaching, curriculum

Curriculum

Conceptualization

How science is understood

Contextualization

Framing of content and practices

‘Consensus’ vs. ‘Family
Resemblance’ NOS Models
Explicit NOS Instruction

2.6.2 Application
In the diagram, application refers to teacher educators’ instructional approaches in the
classroom. How science is applied can drastically affect student learning. For an example, NOS
literature suggests using authentic, inquiry-based science curricula. This pedagogical approach
requires applying science in ways modeled after how it is practiced in the scientific community.
This contrasts with using more teacher-centered methods of science teaching, such as textbookbased curricula. Each approach thus dictates how students will engage with a certain task,
including what scientific practices and knowledge they will have to use, as well as what artifacts
or knowledge may result, such as an ethically aware mindset or competency with scientific
argumentation.
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2.6.3 Contextualization
Contextualizing science referred to how science was framed in the classroom, addressing
the why, where, when and who. Contextualization exists on a continuum between implicit and
explicit, and abstract to realistic (Treagust et al., 2013; Bell et al., 2016). Implicit versus explicit
refers to how embedded science is implanted within curriculum. For example, NOS content can
be addressed through engaging students with scientific practices, but never mentioned. Abstract
versus realistic refers to how science is represented. For example, students can be taught the words
“aquatic microorganism” but never be shown one. Conversely, they can learn how to prepare wet
mounts and locate microorganisms in pond water samples from a scientist.
These types of contextualization can all affect how students interact with NOS (Aikenhead,
1996; Green, 2014). In other words, abstract science may be less personally relevant than
presenting it realistically within the context of helping students’ own community, or through
highlighting what students can do to change the community with what they are learning. Science
needs to be taught in socioculturally embedded ways in which they can connect personally with it.

2.6.4 Interactions Between Constructs
As shown in the diagram, there are also interactions between these constructs. For example,
a given conceptualization of science can affect how it is contextualized and applied. Driver (1996),
who viewed science critically, applied it critically and in a realistic manner, highlighting and
raising questions around the funding of scientific projects. Her critical conceptualization affected
what was taught about science, how it was taught through realistic contextualization which
highlighted funding and ethics, and thus how students were able to connect with science and what
they learned. Similarly, Environmental Education and SSI curricula are contextualized differently.
One has suggested contextualizing science with the environment (Hart, 2008), while SSI is
associated with a range of other scientific issues as well (Sadler & Zeidler, 2004; McDonald,
2010). Although both represent ways of making science tangible, activities associated with either
of these could lead to very different levels of student engagement and personal connections with,
and understandings of science as socially and culturally embedded.
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2.7 Increasing Preservice Teachers’ Positionality to the Social and Cultural Embeddedness
of Science
At the core, the combination of application, conceptualization, and contextualization of
science needs to address science as socially and culturally embedded, in socioculturally embedded
ways. This means leveraging students’ prior beliefs, conceptions, and experiences related with
science toward increasing their perceptions of it as socially and culturally embedded as well as
providing them opportunities to critically reflect over how they connect with it.
Specifically, the combination of these aspects represents ways of increasing and/or
decreasing preservice teachers’ positionality to the social and cultural embeddedness of science,
or their “physical and psychological distance from the phenomenon being studied” (Moore, 2012,
p.20). To clarify, “positionality” emphasizes one’s status as an “insider” or “outsider” of a given
community, or whether a person is part of the community or not (Bourke, 2014). While science
can be considered a human endeavor, teachers and students are also part of this undertaking, and
should be acknowledged as such.
Even if preservice teachers will not be scientists, they should still be able to understand
their place and role in the progression of science, as well as any benefits or issues they may face
(Chavez, 2008). This includes reflecting on any positives and negatives associated with being
future elementary science teachers and US citizens grappling with everyday scientific issues. For
example, as suggested in literature, teachers may not feel they have had enough experience with
authentic science to teach it effectively. As described by Hult (2014) and Greene (2014), an
outsider (preservice science teacher) may not understand the characteristics or practices within a
community (the scientific community) the same as an insider (scientist).
Importantly, positionality can be negotiated across “transnational and intercultural
settings”, or learning communities (Hult, 2014, p.63). Within these settings, negotiating one’s
position is based on their “cultural, linguistic, ethnic, national and religious” characteristics and
exchanges with others, or how similar or different these are between individuals (Ganga & Scott,
2006). Furthermore, one can also be considered both an insider and outsider in relation to a given
community (Eppley, 2006). For the current study, this implied providing preservice teachers’
experiences and space from which to explore where and how they connect with science as socially
and culturally embedded, as well as why they should care about it.
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In relation to science education research, these trends have been previously referenced by
both Costa (1995) and Aikenhead (1996), who viewed science as a form of ‘cultural attainment’,
or enculturation (Lave & Wenger, 1991). Specifically, both authors positioned students in relation
to becoming scientists, based on students’ science achievement and beliefs about science. As
described by Aikenhead (1996), science teaching represented “an attempt at transmitting a
scientific subculture to students…[which] involves children entering a new community of
discourse, a new culture” (p.11).
However, both Aikenhead and Costa’s approaches assumed students had access to the
ethos and norms of this culture, and furthermore wanted or intended to align or assimilate with
them. In reality, students may be hesitant or uncomfortable with engaging with science (Makki,
2008). For that matter, they may not be able to access it culturally (Green, 2014; Walls, 2012). In
these studies, while students were categorized and positioned in relation to science by their beliefs,
this categorization was essentially: (i) imposed by the researchers for their own goals; and (ii) not
used towards enhancing students’ connections with science in sociocultural ways. In the current
study, the opposite was undertaken: preservice teachers explored their own conceptions of
positionality to science, toward enhancing their own conceptions of and connections with the
social and cultural embeddedness of science.

2.7.1 Reflexivity as a Mechanism for Increasing Preservice Teachers’ Positionality
Referencing the previous sections, while prior instructional approaches have attempted to
enhance students’ connections with the social and cultural embeddedness of science, they have
been used in ways such as vehicles or contexts by which students could learn or engage with it.
Yet, these approaches have largely assumed that students were also capable of, or cognizant of
how to engage with contextualized science. However, although we encounter science every day
we may not be cognizant of it, and furthermore may not be able to relate with it socioculturally.
Similarly, students may not have thought about what ways they interact with science, or position
themselves to it.
To increase the preservice teachers’ positionality to the social and cultural embeddedness of
science, the current study attempted to tap into students’ own current science beliefs, experiences,
and conceptions, or the sociocultural embeddedness of science, through regular engagement with
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reflexivity. To remind the reader, reflexivity was one of the key components of sTc, and a construct
which, when added to the current SCI500 curriculum, built off current NOS best instructional
practices already being utilized by the head instructor.
In fact, reflexivity has been described numerous times in relation to increasing positionality.
For example, Clancy (2013) described reflexivity as:
a process by which researchers are able to evaluate and develop explicit awareness of
themselves…which involves ways of questioning our attitudes, thoughts, reactions and
habitual actions to strive to understand our roles in relation to others…includes ‘where’
they are coming from, or ‘positionality’ (p.13).
Here, reflexivity was used as a way of understanding oneself and others. Ellis & Bochnar
(2000) described reflexivity as not only useful in becoming more self-aware, but also for engaging
in collaboration and social critique including the discussion of social issues. Similarly, Katz and
colleagues (2016) defined reflexivity as “self-awareness and agency within that self-awareness”
(p.2). This was a definition reminiscent of Rodriguez (1998), describing the prerequisites of
agency and intention in raising one’s self-awareness.
Across these descriptions, reflexivity has been defined as becoming aware of our
positionality by examining our individual roles as people (preservice science teachers;
researchers), and importantly as those roles pertain to what we are positioning ourselves towards.
For example, in response to local environmental or health issues, O’Donoghue (et al., 2007)
wrote that “learning can strengthen social relationships across school and community and has the
potential to develop as reflexive praxis in response to environment and health risks in a local
context” (p.435). In relation to more sociocultural constructs, Bondi (2009) suggested that
“reflexivity calls upon researchers to reflect upon their…relationships…to ensure that due
consideration is given to the impact of unequal social relations, whether of gender, race, class, age
or disability” (p.328). Similarly, D’Cruz and colleagues (2007) described reflexivity it as an
“approach to professional practice that questions how knowledge is generated and, further, how
relations of power influence the processes of knowledge generation” (p.75).
In the current study, preservice teachers were asked to reflect on their relationships to the
scientific community; how they could use the science material they were learning in SCI500; and
how they could use that knowledge to transform their communities. It was a way to help the
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preservice teachers become aware of the contextualization of science through individual critical
self-reflection.

2.7.1.1 Uses of Reflexivity in Literature
As described, reflexivity requires critical reflections on one’s actions (Bondi, 2009), as
well as “feelings, assumptions, personality” (Saltzman, 2002; p.807). It has been utilized in
multiple ways across sociological, psychological, organizational management, science
communication and science education research contexts. Reflexive practice has also been applied
towards: (i) promoting self-reflexivity, (ii) enhancing positionality, (iii) data analysis and
assessment, and (iv) learning.
To promote self-reflexivity, Malacrida (2007) used reflexive journaling towards helping
research assistants cope with emotionally taxing research. Im (2008) used reflexive journaling to
help chronicle African-American cancer patients’ experiences.
Reflexivity has also been used towards enhancing positionality. Henry and Bruland (2010)
engaged teaching assistant mentors in reflexive mentoring towards understanding experiences of
first-year students, in which they basically adopted the schedules of their mentees and reflected on
the experience through end-of-semester evaluations. Kohl and McCutcheon (2015) used dinner
conversations to collaboratively and reflexively explore their positions as researchers. Fear and
colleagues (2001) wrote about positioning oneself with respect to college outreach programs from
the perspective of faculty in a university setting. Roth and Lucas (1997) used reflexive practices
in facilitating discussions with high school physics students about the nature of scientific
knowledge.
Reflexivity has also been used for data analysis and assessment purposes. Katz and
colleagues (2016) created a clinical reflexivity scale, ranging from participants completely lacking
reflexivity, to those becoming aware of their own self-awareness. Mauthner & Doucet (2003) and
Bishop and Shepard (2011) explored the limits and limitations of using reflexivity in analyzing
data. Together they showed consideration must be taken with participants’ recounting of
experiences in great detail.
The largest application of reflexive practices, however, has been to enhance student
learning. Nagata (2005) used reflexive journaling to promote team learning in a post-secondary
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intercultural communication course. Bijlsma (2015) employed reflexivity towards promoting team
learning in organizations, having team members critically reflect on meetings. Den Boer, Rip, and
Speller (2009) utilized reflexivity in helping a nanotech research group learn about the societal
contexts of their work. Analogous to the current study, Martins, Mendes and Figueiredo (2011)
implemented reflexive activities over the course of an introductory computer programming course,
enhancing students’ involvement and learning behavior, as well as their relationship with the
instructor. Specifically, students reflected on the course, course activities, learning, difficulties,
and anything else they thought was important; revealing their feelings, experiences, and issues
with the curriculum over the course of the semester. Together, these studies represented a range of
methods and tools to use surrounding the development and usage of reflexivity.

2.7.1.2 Reflexivity in Science Education
Reflexivity has also been utilized toward similar goals within science education (selfreflexivity, assessment, and student learning). Wynne (1993), Michael (1992), and Chilvers (2013)
all have written about the reflexive nature of the scientific community, emphasizing the
communication between the scientific community and the public. As discussed by Wynne (1993),
a more constructive and iterative approach is needed between the scientific community and the
public. There needs to be more apparent connections between the two, including in science
classrooms.
Wals (2007a, 2007b), O’Donoghue and colleagues (2007), and Wals and Dillon (2013)
have all described connections between reflexivity and Environmental Education. Specifically,
they entailed the need for, and effectiveness of using reflexivity towards ensuring effective
development and implementation of interventions and instructional practices. Like the current
study, they also described its use in transforming people’s learning through making salient
connections with their community.
The most apparent use of reflexivity within science education has been in relation to sTcrelated work. It has been used towards minimizing teacher resistance to multicultural teaching
methods (Rodriguez, 1998; Rodriguez & Kitchen, 2005), creating gender-inclusive classrooms
(Zozakiewicz & Rodriguez, 2007), preparing STEM teachers for diverse classrooms (Rodriguez,
2004), and fleshing out gender biases (Rodriguez, Zozakiewicz, & Yerrick, 2005). It has also been
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utilized towards critiquing past and current science education standards (Rodriguez, 1997;
Rodriguez, 2015a) and NOS literature (Radloff, 2015), as well as improving middle school student
science achievement and attitudes (Rodriguez & Zozakiewicz, 2010), and chronicling teachers’
adoption of sTc in their own classrooms (Rodriguez & Berryman, 2002; Rodriguez, 2015b). In
this study, it served to provide students with a low-stakes environment with which to explore their
connections with the social and culturally embeddedness of science, described further in the next
chapter.
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CHAPTER 3. METHODOLOGY

3.1 Description of Research Approach
The research approach for this study could be conceptualized as two parts: (i) gaining a
detailed understanding of beginning preservice teachers’ conceptions of science as socially and
culturally embedded, and (ii) exploring how those conceptions may change after increasing
reflexivity through critical reflection and reframing the major classroom assignments.
Related to conceptualizing science as socially and culturally embedded, reflexivity was
used to bridge the gap between traditional course pedagogy and the integration of more
multicultural approaches.
Reflexivity was increased through the intervention curriculum to help make science more
accessible and equitable for the preservice teachers, which appeared to lead to better positionality
with science as socially and culturally embedded through allowing them to think about science in
ways they had not previously.
Chapter 3 was organized by the following sections: (i) methodological framework; (ii)
increasing reflexivity; (iii) curricular change; (iv) data gathering methods; (v) selection of
participants; (vi) role of the researcher; (vii) data analysis and interpretation; and (viii)
trustworthiness of the research. To maintain participants’ anonymity, pseudonyms were used for
all locations and course settings mentioned in this study.

3.1.1 Methodological Framework
This study was grounded theoretically in sociotransformative constructivism (sTc –
Rodriguez, 1998) and culturally relevant pedagogy (CRP; Ladson-Billings, 1990). It was guided
methodologically by a mixed methods approach employing the use grounded theory (Glaser &
Strauss, 1967; Corbin & Strauss, 2008) and survey methods (Babbie, 1990). As described by
Cresswell and Plano Clark (2011) and later by Guetterman (et al., 2017), mixed methods studies
are those which encompass the collection, examination, and incorporation of both quantitative and
qualitative data. This framework has been described in detail below, and is further referenced in
sections that follow (see Data Gathering Methods; Curricular Change; Data Analysis).
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3.1.2.1 Grounded Theory
As Creswell (2009) previously described, grounded theory is “a qualitative strategy of
inquiry in which the researcher derives a general, abstract theory of process, action, or interaction
grounded in the views of participants in a study” (p.13). While theories may exist to guide “normal
science”, generally this is not the case when new lines of research are pursued (Kuhn, 2012). In
this case, grounded theory methodology could be utilized to develop theories from within the
research; for example, aimed at how participants understand a concept (Chesebro & Borisoff,
2007; Glaser, 1992).
This study was performed to understand the interaction between students’ conceptions of
science as socially and culturally embedded, as well as understand the impacts of curricular change
designed to increase their positionality to this concept. Although data exists surrounding preservice
teachers’ lacking understandings of the connections between science and culture and society, little
more has been done before this study to know the way that they are understanding science as
socially and culturally embedded, or how they can form connections with it. Stern (1980)
previously described using grounded theory towards gaining “a fresh perspective in a familiar
situation” (p.20). As written by Charmaz (2008):
…scientists who use emergent methods can study research problems that arise in the
empirical world and can pursue unanticipated directions of inquiry in this world. Emergent
methods are particularly well suited for studying uncharted, contingent, or dynamic
phenomena. (p.155)
In this study, gathering detailed conceptions of science as socially and culturally embedded was
emergent, as well as understanding how conceptions of science as socially and culturally
embedded were affected by critical reflection and changes to contextualization of the science
curriculum. Both were assumed to be dynamic according to participants’ own individual histories
and worldviews and what was going on in class.
Grounded theory has also been described as flowing in an ‘inductive to deductive’ manner,
along with the data that is gathered as the project progresses (Becker, 1993). As in the current
study, it required multiple phases of data collection, comparison, and categorization (Charmaz,
2006; Corbin & Strauss, 2008).
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This also meant that as more data was gathered, methods could also have changed
(Charmaz, 2008; 2014). While they did not, grounded theory was chosen because it was adaptable
to what best fit the data being gathered, as well as my changing understanding of the data as a
study was developed and implemented (Strauss & Corbin, 1990).
Authors have also suggested grounded methods used in studies should maximize data
collected about a phenomenon (Corbin & Strauss, 2008). In the current study, multiple modes of
data collection were employed, including both pre- and post-surveys and a series of normal
classroom assignments.
Analyzing the data involved first creating codes, then larger categories from those codes,
which eventually led to a conceptual understanding of the data (Holton, 2007; Charmaz, 2014).
In summary, all of these made grounded theory an appropriate methodological framework
for this study. The interaction between increasing reflexivity and thus positionality to science,
culture and society is a novel construct, and so were ensuing conceptions of science as socially
and culturally embedded.

3.2 Pilot Data
The pilot study and current study took place at a large, research-intensive university in the
Midwest referred to as “Red Mountain University”. Pilot data was gathered one year prior to the
current study in the Fall and Spring academic semesters from approximately 150 students arranged
in lab groups of 4-5 students (n = 30 groups). While detailed demographics were not collected
during these semesters, most students were Anglo or Caucasian females in their first year of
college. In the Fall of 2016, a single laboratory section of “SCI500”, a required biology content
course for all elementary preservice science teachers, was observed every week of class. Field
notes were taken each lab period, with special emphasis put on documenting both current best
NOS instructional practices and components of sTc. From these field notes, it became evident that
reflexivity was less apparent in the curriculum than the other components. Deductively, this led to
increasing reflexivity in the current study.
Data was comprised of: (i) gathering and coding student responses to a question included
in students’ midterm and final assignments centered on what they learned generally about NOS
throughout the semester, (ii) gathering and coding teaching assistant responses to an adapted
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Views of Nature of Science Questionnaire Form C (VNOS-C) question centered on understanding
science as socially and culturally embedded (see p.88), and (iii) gathering and coding student
responses to the same questions in the Spring of 2017.
First, the data from the collection and coding of responses of the general NOS question,
“How is this model ecosystem activity similar to and different from the kinds of activities that
other scientists do?” provided evidence that students had learned general biology content and NOS
knowledge entailed in the class syllabus (p.90). Through their answers, they explicitly mentioned
the use of modeling, data collection, experimentation, inquiry, communication, repeatability,
observations, research, using evidence-based claims, and recording data. They also mentioned a
large range of differences between what they did during the semester with authentic science as
performed by professional scientists. Specifically, students suggested that their classroom work
was less accurate, less focused, less informed, less complex, not funded, on a smaller scale, did
not include a control treatment, was not repeated, was not widely disseminated, and was not
published.
Numerous misconceptions arose as well. Interestingly, these misconceptions centered on
the scientific community and relationships between scientists. Many students suggested that
scientists mainly work alone (~30%), that working with others or sharing data is detrimental
(~30%), and that scientists work mainly in the ‘real world’ (~30%). A small number also suggested
that science is less controlled, and that scientists do not use models. These conceptions did not
change significantly between the midterm and final course projects.
Following coding these responses, teaching assistant conceptions of science as socially and
culturally embedded were examined. Along with the head instructor and lab coordinator, the
teaching staff was also comprised of multiple teaching assistants. The science as socially and
culturally embedded question we utilized was adapted from question #10 of the Views of Nature
of Science Form C (VNOS-C) assessment (Duschl & Gandy, 2013; Lederman et al. 2002). The
original question deliberately forced students to choose between science as “Universal” or science
as “Socially and Culturally Embedded”. It was adapted in the current study to include a third and
fourth option: a “Combination” of “Universal” and “Socially and Culturally Embedded”, as well
as letting them choose an “Other” view not connected to these. Based on literature suggesting
students’ conceptions of science as socially and culturally embedded may be more than either
“Universal” or science as “Socially and Culturally Embedded” (e.g. Zeidler et al., 2002), this was
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to make sure I captured broader, more exhaustive conceptions, asking students to follow up no
matter what their choices were with examples of why they made the choice they did.
Overall, six teaching assistants were surveyed. Of these six teaching assistants, only one
suggested that science was “Socially and Culturally Embedded”. This participant wrote that
science was “influenced by political, social, and cultural views”, and that “political agendas dictate
funding of science projects”. Two mentioned that science was “Universal”. They wrote that:
“Science is piled facts, produces unbiased results, does not appease public or political figures, and
represents simply looking at results of an experiment and furthering knowledge.” The other three
teaching assistants wrote that science was a “Combination”. They suggested that science differs
through different peoples’ perspectives; science is an ‘everyday occurrence’ which differs between
cultures, values, and beliefs, but that science is methodologically “Universal”.
In the Spring of 2017, the science as socially and culturally embedded question was given
out to each lab group of students in the class, meaning that each response was generated by between
4-5 students. Groups were chosen as opposed to individual student responses because of
convenience, as well as the likelihood they would give full answers to the question (e.g. there was
time to ask them to answer it during normal class time). There were 30 groups (responses)
altogether. Of these groups, only 6 said science was “Socially and Culturally Embedded”, 7
mentioned science as “Universal”, and 17 suggested it was a “Combination”. Reasoning was
similar to previous teaching assistants’. The exception was that those groups that said science was
a “Combination”, instead of emphasizing the universality of scientific practices, emphasized the
acceptance of ‘universal’ scientific facts. For example, anatomy and photosynthesis were
described as ‘hard facts’ by five groups, or facts that would not change over time. Those five
groups contrasted the ‘hard facts’ with ‘soft facts’, or those that were more likely to be accepted
or denied by the scientific community and the public as more evidence was found, including
evolution and global warming.
In sum, pilot data suggested: (i) the need to increase reflexivity towards potentially
fostering connections with science as socially and culturally embedded, (ii) that students held
misconceptions surrounding the scientific community and interactions within that community, and
(iii) more complex conceptions of science as socially and culturally embedded existed than were
accounted for in previous literature. These findings led to the curricular changes that I made in the
intervention.
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3.3 Curricular Change
As a way of making science more relevant during this study, the curriculum was reframed
to be more explicitly connected with the preservice teachers’ and teaching staffs’ own
community, and students were provided with multiple opportunities to engage reflexively with
course content and activities. This approach offered a local, tangible connections to science
outside the classroom re-enforced with regular critical reflections aimed at increasing students’
positionality with science, culture and society. In the next sections, the traditional course
curriculum and intervention curriculum will be described in depth.

3.3.1 Traditional Course Curriculum
The traditional biology content course in this study, implemented during the semester of
the pilot study, took place over sixteen weeks (one academic semester). Ten weeks were devoted
to a long-term inquiry-based project during which students created and sustained an aquarium- and
terrarium-based ecosystem referred to as the “Ecosystem Project”. This was the goal of the unit.
Within each section of the course (8 sections of approximately 20 students per section), students
were organized into “table groups” of 4-5 students per group. There were 4-5 table groups per
section. The course, was comprised of 147 students, which made up roughly 30 groups. The table
groups worked together to create their own ecosystem. The interesting part was, they also worked
with students across sections – those that sat at their same tables. To clarify, each table had one
tank (n = 5), which the students at that table across sections shared with each other (e.g. collected
data from). The students started the Ecosystem Project in the second week of class.
To set up their ecosystems, the tanks were partitioned into two halves. One half was filled
with water, while the other half was filled with dirt. The students were then provided with a list of
plants and animals that were going to be introduced to the ecosystem over the course of the ten
weeks of the project. From this list, they had to choose what aquatic and terrestrial plants and
animals were going to be added at the beginning of the project. Plants included algae and aquatic
plants on the aquatic side, and grass and Wisconsin fast plants on the terrestrial side. They also
chose where to put in rocks and sticks, which connected the two sides of the terrarium and allowed
organisms to cross over inside of the terrarium/aquarium. Animals included snails, crabs, frogs,
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and guppies in the aquatic side, and lizards, crickets, and mealworms on the terrestrial side.
Altogether, being given the list of organisms and choosing where to introduce them was deliberate,
pointing to a level of decision-making in which the students had to use what they knew about the
organisms to decide where to place them in the ecosystem model.
After the ecosystem model was set up, the students had to create hypotheses to test in their
ecosystems, and collect data every subsequent week of class. Data collection happened at the
beginning of each class, during which they were engaged in deep discussions about the previous
and current week of experimentation. They also had to record their data in a shared binder, one per
table, which included any major changes to the ecosystem that may have occurred since the last
group looked at it. These included animals dying and the watering of the plants.
Halfway through the span of the project, or five weeks, the students turned in a midterm
lab report (Interim Data Report) which included their hypotheses, methods, and data collected thus
far. At the end of the project, they turned in a complete lab report (Final Ecosystem Report), with
an introduction, background, methods, results, and structured discussion. As part of the discussion
section, they were provided with two main questions to respond to:
1.

How does the ecosystem relate to what scientists do in the scientific community?

2.

How is this model ecosystem activity similar to and different from the kinds of
activities that other scientists do?

In the remaining weeks of class, each of the students read at least one actual scientific
manuscript and collaborated to create group presentations over a contemporary issue in science,
called the “Current Issues Project”. In their table groups (4-5 students), each student read and wrote
a summary of a science manuscript over a topic of their choosing (e.g. forest fires, reef bleaching).
Ideally, each student in the group covered one aspect of a scientific issue. They then communicated
their results to the class via 20-30-minute presentations, during which five minutes were allocated
to a hands-on activity that the audience was required to participate in. For example, a group
discussing “Garbage Island”, the large gathering of trash in the middle of the Pacific Ocean, could
have students model the “island” in small plastic bins filled with water. Students then got to ask
questions of the presenters, or engage in an example of peer reviewing.
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3.3.1.1 Biology and Nature of Science Content
Throughout the Ecosystem Project, the students learned about scientific experimentation
through both cognitive means such as being taught about or discussing it, and through participation
in experimentation through the Ecosystem Project. While not a course devoted to solely nature of
science, NOS was regularly referenced in an explicit manner. The curriculum covered: creating
and testing hypotheses, experimental design and implementation, modelling, variables, data
representation, instrumentation, collaboration, data collection, analysis, communication. Much of
these were discussed in connection with the scientific community and progression of science (e.g.
tenets in Appendix H; NGSS Lead States, 2013). For example, communication of science was
taught in part through discussion about and engagement with scientific journal articles and
presenting their work. Curriculum topics were spread out through two weekly, two-hour laboratory
classes per week, and one one-hour lecture per week where they are re-enforced.
Concurrent to weekly lessons about how science progresses, students learned about
ecosystems, including: trophic levels, interactions, biomes, biomass, form and function, chemical
processes, food webs. These practices and content often overlapped, where in a given class
students learned about microscopy and used it towards viewing microorganisms in water samples.
In another class, students hiked through a local forest (referred to as “Plant Park”) to view plant
life, animal life, and succession. During the hike, they worked in small groups to create methods
for surveying the local forest for evidence of food webs, and then debrief by discussing not just
what they found, but their methodology and why they chose what methods they did.

3.3.1.2 The Intersection Between Biology, NOS, and Ecosystems
The preservice teachers learned about NOS and science content simultaneously with
building their ecosystem models. For instance, when they were learning about creating hypotheses,
they created potential hypotheses pertaining to the Ecosystem Project. When they were learning
about biomass and food webs, they were working on deciding what species of animals and plants
should go in their ecosystems. When they were learning about performing experiments, they were
preparing to collect data from their ecosystems.
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Overall, the ecosystem models were built by the preservice teachers in the following
manner: physically building the ecosystems, creating hypotheses, starting data collection, turning
in their Interim Data Reports, continuing data collection and maintenance of their ecosystems, and
turning in their Final Ecosystem Reports, after which they worked on the Current Issues Project.

3.3.2 Curricular Changes Related to the Intervention
The intervention could be broadly conceptualized as supplementing the traditional curriculum
with: (i) additional contextualization, (ii) weekly opportunities to engage with socioscientific
issues, and (iii) monthly reflexivity assignments (four in total). The addition of these components
will be described in detail below.

3.3.2.1 Local Contextualization
In the traditional curriculum the Ecosystem Project was presented in a manner that was
embedded in biology and NOS content. Simply put, it was presented in a way in which students
may have been viewing it as ‘something they had to engage with for class’, but may have not been
thinking about it beyond that.
For the intervention, the Ecosystem Project was reframed in students’ lab manuals and
handouts to be set in the context of the local river pollution problem and surrounding ecosystems.
This was both a setting within the students’ immediate physical community, as well as an ongoing,
local socioscientific issue. It also represented making the social and cultural embeddedness of
science more tangible in ways students could ‘view’ or ‘see’ the Ecosystem Project both inside
and outside of the classroom.
The surrounding community in which the study took place was geographically situated in
a way that a polluted, winding river ran through it referred in the current study as the “Raccoon
River”. Concerning the pollution, signs had been posted periodically along its banks
recommending people not to swim or even fish in it. Given the size of the river and its proximity
to the campus where the study took place, one could not live in the community without crossing
the river on a regular basis, or at minimum knowing it was there.
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At the beginning of the semester, students bought lab manuals filled with weekly lesson
guides to follow throughout the semester along with the lab portion of their class. For the
intervention, references to their community, the local ecosystems and its pollution problem were
made throughout, giving the preservice teachers a way to connect the Ecosystem Project (science)
with their immediate surroundings (culture and society).

3.3.2.2. “Thinking Critically” Boxes
Aside from adding the local context, so-called “Thinking Critically” boxes were at the top
right of the first page of each of their weekly laboratory lesson guides. These included a critical
question (see Appendix A) and a link to pertinent media. Each critical question was focused on a
connection between science with everyday life, as reflected through SSI, STS, and Environmental
Education topics. Some questions also covered socio-political issues, aligned with the central
tenets of CRP (Ladson-Billings, 1995). Media chosen included scientific journal articles, online
newspaper articles, and short videos (<5 minutes). All questions were crafted to include aspects of
metacognition, reflexivity, and personal relevancy towards increasing positionality. Aligned with
the sociocultural view of science used in this manuscript, engaging with critical questions
pertaining to science was both authentic and explicit (Rodriguez, 1998).
To clarify, “Thinking Critically” boxes did not represent required assignments at the
beginning of the intervention, and were not graded. They were simply presented as sidebars at the
top of each lesson guide in the case that students chose to engage with them. At the minimum, they
would encounter the questions every time they opened their lab manuals to the first page of a given
week of class.
However, after the third week of class the “Thinking Critically” boxes were taken up
independently by the lab coordinator of the course (who managed the teaching assistants) as
regular assignments because of their perceived effectiveness. As many students began engaging
with them independently via deep discussions in their table groups, the lab coordinator made the
choice to integrate them purposefully into the curriculum. During the third week of class, the lab
coordinator used part of the weekly teaching assistant meeting, thru which he normally went over
the next week’s lab lesson with the teaching assistants, to instead train them in how to implement
the “Thinking Critically” boxes starting the following week. From then on, the beginning of class
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was spent collecting data from the preservice teachers’ ecosystems, but also discussing the
“Thinking Critically” topic for that week both in table groups and as a whole class.

3.3.2.3 Increasing Reflexivity
Aside from reframing the curriculum and the addition of the “Thinking Critically” boxes,
monthly critical reflections referred to as “reflexivity assignments” were given to the preservice
teachers. These were comprised of five, open-ended questions aimed at getting students to think
about: (i) what was important to learn and why, (ii) how what they were doing related to science
as performed by professional scientists, (iii) how what they were doing connected with their
everyday lives, (iv) what they would adopt in their future classrooms and why, and (v) how they
could use what they were learning to transform their home communities. For more detail see
Appendix B. These assignments aligned with the reflexivity component of sTc.
The choice of monthly critical reflections, versus other time periods, followed similar studies
on learning and professional development which used reflexivity prompts (Honnett & Poulsen,
1989; Pultorak, 1996; Collier, 1999; Forneris, 2007; King & Winn, 2016).

3.4 Data Collection Methods
Diverse sources of data were a requirement of utilizing grounded theory (Kolb, 2012).
Literature has suggested these could have included collecting and coding documents, interviews,
and field notes (Glesne, 2015), but may have also meant any other data called for by the research
(Morse et al., 2016) including one’s own positionality as it contributes to the findings (Gentles et
al., 2014).
In this study, data collection was comprised of pre- and post-surveys to measure conceptual
change, four monthly reflexivity assignments, and preservice teachers’ Interim Data Reports and
Final Ecosystem Reports. A table showing all research questions with data sources has been
provided below. Underneath this table, each of these data collection sources has been discussed in
more detail.
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Table 2.2 Research questions with data collection methods and reasoning.
Research Question

Data

Type of Data

Reasoning

Pre-Conceptions

Primary

Conceptions

Critical Reflections

Primary

Intervention

Pre-Conceptions

Primary

Intervention

Post-Conceptions

Primary

Intervention

Critical Reflections

Primary

Intervention

Post-Conceptions

Primary

Conceptions

Secondary

Clarification

How do beginning preservice elementary teachers
1

in an introductory biology content course
currently conceptualize science as socially and
culturally embedded?

1a

What participant science experiences, beliefs, and
values contribute to these conceptions?
How do preservice elementary teachers’
conceptions of science as socially and culturally

2

embedded change after immersion into inquirybased, explicit, metacognitive, reflexive nature of
science instruction?

3.4.1 Pre- and Post-Surveys
The pre- and post-surveys were comprised of open-ended, closed-ended, and Likert-scale
questions pertaining to participants’ conceptions of science as socially and culturally embedded
(see Appendix C-D). The pre-survey was given to participants at the beginning of the research
study as part of normal classroom work, to be filled out individually during class and handed in
immediately. This was so immediate, unprepared conceptions could be collected. The post-survey
was given at the end of the intervention in the last week of class. Taken alone, these pre- and postsurveys represent data sources by which to measure conceptual change surrounding science as
socially and culturally embedded.
The surveys were comprised of 19 questions: 9 demographic questions and 10 questions
about students’ relationships with the social and cultural embeddedness of science. All survey
questions were crafted towards revealing aspects of both: (i) conceptions of science as socially
and culturally embedded, and (ii) positionality to science as socially and culturally embedded. The
theoretical and methodological frameworks guided the creation of these questions.
With these objectives in mind, questions were written to center on personal relevancy
(questions 11, 12, 14, 17), reflexivity (questions 14, 16, 18, 19), and metacognition (13, 15, 16,
17), all which were measures surrounding students’ positionality to science. Four questions were
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centered on each construct. Prior to the intervention, surveys were tested with groups of
undergraduate preservice teachers, graduate students holding STEM-related or science educationrelated degrees, and science education faculty at the university where the study took place.

3.4.2 Reflexivity Assignments
Reflexivity assignments were also collected (Appendix C). These started on the fourth
week of the intervention and continued every month until the end of the intervention. These were
given to participants as part of normal classroom work, to be filled out individually and turned in
within a week. The monthly reflexivity assignments resided on the preservice teachers’ course
website, to be filled out and turned in electronically. This was done because, although questions
had been previously tested by both faculty and graduate students, if they needed to be changed as
the intervention progressed, they could be easily modified. This strategy also allowed for any
modifications to the syllabus. Instead of inserting the reflexivity assignments throughout the lab
manual during certain weeks, as physical copies, or associated with certain course activities, due
dates could be changed as needed while remaining monthly.
Reflexivity activity questions were written with similar objectives to the pre- and postsurvey, such as tracking students’ conceptions of science as socially and culturally embedded
while attempting to increase their positionality.

3.4.3 Interim Data Reports and Final Ecosystem Reports
Students also to turned in Interim Data Reports (midterm) and Final Ecosystem Reports
(final lab reports). These were organized to simulate writing a scientific journal article, including
an introduction, methods, results, and conclusions sections. The conclusions section was guided
by discussion questions. As part of the midterm during the intervention, students were asked two
questions having to do with (i) what science they are learning through the intervention and (ii)
science as socially and culturally embedded. For the intervention, students’ responses to just the
question about science as socially and culturally embedded were collected and analyzed.
The question about science as socially and culturally embedded was adapted from the Views
of Nature of Science Form C (VNOS-C) assessment (Lederman et al., 2002), annotated as
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centering on science as socially and culturally embedded by both Lederman and colleagues but
also later by Duschl and Gandy (2013). It read:
Some people claim that science is infused with social and cultural values. That is,
science reflects the social and political values, philosophical assumptions, and
intellectual norms of the culture in which it is practiced.
Others claim that science is universal. In other words, science transcends national
and cultural boundaries and is not affected by the social, political, and philosophical
values or intellectual norms of the culture in which it is practiced.
Yet others claim science is a combination of these stances, or view science
completely differently. Based on your experiences with science so far:
•

Which of the claims concerning science listed above do you agree with?

•

Explain your choice and, where possible, provide examples.

For the final lab report, the question about science as socially and culturally
embedded question was omitted. Instead, it was included in the post-survey.

3.4.4 Summary of Research Design
This research study was organized holistically as an intervention with pre- and postsurveys, taking place over a sixteen-week period, with additional measurements of conceptual
change at the middle and close of the semester (via midterm and final lab report assignments).
Individuals’ conceptions were collected during the pre- and post- surveys, while the midterm
(Interim Data Reports) and final lab reports (Final Ecosystem Reports) were group efforts. These
group conceptions functioned more as gauges of student conceptions broadly, as well as indicators
of whether the intervention was working or needed to be tweaked.
Because of the demographic information provided on the surveys which allowed for
classification of data by demographics, no names were collected. The same was true of monthly
reflexivity activities. Connected with sampling, surveys, reflexivity activities, midterm and final
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lab report responses were compared across participants, but not within individuals. A figure has
been provided below highlighting the overall experimental design of the study as it was
implemented, listing the intervention and data sources (Figure 3.1).

Figure 3.1 Research design of the study with data sources.
Summarizing the figure, reflexivity assignments were implemented once a month for a total of
four times throughout the semester. Pre-surveys were administered at the beginning of the first
week of class. Post-surveys were given and collected during the last week of class. The
implementation of these instruments has been highlighted in the course syllabus below; as it was
given to students (Figure 3.2).
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Week:

MON/TUES

Week
Aug 21

1

Week
Aug 28
Week
Sept 4

2

Week
Sept 11
Week
Sept 18

4

Week
Sept 25
Week
Oct 2

6

Week
Oct 9

8

Introductions, Group Building,
Introduction to the Metric System

Reflexivity Activity Due
Dates

WED/THUR

&

Measurement & Graphing
Skills

Experimental Design

Model Ecosystem Design,
Hypotheses

No Lab; Labor Day Holiday

Model Ecosystem Set-Up

Population Ecology I (Hypotheses, Data
Collection Begins)

Population Ecology II

Dichotomous Keys

Lab Exam #1

Plant Park Trip (Tree Quiz, HW#1 due)

Owl Pellets and Interim
Data Report Work Session

Respiration I

Respiration II

No Lab; October Break

Group Work Day and
Current Issues Introduction

Photosynthesis (Current Issues Topics
due)

Chromatography (Interim
Data Report due)

Bromothymol Blue Lab I

Bromothymol Blue Lab II

Review

Lab Exam #2

Microscopes I (Article Summaries due)

Microscopes II

Week 13
Nov 13

Cells I

Cells II & Group Work
(Last Ecosystem Data
Collection Day)

Week 14
Nov 20

Cells III & Group Work

No Lab;
Holiday

Week 15
Nov 27

Current Issues I and Group Work

Current Issues II & Group
Work

Week
Dec 4

Ecosystem Breakdown, Exam Review,
Final Ecosystem paper due

3

Reflexivity Activity 1 Due
Wednesday/Thursday

5

7

Week
9
Oct 16
Week 10
Oct 23
Week 11
Oct 30
Week
Nov 6

Pre-Survey

12

16

Reflexivity Activity 2 Due
Wednesday/Thursday

Reflexivity Activity 3 Due
Wednesday/Thursday

Thanksgiving

Lab Exam #3

Reflexivity Activity 4 Due
Monday/Tuesday;
PostSurvey

Figure 3.2 Course syllabus with annotated intervention components.
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The intervention spanned all sections of the course. As there were eight sections of the
course, there were numerous teaching assistants who co-taught each section (e.g. two teaching
assistants per section of class). Most teaching assistants were Anglo or Caucasian females who
had taken the course in the past, and thus had been exposed to similar NOS conceptions, but had
less experience teaching.
The head instructor represented an NOS expert with over 25 years of teaching this course,
and knew how they wanted the course to be taught. The curriculum of the course aligned with
current NOS teaching best practices. In short, while the current intervention focused on curricular
materials, I recognized that teaching styles and delivery could be variable, especially considering
the large number of teaching assistants teaching the different sections of the course. However, the
intervention was confined to changes in the curriculum to minimize any effects caused by
differences in teaching.

3.5 Selection of Participants
Participants in this study were chosen because they were conveniently located (Babbie,
1990) and fit the study criteria. This meant being preservice elementary school teachers that were
new to college, and specifically enrolled in SCI500: Preservice Elementary Teacher Biology,
which was a required introductory content course for all elementary education majors. This meant
that all future elementary teachers had to take this course, and likewise represented possible diverse
teaching paths (e.g. special education; early childhood development). They also represented
diverse sociocultural backgrounds. While largely homogenous ethnically and by gender (i.e.
majority Anglo-females and 18-21 years old), they all had unique experiences, backgrounds, and
voices.
3.6 Role of the Researcher
As described by Glesne (2015), numerous factors including the context of the study,
participants’ identities, and the researcher’s own personality and beliefs define one’s role in their
research. My roles in the current study were first that of researcher, and then that of collaborator
with the head instructor, lab coordinator, and teaching staff. However, I also represented an Anglomale graduate student from the Midwest suburbs with a background in ecology and evolution and
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both teaching and research experiences. I was ultimately tied to these experiences and privilege,
which could not be separated from my work.
During the current study, I always took the perspective of the researcher, and was
completely immersed in the research (i.e. design, implementation, data collection and analysis).
This informed my behavior and its impact on participants, teaching staff, and co-researchers
throughout the study. Both my quantitative science and qualitative science education background
influenced the interpretation of my data.
In relation to the teaching staff I functioned as a resource. Although this intervention was
largely relegated to the curriculum and required less teacher involvement, I anticipated students
and teaching staff potentially having questions about the intervention assignments, which there
were some from the head instructor and lab coordinator. They also had to field any questions
students had about the components of the intervention. I was there to answer all of those as they
arose. Specifically, I observed the course and attended teaching assistant meetings weekly during
the pilot study, and presented the research project to them in one of the teaching assistant meetings
during the semester of the study. In other words, many of them were familiar with me and the
project, especially those who taught both semesters.

3.6.1 Dilemmas Associated with My Role
Although my main role was that of researcher, numerous dilemmas existed. First, I could
have been perceived as an ‘outsider’ to the SCI500 course. Since I had not experienced the
elementary education program from the same viewpoint of a developing teacher, and had different
objectives than the teaching staff and students, I may also not have been deemed as trustworthy or
a peer by the staff and students. Connected with my own unique perspective as a scientist, science
education researcher, and aspiring teacher educator, I carried a set of unique biases that could have
become evident to the instructors or teaching staff through our interactions. Thus, it was of utmost
importance to practice reflexivity and be aware of my own positionality (Gentles et al., 2014).
Aligned with the goal of this study, I wanted to perceive meaningful changes in
participants’ conceptions of science as socially and culturally embedded, even if there may not
have been. Thus, connected with my interpretation of the data, I continuously checked in with co-
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researchers including multiple committee members and clarified codes and quantitative data with
them (check coding; Miles & Huberman, 1994).
Aside from coding, another dilemma with this proposed research could have been
mismatching views of the course and course objectives between myself and the teaching staff. At
the most basic level, our conceptions of science as socially and culturally embedded could be
different. This could have changed the way that the curriculum was given to students, or likewise
could have affected how students interacted with it connected with teaching. Although recognized
as a possible influence, the current study focused on curricular effects, and did not focus on the
instructor or teaching staff. Furthermore, I was able to attend a teaching staff meeting before the
course and describe the project, what was expected of them, and how they would be helping
disseminate the intervention.

3.6.2 Ethical Considerations
The risk to the participants was low, and not more than what they would face daily. The
intervention represented normal classroom work, and was also given to all sections of the course.
It was given to all sections because: (i) the majority of preservice teachers (and all other
populations asked) have not connected with science as socially and culturally embedded; all
evidence suggests this population will be no different at the onset, and (ii) studies focused strictly
on conceptions of science as socially and culturally embedded alone currently do not appear to
have been undertaken within the field of NOS research. Therefore, all conceptions would
maximize data (Charmaz, 2008). In relation to current NOS best practices, this study hopes to
provide evidence to build on those practices. Therefore, it is not interested in finding conceptions
of science as socially and culturally embedded using current best practices (e.g. the traditional
curriculum). Pilot data suggested similar conceptions to those found in literature (e.g. the
frequency of preservice teachers describing science as socially and culturally embedded was
variable).
Another ethical consideration was that the head instructor of the course, who I worked closely
with on a regular basis, represented a gate-keeper. Furthermore, there was a lab coordinator who
worked closely with the head instructor. This required that I collaboratively negotiated how the
intervention took place, exploring what was possible in the classroom, what fit with the curriculum,
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and what was possible to do with participants. In the end, there were no drastic changes to the
course content, but there were significant changes to the curriculum.
Overall, the whole study approach was crafted to minimize any modification to teaching, and
was comprised of additions to the curriculum. That is, there were challenges with trying to
implement this project in established science programs. For example, while I recognize and deeply
acknowledge the role of teaching and emphasizing close teacher-student relationships in both sTc
(Rodriguez, 1998) and CRP (Ladson-Billings, 1995), and thus it would have been beneficial to
teach a section of the course and tie the curriculum changes with pedagogical changes, that was
not possible in this context.

3.7 Data Analysis and Interpretation
Following grounded theory methodology, inductive analysis was utilized. Constant
comparative methods were used to code and analyze results simultaneously (Kolb, 2012; Taylor
& Bogdan, 1998). This meant regularly immersing myself in the data as it was collected by
examining preservice teachers’ artifacts throughout the semester.
This analysis was guided more specifically by tenets of Straussian grounded theory than
more ‘classical’ Glaserian grounded theory. While both approaches adhere the core tenets of
induction and deduction, Glaserian approaches emphasize induction and theory emergence, while
Strauss and Corbin’s perspectives focus more on the deduction, validation, and elaboration of
results (Bryant & Charmaz, 2007). While Glaser (1992) describes theory strictly emerging from
data, Strauss and Corbin’s (2008) approach acknowledges there are multiple, contextualized ways
of understanding a given phenomenon (Bryant & Charmaz, 2007; Charmaz, 2008; Cooney, 2010).
Therefore, Straussian grounded theory better aligned with the current study. It
acknowledged preservice teachers’ multiple understandings of science as socially and culturally
embedded, and encompassed the use of social justice and constructivist perspectives such as sTc
and CRP. Overall, data analysis was comprised largely of: (i) coding and (ii) comparing data both
qualitatively and quantitatively.
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3.7.1 Coding of Data
Data was coded inductively to deductively, in the following order: (i) open coding, (ii)
axial coding, and (iii) selective coding (Saldana 2015). Codes assigned during the collection and
analysis of pilot data were utilized as they applied to the coding of data collected during the
intervention (e.g. if they matched intervention responses or trends).
Surveys, reflexivity assignments, and both Interim Data Report and Final Ecosystem
Report questions were coded in the way described above for all students, focusing on participants’
pre- and post-conceptions of science as socially and culturally embedded and how those
understandings changed following immersion in the intervention curriculum. Constant coding and
comparison of reflexivity assignments was used to track participants’ conceptual change
surrounding course concepts and skills throughout the intervention. For example, participants
viewed some classroom activities as more influential or impactful than others.
Coding began with open, or initial coding: establishing preliminary categories of
information from the gathered data. Saldana (2015) described this process as ‘fracturing or
splitting the data into individual pieces’ near the beginning of data analysis.
Open coding was followed by axial coding, which involved assembling the data in new
ways; expanding categories. As discussed by Saldana (2015), axial coding involves acting to:
“both literally and metaphorically constantly compare, reorganize, or ‘focus’ the codes into
categories, prioritize them to develop ‘axis’ categories around which others evolve” (p.55).
Following axial coding, selective coding was performed. This involved moving the axial
categories into “core” categories, and presenting the hypotheses that had arisen throughout the
process (Corbin & Strauss, 2008). Results represented the conceptual understanding of the topic
being studied: (i) preservice teachers’ conceptions of science as socially and culturally embedded,
(ii) how those conceptions changed after the intervention, and potential indicators of why this
could have been.

3.7.1.1 Quantitative Analyses
Along with qualitative analyses including coding the data into categories, simple statistical
comparisons (e.g. of frequencies of codes per groups of participants) were utilized to compare
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participants’ responses. These included employing the use of Pearson’s Chi-Squared testing
(Ellison & Gotelli, 2004) and Mann-Whitney U testing (Nachar, 2008).

3.7.1.2 Validity
According to Corbin & Strauss (2008), validation when using grounded theory is comprised
of comparing resulting concepts against diverse sets of data. The same authors suggest there are
four necessary research characteristics leading to validation: (i) the topic or phenomenon should
be a good fit; (ii) it should be able to be understood and provide a fresh perspective; (iii) it should
provide generalization (e.g. a distillation of general aspects of concepts given by participants); and
(iv) data collection methods should provide control (Strauss & Corbin, 2008). Concerning data
analysis, validity is correlated with coding categories. In short, codes should account for all data
(Saldana, 2015).
The topic of the current study was a good fit because fresh perspectives and deeper
understandings of preservice elementary teachers’ conceptualizations of science as socially and
culturally embedded are needed. Results could be understood in the context of NOS and
multicultural education literature and were generalizable within data, or broadly representative of
what participants were thinking and how that could be connected back with literature. Similarly,
others could take up the same approach and strategies in their own classrooms and compare their
results with this study. Data collection was controlled by a narrow and finite set of artifacts aimed
specifically at providing an understanding of preservice teachers’ conceptions of science as
socially and culturally embedded before and after engaging with reflexive contexts and
assignments.
3.8 Summary
In summary, this chapter served to describe the methodological approach to the current
study and how that approach was translated into the research design and implementation, including
descriptions of the research instruments, data sources, and data collection and analysis methods
and how those related to the validity of the study.
Focused on understanding preservice teachers’ conceptions of science as socially and
culturally embedded and how those understandings changed after the intevention, the current study
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employed a mixed methods approach emphasizing the use of grounded theory and survey
methodology. These were chosen as a result of the exploratory nature of understanding students’
conceptions of and connections with science as socially and culturally embedded. The intervention
consisted of pre- and post-surveys (at the beginning and end of the semester), monthly reflexivity
assignments, and a reframing of the curriculum using students’ local community and associated
socioscientific issues.
Data collection consisted primarily of the students’ surveys and reflexivity assignments, as
well as their responses to other coursework. Qualitative data was analyzed using open-coding
toward to development of broader, more focused categories encompassing all responses.
Quantitative data was examined using Pearson’s Chi-Squared and Mann-Whitney U test
calculations. Validity was described as it related to the use of grounded theory.
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CHAPTER 4. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

4.1 Introduction
The previous three chapters introduced the purpose, theoretical framework, and
methodology of the current study. The purpose of this study was to: (i) uncover, document, and
analyze preservice elementary science teachers’ conceptions of science as socially and culturally
embedded in a more open-ended and individualized manner than was previously pursued, and (ii)
attempt to strengthen these conceptions through the implementation of a curriculum-based
intervention guided by multicultural education approaches.
Aligned with the theoretical frameworks of sociotransformative constructivism (sTc) and
culturally relevant pedagogy (CRP), the intervention was comprised of including elements of
reflexivity through both reframing the current curriculum and the addition of regular critical
reflections (reflexivity assignments) and reflective prompts (“Thinking Critically” boxes) geared
towards increasing the preservice teachers’ positionality to the social and culturally embeddedness
of science. Through a grounded approach, the current chapter describes the results of this study in
detail as they related to both preservice elementary science teachers’ conceptions of science as
socially and culturally embedded and implementation of a novel NOS approach.
These results include: (i) preservice teachers’ preconceptions and experiences surrounding
science as socially and culturally embedded (before the intervention); (ii) preservice teachers’
post-conceptions and experiences; and (iii) an analysis of how these conceptions changed after
immersion in the intervention.
Overall, results suggested students’ views of science were more wide-ranging than previously
reported, and that these views had changed following engagement in a long-term inquiry-based,
metacognitive, authentic, reflexive science course. In contrast with existing NOS literature (e.g.
Abd-El-Khalick & Lederman, 2000; Lederman & Abd-El-Khalick, 2002), when given more
choices beyond science as “Universal” (e.g. transcending society and culture) or “Socially and
Culturally Embedded”, most participants in the current study suggested they viewed science as a
“Combination” of these views.
After being immersed in the intervention over the course of sixteen weeks, a significant number
of preservice teachers moved from viewing science as simply “Universal”, “Socially and
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Culturally Embedded” or “Other”, to viewing science as a “Combination” of “Universal” and
“Socially and Culturally Embedded”. In other words, after engaging with the course curriculum
lab content and activities, the preservice teachers had changed their conceptions of science as
socially and culturally embedded. Along with being asked to describe their views about the social
and cultural embeddedness of science before and after the intervention, participants were also
asked to provide a rationale and real-world examples to support these choices.
Interestingly, these results did not immediately differ from Pilot data collected at the end of
the ‘traditional’ course. However, they did reveal that despite relatively small changes to the
curriculum, the intervention may have increased students’ positionality and, to a smaller extent,
accessibility to science as socially and culturally embedded. Results are discussed below in more
detail. The chapter is organized and results are presented in the following order: (i) starting with a
description of preservice teachers’ preconceptions, (ii) a discussion of how those preconceptions
related to their provided demographics and science backgrounds, and then moving to (iii)
delineating the effects of the intervention, including increases in participants’ positionality and
accessibility to science as socially and culturally embedded, as well as (iv) how the intervention
supported student learning.

4.1.1 Participants’ Preconceptions of Science as Socially and Culturally Embedded
The pre-survey was administered on the first day of the course and before the intervention
to establish participants’ prior knowledge and conceptions of science as socially and culturally
embedded (Appendix C). Participants were asked to provide: (i) their demographic information,
(ii) their previous experiences with science (how it relates to everyday life; their positions as U.S.
citizens and developing preservice science teachers), and (iii) whether they viewed science as
“Universal”, “Socially and Culturally Embedded”, a “Combination” of these views, or in “Other”
ways not mentioned in the survey prompt, respectively. This third topic was represented on the
pre-survey as an adapted version of a question previously included on the Views of Nature of
Science Questionnaire Form-C (VNOS-C) instrument which had previously only given
participants two possible responses of viewing science, as either “Universal” or “Socially and
Culturally Embedded” (Lederman et al., 2002). The current study added choices of “Combination”
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and “Other”. Below are participants’ preconceptions, including the frequencies and percentages of
students in each group (Table 4.1).
Table 4.1. Students holding each view of science before the intervention (pre-conceptions).
View of Science

Frequency Percentage

Combination

60

41%

Universal

56

38%

Socially and Culturally Embedded

23

16%

Other

7

5%

Total

146

100%

While previous studies had only provided students two possible ways of classifying science
(“Universal” or “Socially and Culturally Embedded”), when given the choices of “Combination”
and “Other”, a higher percentage of students chose the “Combination” (41%) view of science than
all other choices. This was followed by viewing science as “Universal” (38%), “Socially and
Culturally Embedded” (16%), and “Other” (5%).
The “Combination” view was named as such because under closer scrutiny, it actually
represented a mixture of both the “Universal” and “Socially and Culturally Embedded”
interpretations (Table 4.3). To clarify, respondents suggesting science was a “Combination” used
a blending of descriptors from the “Universal” and “Socially and Culturally Embedded” views.
In contrast, those terms used by participants holding either the “Universal” or “Socially
and Culturally Embedded” views were not shared between stances except for a couple of
exceptions in which participants mismatched views or examples, described further below.
Table 4.2 summarizes respondents’ descriptions in further detail. Specifically, it shows
(from left to right) the: (i) codes for participants’ responses, (ii) view of science that each code
corresponded with, (iii) definitions of these codes, and (iv) examples of participant quotes for each
code from the pre-survey. Participants could have been coded in multiple ways (i.e. combinations
of codes), meaning percentages add up to more than 100%.

Table 4.2 Students’ coded descriptions with corresponding views of science; frequencies and percentages of students for each code;
definitions of each code; example quotes for each code.
View of
Code

Science
Associated

Frequency

Percentage

Definition

Example(s)

With
Facts and physical
phenomena will not change
Facts Transcend

Universal

53

36%

no matter where in the
world one is, or who is
viewing or discussing them.

Globally Similar

Universal

17

12%

Science is similar globally
and/or geographically.

I believe that science is universal, because no
matter what is going on in politics or in the
world, a chicken will always come from an
egg and what goes up will always come down.
I agree that science is universal. This is
because it is the same across the world
regardless of one's social/philosophical views.
I agree that science is universal and is not

Science Works on Its Own

Universal

6

4%

Science is unaffected by

affected by the social, political, philosophical

culture and society because

values. I feel science is its own thing and is not

it is its own entity.

influenced by anything like politics or
assumptions.

The progression of science
Bound by Laws, Theories,
Objectives

Universal

5

3%

is directly correlated with
scientific laws, theories, or
objectives.

Objective
(numerical/quantitative;
testable/repeatable; thus, free of
error)

I agree with both because science is a more
definitive area of study, and therefore
scientific laws and principles are universal.
Science is fact and should not be contested

Universal

5

3%

Certain scientific practices

because it is universal and does not have

make it objective.

assumptions science can be tested and there
are accepted methods for things.
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Science progresses using a
Universal Scientific Language
(Metric; Latin Taxonomy)

Universal

3

2%

common 'scientific'
language of measurements
and taxonomies.

Socially and
Beliefs/Religion Interact

Culturally

19

13%

Embedded
Socially and
Interpretation/Application

Culturally

19

13%

Embedded

Culture/Society Affect
Scientists' Topics of Work

Socially and
Culturally

9%

Embedded

subject. You name things in Latin, you have
certain ways of measuring, and all kinds of
people in the world are involved in and
contribute to society.

Beliefs about science and

Science does conflict with values and beliefs

religious beliefs interact;

because some things I believe through religion

one influences the other.

aren't true in science.

Science is interpreted and

Certain aspects of science don't change no

applied differently by

matter where one is located. However, I think

different cultures or

that different places may interpret things

societies.

differently based on their politics and customs.

Scientists' work is
13

The second because science is such a universal

influenced by culture and
society.

I agree with the claim that science is infused
with social and cultural views. I agree with
this because I think society impacts what
scientists study.
In most cases, I would agree that science is a

Certain Concepts Socially and
Culturally Embedded

Combination

12

8%

Certain scientific facts or

combination. Certain aspects of science don't

concepts are socially and

change no matter where one is located.

culturally embedded; others

However, I think that different places may

are not.

interpret things differently based on their
politics and customs.
I think science is a combination…many

Geographical Differences

Combination

6

4%

Science changes depending

countries have made it to the moon. Another

on where one is at on Earth.

example is metric and Imperial measuring
systems.
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These participants picked a
General*

All

21

14%

specific view, but either did
not provide a detailed
rationale.

I believe real scientific facts cannot be
influenced by culture.
(“Universal” example)

*The “General” code referred to when participants chose a view (e.g. Universal; Socially and Culturally Embedded; Combination) but either did not provide a
rationale or example of why they did or simply repeated portions of the prompt.
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The table above shows there were many descriptions associated with each view of science
chosen by participants (e.g. “Universal”; “Socially and Culturally Embedded”; “Combination”).
Based on reviewed NOS literature, these were the first published, comprehensive accounts of
preservice teachers’ views of science as socially and culturally embedded.

4.1.2 Science as “Universal”
Those participants who chose science as “Universal” appeared to view science as an
objective, unchanging enterprise or set of facts. Specifically, they described scientific facts or
phenomena (e.g. photosynthesis; animal physiology) as transcendent, or predominantly the same
everywhere on Earth, no matter how they were defined within cultures. For example, one
participant suggested that “I believe that science is universal, because no matter what is going on
in politics or in the world, a chicken will always come from an egg, and what goes up will always
come down” (PrS, 08/01/17)2.
Others described science as “Universal” because it was ‘objective’ in nature. For instance,
one participant wrote that “Science is separate from beliefs, culture, politics, and philosophies.
Science is fact and should not be contested because it is universal and does not have assumptions.
Science can be tested and there are accepted methods for things” (PrS, 08/01/17). In other words,
engaging in science leads to the creation of objective facts or knowledge, without assumptions.
Another participant pointed out this same idea, writing how “I agree with the second claim. The
point of science is to prove things with evidence and facts without other values getting in the way”
(PrS, 08/01/17).
Some talked about science as a “Universal” process, or being carried out in globally similar
ways and towards the same purpose (e.g. uncovering new knowledge or facts). For instance, one
participant wrote that “Science is built on the same basics no matter where you go” (PrS, 08/01/17).
Another described how “I agree with the second statement that science is universal because data
and investigations are still true no matter where you go” (PrS, 08/01/17). A third wrote that “I
believe that science is universal because throughout the world some of the same practices are used”
2

PrS = Pre-Survey
PoS = Post-Survey
Ref[x] = Reflexivity Assignment [1, 2, 3, 4]
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(PrS, 08/01/17). In these examples participants emphasized science as a process done using
globally similar practices.
Other preservice teachers highlighted science as having a shared purpose. One wrote that
“I believe that science does transcend at national and cultural boundaries because our world is
moving at a rapid pace and all countries are innovative and changing the world” (PrS, 08/01/17).
Here, there is an allusion to everyone working towards the single goal of innovation. Another
discussed a common application of science, writing that “Science is universal because science is
the basis for everything. Biology studies life, chemistry creates new drugs, physics creates
buildings and roller coasters. Science is used everywhere in the world” (PrS, 08/01/17).
Yet others referred to science as its own entity, not transcending culture and society but
separate from it. As written by several participants, science is ‘its own thing’ which ‘progresses
on its own’. For example, one described how, “I feel that science does its own thing and changes
all on its own without disturbances from the real world” (PrS, 08/01/17). Another discussed how,
“I think science is its own thing and is very universal. No matter what you believe or where you
live or what you are, hard facts are facts.” (PrS, 08/01/17). A third described that, “I feel science
is its own thing and is not influenced by anything like politics or assumptions” (PrS, 08/01/17).
A few participants talked about science progressing in part due to the use of a common,
scientific language. “Science is such a universal subject. You name things in Latin, you have
certain ways of measuring, and all kinds of people in the world are involved in and contribute to
society” (PrS, 08/01/17), they pointed out. Another wrote:
I believe that science is universal because no matter where you are from or what language
you speak science is the same around you. For example, you see an animal on the ground.
It doesn't matter what language you speak—you still can see what it is doing and how the
world is affected by it. (PrS, 08/01/17)

4.1.3 Inconsistencies in Responses
Taken collectively, as well as reflecting trends in previous NOS literature (e.g. Lederman
& Lederman, 2014), “Universal” responses represented more absolute, rigid views of science. In
contrast with the established NOS tenets describing science as tentative or imaginative (McComas,
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Clough, & Almazroa, 1998), here preservice teachers demonstrated viewing science as a freestanding entity, or simply as a set of facts.
However, there were some instances in which participants suggested science as
“Universal” but described it differently. In other words, they provided statements with
inconsistencies between views and descriptions given the way “Universal” and “Socially and
Culturally Embedded” have been defined by the adapted VNOS-C question. For instance, one
student responded that they agreed science is “Universal”, but then suggested that peoples’ beliefs
or values could affect their views. They wrote that:
Although I truly believe that science is Universal, I can't help noticing how others view of
the world affects their view of certain scientific principles. For instance, if someone refuses
to believe in certain scientific facts, merely because of the implication, doing so may have
an effect on their career; they are essentially changing the progression of science, proving
it can be affected by social and political values. (PrS, 08/01/17)
This response seemed to suggest either a misunderstanding of the question itself, the terms used
in the question (e.g. “Universal”; “Socially and Culturally Embedded”), or a somewhat nested way
of viewing science; “Universal” first, but then “Socially and Culturally Embedded” also (e.g.
“Combination”). Another participant who saw science as “Universal” made a similar claim. They
said that “Science is not affected by a social community. Social and political things will not change
scientific findings, but then you also have culture that can differ such as the US using different
measuring systems” (PrS, 08/01/17). In this example, there again seems to be a recognition of the
potential influence of culture and society on science, as well as a compartmentalization of “social
and political things” which the participant seems to see distinctly differently or separate from
science. Therefore, while these responses may describe misunderstandings or misconceptions,
they may also suggest different ways of viewing science which simply do not fit neatly into either
the “Universal” or “Socially and Culturally Embedded” categories.

4.1.4 Science as “Socially and Culturally Embedded”
In contrast, those that viewed science as “Socially and Culturally Embedded” described it
as more interpretive or tentative in nature. Very much in contrast to those with a “Universal” view,
no participants responding as viewing science in this way (“Socially and Culturally Embedded”)
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mentioned science as facts. Instead, they focused on science as deeply dependent on the people
performing or using it.
For instance, some participants suggested that beliefs (e.g. personal, political, religious)
affect peoples’ views or pursuits of science, including scientists’. These included scenarios in
which beliefs affected what scientific phenomena or evidence people accepted as truth, or
oppositely, other situations in which science affected what people believed or what religion they
followed (Table 2). One participant wrote that:
The first statement, from my viewpoint—that science is conflicted with social and cultural
values—is what I agree with mostly. There has been a debate for some time that there is
room for both evolution and Christianity, while others argue that there is only room for
one. (PrS, 08/01/17)
While specifically notating Christianity, this participant points out that some people accept both
religion and the science that may be thought of as infringing on those beliefs (Mooney, 2010),
while others do not. A different participant described these points in terms of political beliefs,
writing that:
I believe that science is infused with social and cultural views, especially political views.
For example, despite compelling research, stats, and facts, many people in the US still
refuse to believe that global warming is real and a big threat. More often than not, they
‘believe’ this because global warming threatens their political beliefs or the beliefs of those
that support them, for example the coal industry. (PrS, 08/01/17)
Here, the response suggested that ‘science as beliefs’ may be used divisively. Another
described how “Science is definitely influenced by social, political and cultural values. Based on
the ideals, values, and morals of the scientist that is carrying out the experiment, science will reflect
those beliefs and values” (PrS, 08/01/17). In this example, the respondent has pointed out that
experimentation and resulting findings can be influenced by scientists’ own beliefs.
Other preservice teachers highlighted culture (politics) as driving scientific competition.
For example, one participant wrote:
I agree with the first statement. Politics can almost be incorporated into anything these
days. Politics are everywhere and cannot be avoided very easily, like if a country came up
with a cure for a disease or something. A different country or numerous countries would
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try to come up with a cure on their own. Everything is made into a competition. (PrS,
08/01/17)
This connection between science and society is something touched on in previous NOS
literature by Driver (1996), who showed many students and teachers often overlook this
relationship (e.g. funding of science; role of politics).
Yet other participants acknowledged the role of interpretation of scientific findings and
the applications of science that affect the ways in which people view science. One participant
described this more broadly, writing that “I agree that science reflects social and cultural values
because it defines the limits of how in-depth science can be pursued” (PrS, 08/01/17). In this
example, culture and society limit what science is undertaken or pursued. Another took a more
specific stance, writing how:
I think, in a sense, that science is totally influenced by [societal; cultural] norms and values.
Different aspects of societies lead people to investigate different things. As new problems
or ideas arise in a society, it can advance due to science. In ways, it can be universal for
like things that happen globally, like climate or something. It just depends. (PrS, 08/01/17)
In this quote, the participant described science as being guided by what is problematic or
needed by a given society. In contrast with those holding “Universal” views (emphasizing science
as facts), many of these seem to emphasize science as an institution or product of society and
culture.

4.1.5 Science as a “Combination” of Views
For those participants who viewed science as a “Combination” of the “Universal” and
“Socially and Culturally Embedded” views, participants predominantly referred to science as some
mixture of descriptors used by those viewing science as either “Universal” or “Socially and
Culturally Embedded” (Table 4.1). In this way, the “Combination” view represented a more
complex or nuanced way of viewing science denoting differences between concepts that were
universal or socially and culturally embedded.
There were also two codes unique to this view and not found within “Universal” or
“Socially and Culturally Embedded” codes: “Certain Concepts Socially and Culturally Embedded”
and “Geographical Differences”; defined above (Table 2). All combinations of views
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demonstrated by participants in the current study are provided in the table below, with the
frequencies and percentages of participants using those combinations. To clarify the total
frequency listed in the table (n = 34), a little over half of the preservice teachers who chose the
“Combination” view (n = 60) used a combination of codes. The other 26 participants used a single
code (e.g. “General”). Trends are described in more detail below.
Table 4.3 Combinations of codes used by participants holding a “Combination” view of science.
Combinations of Codes
Facts Transcend

Certain Concepts Socially and
Culturally Embedded

Frequencies

Percentages

9

26%

Facts Transcend

Interpretation/Application

7

18%

Facts Transcend

Beliefs/Religion Interacts

5

15%

Facts Transcend

Geographical differences

3

9%

Globally Similar

Beliefs/Religion Interacts

2

6%

Bound by laws, theories, objectives

Interpretation/Application

2

6%

Facts Transcend

Geographical differences

2

6%

1

3%

Beliefs/Religion Interacts

1

3%

Interpretation/Application

1

3%

Geographical differences

1

3%

1

3%

35

100%

Bound by laws, theories, objectives
Bound by laws, theories, objectives
Certain Concepts Socially and
Culturally Embedded
Culture/society/humans affect
scientists' work/topics of work
Facts Transcend

Certain Concepts Socially and
Culturally Embedded

Culture/society/humans affect scientists'
work/topics of work
Total Participants Using Combinations
of Codes
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The combination of codes most frequently represented in students’ quotes within the
“Combination” view of science was “Facts Transcend” matched with another code such as
“Beliefs/Religion Interacts” or “Certain Concepts Socially and Culturally Embedded”. This meant
that along with identifying themselves as agreeing with the “Combination” view, these participants
acknowledged the coexistence of both ‘hard’ or relatively unchanging facts in conjunction with
other more tentative, or interpretable aspects of science.
For example, one participant coded as “Facts Transcend” and “Beliefs/Religion Interacts”
described that “I think that real, factual science is and should be universal. However, I also think
that cultures infuse science with their beliefs, perhaps to make sense of scientific phenomena, like
evolution or the creation of Earth” (PrS, 08/01/17). Here, the participant described the existence
of ‘factual science’, but also referred to the use of beliefs to ‘make sense’ of evolution or creation.
Furthermore, the topic of evolution was denoted by students as a ‘soft’ topic, or issue to be argued
using beliefs, despite the existence of scientific evidence for it (in literature). The other topic most
cited by participants as ‘soft’ was global warming. Both are generally controversial topics which
are generally accepted by the entire scientific community, but are argued either for or against by
media, politicians, and religious groups. However, they are also topics students grapple with in the
science classroom.
Others described the application or interpretation of science facts or research. One
participant

responded

in

a

way

that

combined

the

“Facts

Transcend”

and

“Interpretation/Application” codes, writing:
I would agree with the idea that science is a combination of social/political values and
philosophical assumptions and (on the surface) is universal. The rules of science and the
results of it are universal; they cannot be changed based on culture or values. However, the
way the results are applied to everyday life can vary depending on the variables I mentioned
above. (PrS, 08/01/17)
Here, the participant acknowledged science as a universal process, while the application
of science differed depending on society and culture. Yet, aside from “Facts Transcend” being
used in conjunction with codes from the “Socially and Culturally Embedded” view, there were
also instances in which “Facts Transcend” was coded in conjunction with codes specific to the
“Combination view (e.g. “Certain Concepts Socially and Culturally Embedded”; “Geographical
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differences”). For an instance of the “Facts Transcend” and “Geographical Differences”, one
preservice teacher suggested that:
I think that science transcends boundaries in that facts are facts no matter what. However,
I do think what's true in one country may not always be true in others, especially concerning
more social sciences, like how people think and behave. More consistent science, like how
chemicals react, or gravity, apply anywhere and everywhere. (PrS, 08/01/17)
In this case, the participant indirectly described a similar case in which certain scientific
problems or projects may be pursued depending on location, but some scientific facts are
unchanging. Similarly, in a quote combining “Facts Transcend” and “Certain Concepts Socially
and Culturally Embedded” codes, a participant said, “Some science like evolution has social and
cultural values but other things are just straight fact” (PrS, 08/01/17). Another acknowledged that
sometimes science cannot explain some phenomena, mentioning “I think that some parts of science
are certain, yet other things cannot be explained by science alone” (PrS, 08/01/17). Here, the
participants focus on ‘hard’ (certain) versus ‘soft’ (not explained by science alone; changeable)
facts, but in a way, that focused more broadly on the existence of this difference.
Overall, the “Facts Transcend” code was the most-used code. In fact, this was true across
all views of science, and not only participants in the “Combination” view. This finding aligned
with pre-survey results suggesting participants viewing and describing science as a set of objective
facts, which is also often how it is taught in schools. These are long-standing trends in the literature.
If students are continually not taught that science is a process or set of practices that is not tentative
in nature (e.g. as in current science standards; NGSS Lead States, 2013), it should be unsurprising
they would describe it as such as in the current study.
Separate from these combinations of codes, there were also participants who self-reported
that they viewed science as a “Combination”, but their responses only fell under one code (n = 25).
For example, a student could have described how they viewed science as a “Combination”, but
then

stated

simply

that

“Interpretation/Application”

science
and

is

“Socially

interpreted
and

differently

Culturally

by

everyone

Embedded”;

not

(e.g.

actually

“Combination”).
Students exhibiting these inconsistencies included one of the following codes:
“Beliefs/Religion Interacts”, “Interpretation/Application”, “Certain Aspects Socially and
Culturally Embedded”, and “Culture/Society/Humans Affect Scientists’ Work/Topics of Work”.
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Interestingly, these were codes exclusive to the “Socially and Culturally Embedded” view of
science. This perhaps suggested a relationship between the “Socially and Culturally Embedded”
view and the “Combination” view. For instance, understanding science as “Socially and Culturally
Embedded” may be a pre-requisite for understanding it as a combination. Further studies need to
be done to better understand any possible relationships between acquiring and changing views.
Summarizing this section, there were numerous similarities and differences across the
views of science held by students, many of which are novel when considering previous literature.
When given choices beyond science as “Universal” or “Socially and Culturally Embedded”, more
students ended up choosing science as a “Combination” of the other views. When choosing a
“Combination” view, many participants differentiated between types of facts; those they perceive
may change (e.g. ‘soft facts’ such as global warming or evolution) versus those that they perceive
as more permanent (e.g. ‘hard facts’ such as human anatomy). More work needs to be done to gain
a deeper understanding of how these views may relate to one another.

4.2 Participants’ Science Backgrounds
Contrasted with previous literature, the current study sought to understand participants’
views of science in a more student-centric or individualized manner. This was done through
engaging students with a series of reflexive assignments and socio-scientific contexts in which
they could share their science views and backgrounds.
Gathering students’ baseline demographic information and science experiences was done
through the pre-survey. The pre-survey was generally comprised of: (i) a set of nine demographic
questions (e.g. age, sex, ethnicity, academic background), and (ii) ten questions which probed
participants about their definitions, experiences with, connections with, and views of science.
Below are descriptions of those students, both demographically as well as in relation to their
responses to pre-survey questions (not including their views of science; described in the previous
section).
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4.2.1 Participants
Students were largely similar demographically (n = 146). The population of participants in
the current study was comprised of 90% females and 9% males (1% preferred not to answer). Of
these students, 92% were Anglo or Caucasian, 1% were Asian, 1% were Hawaiian or Pacific
Islander, 1% were Black or African American, and 3% were multiethnic.
Academically, 88% were in their first year of college, and 12% were in their second year
or above. Only 20% were first-generation college students. Approximately 89% were pursuing
degrees in elementary or early childhood education, 8% were undecided, and 3% were enrolled in
other programs (business; technology; agriculture). Concerning their future careers, 94% of
students were trying to achieve careers in education (elementary; middle; high; administrative),
4% were unsure, and 2% were considering other fields.
While they had much in common demographically, however, participants reported
experiences and understandings of science that differed wildly from each other, including their: (i)
definitions of science, (ii) interest in science, (iii) memorable science experiences, (iv)
positionality to science, and (v) ways of viewing science and beliefs. Participants were also asked
about their knowledge of the local watershed and how much power they felt they had to make
changes in their community. All of these were items which were informed by the theoretical
framework of this study and important when considering knowledge about science as socially
constructed or situated.

4.2.2 Science Conceptions
Prior to the intervention, students were asked to define science. This was to understand
their prior conceptions of science related to whether they viewed it as “Universal”; “Socially and
Culturally Embedded” or “Combination”. The preservice teachers defined science in a variety of
different ways, many aligned with findings of previous NOS literature (e.g. Lederman et al., 2002).
These included science as: a process; a set of abiotic/biotic factors (i.e. facts). Others described it
more generally. Some also left this question blank, suggesting they did not have a clear definition
in mind (Table 4.4). Some responses fell under multiple codes, meaning percentages added up to
over 100%.
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Table 4.4. Participants’ definitions of science with percentages.
Frequency (of

Percentage

codes)

(n = 146)

86

59%

Biotic/Abiotic

38

26%

General/Vague

26

18%

Blank/None

2

1%

Definition of Science
Science as a Process (way of thinking,
understanding, or knowing)

The majority (~59% of all participants) viewed science as process, or a way of thinking,
understanding, or knowing. Specifically, they often described it as a way of “understanding the
world”, similar to current science standards (Appendix H; NGSS Lead States, 2013). This was
followed by those defining science as a set of biotic/abiotic factors (~26% of all participants).
Approximately 18% of participants defined it more generally or not at all, saying things
like, “To me, everything is science” (PrS, 08/01/17), or likewise, “Science is everything; anything
and everything we do is science” (PrS, 08/01/17). These types of answers suggested respondents
did not have a clear definition, but viewed science as all around.

4.2.3 Participants’ Interest in Science
The preservice teachers’ science interest was gathered as an initial indicator of students’
perceived relatedness to science. It was measured using a Likert scale from 0-10, with “0” being
‘not interested in science’ and “10” being ‘extremely interested’ in science. Aligned with the
multiple ways science was defined, perhaps, participants’ interest in it was also variable (Table
4.5; below). Each participant recorded a single score (n = 146).
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Table 4.5 Participants’ levels of science interest with percentages.
Frequency
Science Interest

(of Participants)

Percentage

0

1

1%

1

3

2%

2

5

3%

3

11

8%

4

15

10%

5

39

27%

6

31

21%

7

19

13%

8

15

10%

9

6

4%

10

1

1%

Total

146

100%

Average Score

6

Before the intervention, the preservice teachers showed a medium interest in science. The average
interest level was a “6”, with most students choosing scores in the “5-7” range (72% of all
participants). When considering the scale from 0-10, this trend suggested an average or medium
level of interest in science, with a roughly equal number of participants falling above and below
those scores (Table 4.5).
Along with being asked how interested they were, participants were also asked on the presurvey to respond with why they chose that response. Perhaps not surprisingly, those choosing
lower scores cited some level of dislike for science, or previous negative experiences. Examples
included science being “boring”, “not interesting”, or “interesting but not interesting enough”.
Others talked about “not being good at science”, science as “hard”, always disliking it, or having
teachers who did not teach it well (PrS, 08/01/17).
Participants reporting average scores talked about science as being “interesting but
difficult” or being “into other disciplines more”. Others with higher interest talked about “always
being interested”, science being “awesome” or “enjoyable”, or also science as “important to
know”.
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4.2.4 Participants’ Desires to Learn More Science
Connected with preservice teachers’ interest in science was a question asking what topics
they wanted to learn more about. Results yielded a variety of responses (Table 4.6). Each
participant recorded a single response (n = 146) for a total of 100%.
Table 4.6 Frequency and percentage of science topics students want to know more about.
Topic

Frequency

Percentage

Teaching/Learning

35

24%

NA/Blank

29

20%

General

21

14%

Environmental

17

12%

Plants/Animals

11

7%

Experiential/Relevancy

10

7%

Medical/Anatomy

10

7%

NOS

8

6%

Astronomy

5

3%

Total

146

100%

Overall, most preservice teachers responded with some science-related topic versus
teaching and learning; leaving it blank. Many (32%) expressed wanting to know more about
specific science concepts or phenomena (e.g. environmental; plants/animals; medical/anatomy;
astronomy; science research). The next largest group were those interested in knowing how to
better teach or learn science, or how to make it more relevant (31%). This finding pointed to the
preservice teachers’ interest in their future careers, even though they were only beginning their
education programs.
Numerous students (20%) did not respond, suggesting either that they could not think of
anything they would want to know, or did not want to know anything else. This number of blank
responses aligned with the roughly 15% of participants reporting an interest score of “4” or lower.
The rest of the participants (14%) expressed wanting to know more about science in general (e.g.
“anything”; “more about science in general”); they were interested but did not necessarily know
what they were interested in knowing more about. The smallest percentage represented (6%) were
those students expressing an interest to know more about how science progresses or ‘works’ (e.g.
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NOS). Given that participants seemed to view science largely as facts, and the variability of NOS
teaching in K-12 settings, this small percentage was perhaps not surprising.

4.2.5 Science Importance as Citizens
Also, connected with preservice teachers’ interest in science was whether they viewed
science as important to them as citizens, and how connected they felt science was to everyday life
in the US. First, most participants viewed science as an important part of being a citizen (97%).
This suggested that although some were not interested and did not desire to know more about
science, they still viewed it as vital on a broader level.
Aside from being important as a citizen of the US, approximately 90% of all participants
viewed science as moderately or highly connected to everyday life, with numerous participants
suggesting that science is “everywhere” or “part of everything”. This was reminiscent of
respondents’ definitions of science (“science is everywhere; everything”). The other 10% did not
see it connected with everyday life.

4.2.6 Students’ Memorable Science Experiences
Participants also reported a wide range of memorable science experiences. In line with the
theoretical framework used to guide this study, understanding and recognizing the importance of
students’ own experiences and allowing them a place to share these was paramount to helping
explain their conceptions, as well as to informing the development and enhancement of a more
accessible and relevant science curriculum like the intervention.
To this end, included in the pre-survey was an item asking students about their most
memorable science experience(s), and to explain why they chose that instance(s). Of these reported
experiences, 96% could be classified as connected with positive emotions or experiences (great,
fun, exciting, good), and 1% could be considered negative emotions or experiences (terrible, bad,
difficult). The remaining 3% either suggested they could not/did not have any experiences to report
or left the question blank.
About 65% of these experiences took place in a formal academic setting. These were
instances in which the participants were in elementary through high school. This trend suggested
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school science to be very influential. Specifically, participants wrote about dissecting animals,
experimentation, competing in the science fair, and influential teachers (“good” and “bad”; the 1%
negative experiences were connected with “bad” teachers). For example, one participant wrote
about “Smashing open a geode rock with my 2nd grade class; the crystals inside the rock were
very beautiful, while the outside was plain and dull” (PrS, 08/01/17). Another discussed an
experience when “We dissected frogs in middle school. We learned a lot about anatomy and how
everything functions together” (PrS, 08/01/17). Both of these took place in school settings, in lower
grade levels. Others wrote about higher grades. One described “Growing a fruit fly culture in high
school biology; it was a long-term project that required a lot of observation and data collection and
it was interesting” (PrS, 08/01/17). Another wrote about how “In my chemistry class in high school
we did an experiment with major reactions that exploded or changed color vastly and it was just
very engaging” (PrS, 08/01/17).
Approximately 33% of experiences took place in informal settings. These included family
trips (e.g. vacations; hiking; snorkeling), summer camps, visiting zoos, museums, or aquariums.
For example, one participant wrote about “Snorkeling in Hawaii, because it was cool and
interesting” (PrS, 08/01/17). Similarly, one participant wrote about “Snorkeling in Bonaire and
seeing all the live coral and many fish; I saw why it is important to protect things like coral and
fish” (PrS, 08/01/17). Here, participants talked about seeing or being in the natural world,
experiencing science.
When describing why these were influential experiences, students talked about either how
they felt during those moments or described the moments themselves—many times using very
strong language. These ranged from feelings of awe (“amazing”, “beautiful”, “extraordinary”,
“cool”) and positivity (“enjoyable”, “exciting”, “fascinating”, “hilarious”), to more negative
(“difficult”, “awful”, “heart-breaking”, “disgusting”). For instance, one preservice teacher recalled
that “A kid in middle school inhaled frog guts while dissecting frogs. It was hilarious” (PrS,
08/01/17). Another described how “We did a study about species in the local river. It was awful
because I hate bugs and species like bugs and we had to look for these species. It was disgusting”
(PrS, 08/01/17). Yet another talked about how they:
…took glass blowing one summer while at camp and fell in love with it. The way that the
glass became clay paint was breathtaking. I was interested in how it happened, so I looked
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it up. I became really intrigued by the science of the whole thing and I actually did a project
on it. (PrS, 08/01/17)
Others described their experiences in terms of how personally relevant they were
(“interesting”, “ownership”, “personal”) or in relation to experientiality (“engaging”,
“experiential”, “new experience”, “hands on”). One participant wrote about “Hiking this summer
because of the amount of wildlife I had never seen up close and in person before” (PrS, 08/01/17)
Another wrote that “My most memorable science experience was watching a caterpillar grow into
a butterfly in class when I was little because it helped me learn by seeing it” (PrS, 08/01/17). Yet
another talked about “Science fair; I tested and created my own experiment that I invested time
into” (PrS, 08/01/17).
Some described multiple feelings, saying things like “I took AP [advanced placement]
Chemistry my junior [third] year [of high school]. It was kind of horrible, and really difficult, but
extremely interesting” (PrS, 08/01/17). In other words, some participants’ feelings about science
were more layered or complex.
In summary, these examples point to a deeply emotional connection to cited experiences,
some which participants discussed happening as far back as elementary or middle school. While
science education research has started to explore the role of feelings in relation to science decisions
and teaching (e.g. Hart, 2008; Wee, 2012), more research is needed to understand how these
feelings may also connect with NOS understandings.

4.2.7 Intervention Curriculum-Related Questions
In addition to questions addressing participants’ knowledge of and interest in science, there
were also questions pertaining to the intervention curriculum itself and participants’ knowledge of
pollution problems in the local watershed. Since participants would be periodically asked how they
could use what they were learning in class to change or transform the local community, they were
also asked about what power they had to change that community. Both questions used Likert scales
from 0-10, with a score of “0” meaning participants did not know anything about the watershed or
felt they had no power to change the community, and a score of “10” meaning they knew a lot
about the watershed or felt they had a lot of power to change the community.
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Pertaining to their knowledge of the local watershed, the preservice teachers reported an
average score of “3”. This was somewhat low given they all lived in the local community during
the time of this study. However, some may simply have moved there more recently (e.g. after
getting accepted into the education program; right before the start of the semester). Either way,
awareness was lacking.
Relating to what power or agency participants felt they had to change the community, the
average score was a “5”, meaning inherent science-related agency was variable.

4.2.8 Science and Beliefs
Given trends in literature showing students’ beliefs and religion may influence their NOS
understandings (Abd-El-Khalick & Akerson, 2004), and furthermore students’ may not be able to
reconcile religion and science (Staver, 2010), students were asked about how they saw science and
beliefs as connected. Like most other pre-survey questions, there was a range of ways in which
participants saw science and beliefs as connected (or not). There were four main categories of
responses: those suggesting science and beliefs (i) can be related; (ii) are related; (iii) are not
related, and; (iv) left blank. Most participants (59%) suggested science and beliefs to be related.
This was followed by 18% reporting they may be related, and 17% who suggested they were
distinctly not related. There was also a small percentage that did not answer the question, or
suggested they were unsure about how they viewed the relationship (5%).
Participants were also asked to support their responses with a rationale of why they saw
science and beliefs connected or not in the ways they did. Findings are summarized and described
below (Table 4.7). Participants recorded one response each (n = 146) totaling 100%.
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Table 4.7 Participants’ rationales for how they saw science and beliefs as connected (or not).
Science and Beliefs

Frequency

Percentage

Beliefs can explain/alter

36

25%

Science can explain/alter

36

25%

(both affect the world)

28

19%

Unsure/Blank

13

9%

Go together/work together

11

8%

No connection at all

10

7%

Some overlap (general)

8

5%

Contradiction

4

3%

Total

146

100%

Pluralism (science as belief)/Relativism

As can be seen in the figure, 50% of all participants suggested a relationship in which
personal beliefs can alter science, or vice versa. For example, one participant wrote from a beliefcentric perspective that “Yes [science/beliefs are connected], because your beliefs alter how you
see science” (PrS, 08/01/17). Another described how “Yes; some people believe certain things and
use science to back it up” (PrS, 08/01/17). Here, there seemed to be a relationship in which beliefs
were the default stance, but that this could be affected by what is discovered by science.
One participant coming from a more neutral stance wrote, “Yes. People will only believe
something is happening if they think it's true. Science doesn't depend on beliefs of people, but the
beliefs about science is a for-sure thing” (PrS, 08/01/17). Here again the participant seemed to
acknowledge science was based on evidence, but ultimately people still choose whether to believe
that evidence or not.
Some other participants took similar stances, but gave specific examples of how scientific
evidence can be used to bolster our beliefs. For instance, one preservice teacher wrote, “Yes. I
think they are connected in that science should inform our beliefs (i.e. if scientists show that sea
levels are rising, and temps are changing, we should use those facts to inform our beliefs about
climate change)” (PrS, 08/01/17). To note, this relationship (science affects beliefs; vice versa)
was often used by participants later to explain their views of science (e.g. “Universal”; “Socially
and Culturally Embedded”; “Combination”).
Other participants were more relativistic or pluralistic in their descriptions of the
connection between science and beliefs. As opposed to discussing some relationship to scientific
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evidence, these were responses in which participants described ‘believing in science’, relative to
religious beliefs. For example, one participant responded that “I believe that science and beliefs
are connected, because one of the issues in science is the creation of this world. Some people
believe in evolution, while others believe in Creationist theory” (PrS, 08/01/17). In this quote, this
participant has set a scientific theory relative to a religious description. Another participant wrote
that “I believe they [science/beliefs] are connected. Some people believe in evolution while others
choose to believe in religious reasons. It's all a matter of preference” (PrS, 08/01/17). Here, the
participant denotes that both exist, and anyone can believe whatever they choose.
Another smaller group of participants described science as either completely contradicting
beliefs or not connected at all. For instance, one participant wrote how “No they are not connected,
because I think that they are two different opinions about how the world came to be” (PrS,
08/01/17). Another responded that “…religious beliefs constantly conflict with science” (PrS,
08/01/17). In both examples science contradicted beliefs. Other participants, who suggested they
were simply not connected, gave responses such as, “No, I believe they are entirely separate.
Science is about facts, beliefs are imagining and putting hope in what could be” (PrS, 08/01/17).
On the other hand, another participant described how, “No, I believe that God created Earth and
life, and science can't explain that” (PrS, 08/01/17). A third responded with, “No, because beliefs
about religion/creationism do not coincide with scientific data” (PrS, 08/01/17). In these examples,
science was not connected with beliefs.
Interestingly, while some of these responses were later used to explain participants’ views
of science (“Universal”; Socially and Culturally Embedded”; “Combination”), there were also
numerous contradictions between these responses. To explain, while some students suggested
science and beliefs were connected, they concurrently suggested science was Universal, or
transcendent of society, culture, politics, and philosophy. Others suggested science and beliefs
were not connected, but then suggested science was socially and culturally embedded, or related
with beliefs.
This suggested one of two things: (i) there was an interesting interaction or relationship
between these questions, or (ii) this question provided further evidence the wording of the question
about students’ views of science may be misunderstood, or understood in multiple ways. It may
also have evoked a response from participants which was less related to any facts and more rooted
in their own values or beliefs (Hart, 2008).
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4.3 Changes in Participants’ Views of and Positionality to Science
The second major research question in this study aimed to address how participants’ views
of science may have changed through immersion in the intervention. To remind the reader, the
intervention was altogether composed of best NOS instructional practices with the addition of
multiple opportunities to engage reflexively with course content and activities, and centered on the
development and observation of a model ecosystem throughout an entire academic semester. This
approach aligned with NOS education best practices, while adding elements of contextualization
and reflexivity to increase students’ positionality to science.
Overall, findings showed a change in participants’ conceptions of science as socially and
culturally embedded from more “Universal” in nature to more of a “Combination” of “Universal”
and “Socially and Culturally Embedded” views. However, it was not entirely clear how impactful
the intervention was in changing these views (when compared with the traditional curriculum).
Results also showed an increased positionality to science, which could be traced directly to the
current study. These results will be discussed in more detail in the next sections.

4.3.1 Participants’ Post-Views of Science
Looking at a comparison of participants’ views of science between surveys, results showed
that many preservice teachers’ views of science had changed. Specifically, numerous participants
had migrated from holding either the “Other” or “Universal” views to the “Combination” view of
science. Compared to the pre-survey there were no new codes (Table 4.8-4.9). To clarify, each
participant identified themselves as having one view of science (totaling 100%), and four students
were no longer enrolled in the course at the end of the semester.
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Table 4.8. Participants’ views of science before and after the intervention.
Pre-Intervention

Post-Intervention

View

Frequency

Percentage

Frequency

Percentage

Combination

60

41%

93

65%

Embedded

23

16%

23

16%

Universal

56

38%

26

18%

Other

7

5%

0

0%

Totals

146

100%

142

100%

Socially and
Culturally

On the post-survey, the number of participants holding the “Combination” had increased
from 60 to 93. The number of participants holding the “Socially and Culturally Embedded” view
stayed the same (n = 23). Those viewing science as “Universal” had decreased from 56 beforehand
to 26 afterword. There were no longer any participants in the “Other” category. Because of attrition
throughout the semester, there were four less participants than there were that responded to the
pre-survey. As can be seen in the table, approximately 37 participants migrated from the
“Universal” and “Other” groups to the “Combination” group. To be clear, while individuals could
not be tracked (e.g. individuals could have moved into or out of the “Socially and Culturally
Embedded” group between the pre- and post-surveys; could not be traced), the overall trends could
be analyzed. To do so required the use of Pearson’s Chi-squared testing (Table 4.9).
Table 4.9 Chi-squared calculations for participants’ pre- and post- views of science.
Pearson's Chi-Squared Post Hoc
View

Pre

Post

Combination

3.98

4.09

Socially and Culturally Embedded

5.88

6.05

Universal

0.07

0.08

Pearson Chi-Square Value:

20.14

Degrees of Freedom:

2

P-Value

4.23E-05
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Chi-squared statistics were used to show that changes in students’ views were significantly
different before and after the intervention, X2 (2, N = 288) = 20.14, p < 0.01 (Table 4.9). Note that
the “Other” group was not included in these calculations because the number of participants in that
group was less than five (n < 5; negligible).
Since the “Combination” view of science represented the usage of a blend of terms from
both the “Universal” and “Socially and Culturally Embedded” views of science, something neither
the “Universal” nor “Other” participants had mentioned in the pre-survey, this trend offered
additional evidence that the “Combination” view may represent a more nuanced or complex
perspective than other views of science. In other words, those participants previously viewing
science within one category (e.g. “Universal”; “Other”) now actually viewed science in more than
one way.
While participants’ views changed significantly from the beginning to the end of the
semester, when post-conceptions were compared with those held by groups of participants in the
pilot study (collected at the end of the semester during the previous year of the SCI500 course)
there was no significant difference (Table 4.10-4.11). Each group of students (in the pilot study)
and individual participant (in the intervention) held a single view, meaning each column added up
to 100%.
Table 4.10 Participants holding each view of science from the pilot study as compared with those
from the post-intervention group in the current study.
PostPilot

Intervention

Population

Population

View

Per View

Percentage

Per View

Percentage

Combination

20

67%

93

65%

Universal

5

17%

24

17%

Embedded

5

17%

25

18%

None/Blank/Unclear

0

0%

0

0%

Totals

30

100%

142

100%

Socially and Culturally
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As seen in the table, percentages of students representing each view of science were
relatively equal. The numbers in the pilot study column were much smaller because they
represented table groups of students, comprised of three to five students per table group (e.g. 20
groups = 60 - 100 students). Yet, Pearson’s Chi-Squared testing showed the relationship between
post- and pilot study results were not significantly different, X2 (2, N = 172) = 0.04, p >0.01). The
percentages of students holding each view of science before and after the intervention were not
significantly different. These results suggest several possible conclusions.
The most significant to the outcome of the current study was that the aspects of the
curriculum unique to the intervention were not the core drivers of the changes in students’ views
of science. Instead, results may have related to: (i) the relative ‘dosage’ of the intervention, or how
much the course and curriculum were changed for this intervention; (ii) the use of NOS best
instructional practices already present in the curriculum, or; (iii) other factors more influential than
increasing positionality were affecting students’ views of science (e.g. students’ identities;
attitudes).
The statistical non-significance could have also been related to the sampling of groups of
students in the pilot study versus sampling of individuals during the intervention. When students
were in groups, there could have been cases in which individuals held their own views, but those
views were not agreed upon by the whole group, and subsequently not written about in their
responses. Likewise, as reflected in the pre-survey responses, some students may simply not have
wanted to/nor felt comfortable with contributing their views. In both cases, groups of students may
not have led to percentages that were as accurate as those collected during the intervention. There
was also the possibility that certain aspects of students’ views are more static or changeable than
others, or that changes happen in a sequence (e.g. moving from “Universal” to “Combination”).
Perhaps connected, students’ feelings of agency or power to change their community were
also not significantly different after the intervention. There was little self-reported change in how
much power the students felt they had to change their community between the pre- and postsurveys (Table 4.11; below). Measured on a scale from 0-10, a score of “0” correlated with ‘no
power’ and a “10” correlated with “a lot of power”. Each participant recorded a single score,
meaning columns totaled 100%.
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Table 4.11. Participants’ self-reported power before and after the intervention.
Pre-Survey

Post-Survey

Power

Frequency

Percentage

Frequency

Percentage

0

3

2%

5

4%

1

3

2%

6

4%

2

9

6%

6

4%

3

16

11%

11

8%

4

21

14%

16

11%

5

28

19%

28

19%

6

26

18%

36

25%

7

17

12%

17

12%

8

14

10%

9

6%

9

3

2%

6

4%

10

6

4%

3

2%

Average

5

100%

5

100%

Aligned with sTc and CRP, these findings suggested that perhaps students could potentially
have benefited from more of a concrete transformative component such as taking actual civic
action and demonstrating the power they have as citizens, or likewise more time spent discussing
explicitly transformative action in class. It is also possible they felt there was little agency since
they did not choose to participate in the major course assignments or their outcomes. Similarly,
there could have been a relationship in which the more the preservice teachers learned about
science, and how much they did not know about it, the less power they may have felt they had to
use it to change their communities. Nonetheless, I still wanted to investigate what impacts
engaging students in reflexive contexts and assignments had on students’ understandings of
science as socially and culturally embedded.

4.4 Impact of Major Classroom Assignments
While results suggested the intervention did not clearly represent the core drivers of change
in students’ views, numerous post-survey and reflexivity responses suggested that the intervention
did help students position themselves in relation to science in various ways not previously apparent
in the ‘traditional’ course. While participants spent over 14 weeks on the Ecosystem Project and
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Current Issues Project, the assignments related with the intervention were found to be very
impactful for several students. Specifically, Question 11 on the post-survey asked participants to
“rate the effectiveness” (on a scale of “1-10”; “10” being “extremely influenced my view”) of all
major classroom assignments in influencing their views of science, and Question 12 asked “for the
assignment above that influenced your view the most, briefly describe why you chose that
assignment”. The assignments listed were the: Ecosystem Model/Experiment; Interim Data
Report/Final

Ecosystem

Report;

Monthly

Reflexivity

Assignments;

Current

Issues

Project/Presentation; “Thinking Critically” boxes/Discussions. Results are shown below (Table
4.12). Each student provided a single score (n = 142) for a total of 100%.
Table 4.12 Summary of individuals’ choices for most influential assignment.
Most Influential Assignment

Frequency

Percentage

Current Issues Project

70

49%

Ecosystem Project

55

39%

Thinking Critically Boxes

15

11%

Reflexivity Assignments

6

4%

Blank/None

3

2%

Interim Data Report/Final Ecosystem Report

3

2%

Other

1

1%

Total

142

100%

In short, results show the Current Issues Project was reported as the most influential
assignment, followed by the Ecosystem Project, “Thinking Critically” boxes, Interim Data Report,
and the Reflexivity Assignments. While there was a high variability in responses both across and
within assignments, some assignments appeared to be more influential to the participants than
others.
To note, while the Ecosystem Project and Current Issues Project spanned a total of
approximately 14 weeks, versus only four monthly reflexivity assignments and 5-10-minute
weekly “Thinking Critically” boxes discussions, 15% of all preservice teachers still chose either
the reflexivity assignments or “Thinking Critically” boxes as being most influential to changing
their views of science. This suggested that while the Ecosystem and Current Issues Projects
together were more impactful to a majority of students, there were still those for whom the
intervention-based assignments very much influenced their views of, and accessibility to science.
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Participants’ average scoring per assignment (scale of 0 to 10; 0 being ‘not influential’; 10 being
‘most influential’) is reported below (Table 4.13). Each student provided a single score (n = 142).
Table 4.13 Summary of mean scores and standard deviations for each assignment.
Most Influential Assignment Scoring

Average Influence

SD

Current Issues Project

7

2.26

Ecosystem Project

6

2.52

“Thinking Critically” Boxes/Discussions

5

2.67

Interim Data Report/Lab Report

4

2.66

Reflexivity Assignments

4

2.68

Scores for all assignments ranged from “4” (Reflexivity Assignments; Interim Data Report)
to “7” (Current Issues Project), with an average standard deviation of 2.6 (Table 4.13).
Interestingly, while there was a wide range of assigned scores for each major classroom
assignment, participants’ rationales for why they chose each assignment revealed many
similarities. Many of these rationales (provided and described with examples below; Table 4.14)
were also aligned with the goals of the intervention: increasing accessibility, equity, and relevancy
of science as socially and culturally embedded. These also could be traced back to the theoretical
framework of the study, centered on components of relevancy, authenticity, discourse, reflexivity,
and metacognitive reasoning. Responses were coded once (n = 142) totaling 100%.

Table 4.14 Ways in which participants described their most influential assignments.
Why Influential?

Frequency

Percentage

Example
I think the Current Issues Project helped me understand and change my views of science the most, as

Relevant

76

54%

I learned about important and relevant science topics today. I also became interested in the subject I
learned about.

Authentic (to science as
performed by scientists)

29

20%

25

18%

The model ecosystem exposed us to the components of science, like hypotheses, data collection, and
applying data to the real world.

Experiential (e.g.
representing an experience;
seeing science)

The ecosystem model or experiment influenced my view the most because we were truly able to see
how different elements of the environment impact others.

Hands on

14

10%

Metacognitive

14

10%

I chose this assignment because it was the most hands-on assignment we did this semester.
The discussion questions on the Interim Data Report and “Thinking Critically” Boxes helped me
think in terms I never have before. Through them, I was able to grasp fresh and complex concepts.
The “Thinking Critically” boxes and discussions influenced me the most because I got to share my

Perspectives

6

4%

thoughts and opinions out loud. However, I also had a chance to hear about some of the opinions and
beliefs my classmates hold. These discussions also allowed me to gain insight to information I didn't
know before.
The Current Issues Project influenced my view on science the most because I was able to conduct

Ownership

5

4%

my own research and choose what to learn about. This helped me see what I was really interested in
when it came to science.

Not Helpful

3

2%

Discourse

2

1%

NA/Blank

1

1%

Total

142

100%

It's not that they [assignments] need to be improved; it's just that I have no interest in science. The
subject itself makes me not want to learn it in the slightest. It's not my cup of tea.
The “Thinking Critically” boxes really helped me grasp concepts I do best when thinking through
problems than any other form of learning. I love to discuss. It helps form my thinking and ideas.
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Of all the reasons that participants described the assignments as influential, they were
described most often as relevant (54%), authentic (20%), and experiential (18%), as well as hands
on (10%) and metacognitive (10%). Others discussed gaining new perspectives (4%), having
ownership (4%) over the projects, and the discourse (1%) or discussion-based components as
affecting their views. Aside from these positive descriptions, a few others suggested no
assignments changed their views of science (2%), and furthermore could not be improved; or
simply left this question blank (1%). Examples of the top responses can be found below.
For an example of how participants talked about the relevancy of the assignments, one
described that “I think the Current Issues Project helped me understand and change my views of
science the most, as I learned about important and relevant science topics today. I also became
interested in the subject I learned about” (PoS, 12/06/17). Here, the assignment was found to be
influential because it was relevant. Another student wrote about the relevancy of the Interim Data
Report that “I thought the Interim Data Report influenced my view the most because it was hands
on, in depth, and displayed many different relevant scientific concepts” (PoS, 12/06/17). One
participant wrote that “I believe the “Thinking Critically” boxes helped the most because it helped
to link science to our world and history about our world. The questions were meant to have you
think and possibly debate and that's what I liked!” (PoS, 12/06/17).
An instance of a participant discussing the authenticity of the assignments follows: “The
model ecosystem exposed us to the most components of science, like hypotheses, data collection,
applying data to the real world, etc.” One preservice teacher wrote that “The Current Issues Project
gave real-life examples of science. It showed how it affected the real world. I had my views of
science prior to this course, but in class activities definitely refined it” (PoS, 12/06/17).
The assignments were also influential because they were experiential. For example, one
preservice teacher wrote:
The ecosystem model or experiment influenced my view the most because it was a handson learning experience. We were truly able to see how different elements of the
environment impact others. This assignment required us to be actively engaged. It was also
applicable to real life experiences. (PoS, 12/06/17)
Another described a connection between the assignment and how it would apply to their
future teaching career. They wrote that, “Ecosystem model--we can use it in our classrooms and
could see firsthand the differences” (PoS, 12/06/17).
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Assignments were also often described as hands on. One preservice teacher mentioned
that, “The ecosystem model gave me hands on experience and it helped me to really see how every
part of an ecosystem is important” (PoS, 12/06/17). This code often went together with
participants’ descriptions of the experiential nature of the projects. Another wrote that “I chose
this assignment because it was the most hands-on assignment we did this semester” (PoS,
12/06/17).
Preservice teachers’ responses were coded as metacognitive when they referred to their
own thoughts or thought processes, or when they described the assignments from more of a meta
or broad level. They talked about thinking in different terms through engaging in the discussion
questions, including the “science as socially and culturally embedded” question on the Interim
Data Report and “Thinking Critically” questions that were part of this intervention. For an instance
of a participant reflecting on the assignments themselves, one wrote that:
The Current Issues Project and the “Thinking Critically” boxes influenced me most
because the Current Issues Project made us find scientific problems and explain them.
“Thinking Critically” boxes gave us scientific problems, then had us think about how or
why it is happening (PoS, 12/06/17).
Here, the participant remarked on the different ways in which the assignments ‘made them’
think in different ways. Another discussed how, “the ‘Thinking Critically’ boxes were very
important because while doing a paper we may neglect to reflect on our thoughts. When we read
these, they make us think and hear others' perspectives on the matter” (PoS, 12/06/17).

4.4.1 Changes in Students’ Memorable Science Experiences
A recurrent thread throughout all these responses was the ways in which students appeared
to think deeply or differently about science following engagement with major classroom
assignments, be it through experiencing the Ecosystem Project or engaging with the “Thinking
Critically” questions. This was especially evident through a major change in students’ chosen
memorable science experiences shown by their answers to Question #6 on the post-survey.
Interestingly, after the intervention many students’ most memorable science experiences had
switched from very descriptive, personal experiences taking place throughout participants’ lives
to various SCI500 course assignments and labs they had recently engaged in throughout the course.
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Before the intervention, the preservice teachers had mentioned a large range of both
academic formal experience (65% participants; different lab experiences, favorite experiments)
and informal experiences (35% participants; field trips, family trips, experiences in nature).
Afterword, 30% of participants had changed their responses to describe various classroom lab
experiments including “working on the ecosystem project”, “dissecting owl pellets”, “presenting
my Current Issues Project”, or “the respiration lab” (PoS, 12/06/17). This change suggested that
the assignments were extremely influential. An alternative interpretation is that participants
recalled being asked this question at the beginning of the semester on the pre-survey and now felt
they had to respond in a certain way, perhaps to ‘please the teacher’ (Adair, 1984).

4.4.2 Engagement with Reflexivity
Aside from various post-survey results suggesting the larger curriculum (traditional and
intervention) increased participants’ positionality to science, many also mentioned the role of the
reflexivity assignments, “Thinking Critically” boxes, and reframing of the curriculum in helping
them think and learn about things they never would have without the intervention. Each of these
represented engaging and immersing all participants in thinking reflexively about science in novel
ways, aimed at increasing their positionality to science. For some, reflexivity also appeared to lead
to increased accessibility to science. These trends are described in more detail below.

4.4.2.1 Positionality through Reflexivity
While there was no control treatment, the reflexivity assignments represented a novel way
in which students interacted with science and the material covered throughout the intervention
curriculum. Simply put, they were not part of the previous traditional curriculum. Furthermore,
they were crafted in a way that was aligned with the theoretical framework of this study, to increase
positionality and accessibility to science from a student-centric perspective. Specifically, they
included metacognitive and reflexive questions written to make space for participants to deeply
explore: (i) what they were learning, (ii) why it was important, (iii) how it related to authentic
science, and (iv) how it could be used in the future in a transformative manner.
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Overall, results suggest a global increase in positionality to science, and a more
individualized increase in accessibility to science in a smaller group of participants. Participants
were not forced to engage with “Thinking Critically” boxes, and there were numerous instances
where reflexivity questions were left blank. This perhaps pointed back to the novelty of the
intervention, as these assignments asked preservice teachers to think about science in new ways,
from their current sociocultural positions. However, the reflexivity assignments were graded as
normal classroom work.
Pertaining to these assignments, various participants talked about how they were able to
“gain insight” and were able to “see the big picture” of science (PoS, 12/06/17). They were able
to make a connection between science, their lives and the surrounding community. For example,
one participant wrote on the post-survey how:
…the monthly reflexivity assignments…forced me to see the big picture of what I had
learned in the past weeks. Being able to see the big picture, I could pick out what was new
material and how I could apply that to my life, community, and future classroom. (PoS,
12/06/17)
Another wrote that “The reflexivity assignments …made me think deeper about the science
around me and how it affects me. It also made me consider science in my future classroom” (PoS,
12/06/17). One talked about how relevant the assignments were, saying that “The reflexivity
assignments helped because they made me think of how what we were learning was relevant and
why. They also had me relate it to the real world” (PoS, 12/06/17). Based on preservice teachers’
responses to each question and across all four reflexivity assignments, there were actually
numerous trends relating to students’ positionality to science.
Broadly, they regularly and critically engaged students in thinking about science as part of
normal classroom work. To remind the reader, these assignments were made up of five, openresponse items focused on: (i) what students thought was important to learn and why, (ii) what
activities helped them learn best; how those were related to authentic science, (iii) everyday
connections to what they did/learned, (iv) what activities they may adopt in their future classrooms,
and (v) how they could use what they’ve learned to transform their community (Appendix B).
These were all questions centered on the core tenets of the theoretical framework of this study,
namely metacognition, reflexivity, and authentic activities; dialogic conversation was present
throughout the Ecosystem and Current Issues Projects and also associated with the “Thinking
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Critically” boxes. Reflexivity questions also allowed students the space to connect with science
personally through their own sociocultural backgrounds.
Concerning what was important to learn and why over the course of the previous month
(between reflexivity assignments; reflexivity Question #1), preservice teachers’ responses were
closely connected with the main lab activities that went on during that given month. In other words,
what was important to them changed according to what was going on in lab. After engaging in
labs about photosynthesis, respiration, and trophic levels, it was those activities that showed up in
the preservice science teachers’ written responses. When participants had completed labs about
cells and microscopy, they discussed the importance of microscopy and identifying different types
of cells. The exception was that aspects of the Ecosystem Project were discussed across all
reflexivity assignments.
Along with writing about which activities were important, the preservice teachers were
also asked why these topics were important. Findings are summarized below for the total responses
(n = 534) provided by students across all four reflexivity assignments (Table 4.15).
Table 4.15 Participants’ responses to why they thought discussed topics were important to learn.
Why Important

Frequency

Percentage

General Application

207

39%

Scientific Literacy

110

21%

Relevant (Daily Lives)

93

17%

Understanding Ecosystems

84

16%

Teaching

33

6%

Blank

7

1%

Total Responses

534

100%

One participant discussed during the second reflexivity assignment how “The topics we
have covered are pretty basic topics that we will probably learn more about in our future classes”
(Ref2, 10/12/17). Another preservice teacher connected science topics covered with their daily
lives and their future teaching career, stating that “It is important to have good communication
skills in everyday life as we as future teachers work with others on a daily basis” (Ref2, 10/12/17).
Others described the need to understand science to be an informed, scientifically literate citizen.
For instance, after learning about cells one preservice teacher wrote that “As a [college]
student, and a human, it is important to know the inner workings of our muscles and cells.
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Biologically we should know what is happening inside us” (Ref3, 11/09/17). After learning about
experimentation and learning about microscopy, one participant wrote how:
In the last few labs I feel that we have covered basic science activities that everyone should
know. It is important to know as a [college] student because we should know these
resources are available and how to properly use them. (Ref3, 11/09/17).
Following a discussion about the water crisis in Flint, Michigan via the “Thinking
Critically” boxes, as well as performing a lab which included learning about pH, one participant
described how, “Knowing the PH scale is extremely important. By knowing the PH scale, we can
know the level of health in our ecosystem, and we can understand the water crises in many states”
(Ref2, 10/12/17). Here, the participant connected what they had learned scientifically with
understanding ecosystems. While many responses concerning participants’ responses about
ecosystems could have arguably been coded as “scientific literacy”, as described in the next section
these were purposely coded differently as they suggested a much larger trend of raised
environmental awareness.
After being asked about what was important to know and why, participants were asked to
respond to which lab activities helped them learn best (reflexivity Question #2). Here again,
responses mirrored what lab activities the preservice teachers had completed between reflexivity
assignments. For example, after completing labs over taking measurements and performing
experiments, participants’ responses were predominantly about ‘taking measurements’ and
‘experimentation’. After engaging in lab activities about microscopy, chromatography, and
respiration, most participants described activities having to do with ‘microscopy’,
‘chromatography’, and ‘respiration’.
Like what science concepts the preservice teachers viewed as important (reflexivity
Question #1), the only lab activity mentioned across all four reflexivity assignments was the
Ecosystem Project. Participants mentioned that it was the hands-on nature of these activities that
helped them learn best. Furthermore, participants saw lab activities as authentic, or much like what
professional scientists do, citing specifically the activities of creating hypotheses, collaboration,
collecting data, and taking measurements. In the students’ lab manuals, these activities were
described in detail across multiple lab activities, and were also practices commonly engaged with
in lab throughout the semester.
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After describing which activities were best, participants were then asked to respond to
whether what they had learned over the past month was connected to everyday life and how
(reflexivity Question #3). Most participants saw solid connections between what they learned with
their everyday lives, across all four reflexivity assignments. Concerning how the science topics
connected with their everyday lives, responses fell into two main categories: (i) science
everywhere (60%) and (ii) everyday science (35%). In other words, the preservice teachers talked
about them as connected with their daily lives directly, or more indirectly as existing or connected
with their surroundings (e.g. around campus; across the world). The rest were vaguer in their
responses. Student responses across all reflexivity assignments are summarized in the table below
(Table 4.16).
Table 4.16 Summary of how participants’ perceived science in proximity.
Everyday Connection

Frequency

Percentage

Science Everywhere

319

60%

Everyday Science

186

35%

Vague

27

5%

Total Responses

534

100%

The code science everywhere meant participants described them as being connected to
ecosystems beyond the local community (e.g. around the world). For example, talking about
eukaryotic cells, one participant described how “Yes, cells are all around us and can be learned
about all throughout the world. Doctors and other professions use the study of cells to draw
conclusions about advancements of medicines and other areas of professions” (Ref4, 12/07/17).
Another wrote that:
Our Ecosystem Project is meant to show us how the Raccoon River is uninhabitable for
many plants and animals. The project shows us what is needed to make a healthy
ecosystem. This project also is linked the United States because it can be applied to
ecosystems all over. (Ref2, 10/12/17)
In both examples, participants have connected the course content with the world at large.
Those connecting what they were learning with everyday science talked about more localized
connections. One preservice teacher described how:
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The hike in Plant Park has connected with everyday science in the local area because we
got to explore nature itself. We got to see something instead of the biology classroom that
we were learning about. We got to explore a different local area to learn about succession.
(Ref2, 10/12/17)
Another mentioned more simply how “I think the activities were in a way connected to
everyday science because biology is life which is all around us all the time” (Ref2, 10/12/17).
Some even described their future teaching. One wrote that:
The things we have learned in class help us get a better understanding of material for our
future teaching career. Some of the material is easy to connect while others are not. Some
things are just harder to understand in the natural world compared to the classroom. (Ref3,
11/09/17)
The fourth question on each of the four reflexivity assignments focused on which
classroom lab activities participants thought they would adopt in their own future classrooms
(Appendix B). Overall, there was one lab activity that students mentioned planning to implement
that showed up over all reflexivity assignments: The Ecosystem Project. While perhaps
unsurprising, as participants also saw the Ecosystem Project as very influential to their views of
science and memorable science experiences, this finding offered more evidence of just how
impactful the assignment was to them.
Similar to responses given for earlier reflexivity questions, future classroom activities
(reflexivity Question #4) also reflected what labs that had been completed in class between
reflexivity assignments. For example, after students had completed activities over cells and
microscopy as well as the Current Issues Project, those were the activities most cited on that
reflexivity assignment. After participants had engaged in the pH and respiration labs, those were
then cited on the reflexivity assignments as activities they planned on implementing in their future
classrooms.
The only exception to this trend besides the Ecosystem Project was the owl pellet dissection
lab which was completed between the first and second reflexivity assignments. While students had
completed this lab during the fourth week of class, this assignment was mentioned across the
following three reflexivity assignments as something that the preservice teachers would potentially
implement in their own classrooms.
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When considering all responses to Question #4 across all four reflexivity assignments, only
14 students were either not sure what they would implement or left this question blank. This
represented only 2% of all student responses for this question.
The final question (Question #5) asked participants how they may use what they had
learned during the month between reflexivity assignments (the science concepts and skills) to
transform their home communities. These responses fell into five main categories: (i) raising
awareness/teaching, (ii) community activities, (iii) conservation, (iv) conducting further studies,
(v) other. The distribution of student responses across all reflexivity assignments is summarized
in the table below (Table 4.17).
Table 4.17 Summary of ways participants would use science in transformative ways.
Science as Transformative

Frequency

Percentage

Raising Awareness/Teaching

200

37%

Community Activities

58

11%

Conservation

183

34%

Further Study

62

12%

Blank

26

5%

Other

5

1%

Total Responses

534

100%

Those responses dealing with raising awareness or teaching were those in which
participants discussed transforming their communities by helping others become more aware of
the scientific issues or concepts at hand. For example, after learning about trophic levels near the
start of the Ecosystem Project, one participant wrote:
I could make people more aware of ecosystems surrounding them and how to be more
cautious of them, so they thrive and flourish how they were meant to. I could also make
people more aware of why some things they consider pests are really helpful to the
environment via food chains. (Ref2, 10/12/17).
There is a clear reference to transformation through helping pass on knowledge of food chains.
After learning about and performing a lab activity on composting, another preservice teacher wrote
about how “Spreading awareness of just how important trees and plants are to society could help
the public take better care of the environment. There are daily actions that humans do that affect
the environment, whether for good or for bad” (Ref3, 11/09/17).
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Other participants wrote about raising their own self-awareness. Following a lab activity
over composting, one wrote that “Knowing the properties of a good compost pile can help me get
rid of waste in my community. I can make my own and teach others to do the same” (Ref3,
11/09/17). After researching sickle cell anemia for the Current Issues Project, one participant wrote
that “I am now more aware about the affects sickle cells have on people with sickle cell anemia. I
can now inform my community about the disease and bring more awareness” (Ref4, 12/07/17). In
other words, participants alluded to raising their own awareness in order to help transform the
community.
Some preservice teachers wrote about promoting community activities to transform their
community. For example, one preservice teacher wrote that “I can use what I've learned/completed
in the last three weeks to transform my community at home by encouraging neighbors, friends,
and members of my community to partake in a service project to replant trees” (Ref3, 11/09/17).
Another discussed how:
I have been thinking a lot about what we learned about germination and I think it would be
really cool to try to start a community garden. I feel like this would be a great opportunity
to get people and students active in the community while learning how to garden and be
more environmentally aware. (Ref3, 11/09/17)
In both scenarios, participants expanded upon getting their community involved in taking
action. The first described replanting trees that may have been displaced, while the second talked
about starting a community garden.
Others described specifically promoting conservation. After the start of the ecosystem
project, one participant wrote how they “can use things I have learned in the last three weeks to
transform my community by being active in conservation and protecting the environment from
harmful greenhouse gasses and other climate changers, to better the world for future generations”
(Ref2, 10/12/17). After discussing the extinction of bees in conjunction with trophic levels (e.g.
keystone species), one preservice teacher expressed transforming their community by “advocating
for the conservation of animals who are being poached or intensely hunted, because I have learned
that if one group dies off it will greatly affect the whole community. Save the bees!” (Ref2,
10/12/17). Here, participants described transformative action being the protection of both the
environment and its inhabitants.
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Some participants discussed conducting further studies connected with their weekly lab
activities. This referred to expanding upon/transferring lab activities in their own communities.
After the lab covering pH, one student described how:
There is a local pool in my community that is always experiencing various problems,
making it inaccessible for the little kids to go and enjoy a nice summer day cooling off in
the pool. There may be a pH problem or imbalance so with my knowledge of pH I could
offer a suggestion to fix the problem by taking into consideration the pH of the pool. (Ref3,
11/09/17)
Here the student referred to the pH activities done in the lab during the second and third
reflexivity assignments. Following lab activities about cells near the end of the semester, another
wrote that they could:
Use a microscope to look at the contaminated cells on species in the Raccoon River and
other polluted areas. From there someone can study the cells and see what needs to change
in the environment to help them thrive. The results may already be known, but this is
another way that could provide new information on how to better an ecosystem. (Ref4,
12/07/17)
Others left these answers blank, or simply did not answer. There were lots of possible
reasons for this, but at minimum it suggested that thinking about using science in a transformative
way may not have been something the participants were familiar or comfortable with. It may have
also related to participants’ perceived power to change their communities, or likewise the power
and privilege of ‘not caring’ about answering all questions. Students’ agency was similar before
and after the intervention, suggesting they may have needed more of a concrete transformative
component or experience. However, I did not have enough evidence to support either of these
conjectures fully. Hence, this may be an area to investigate further in future studies.

4.4.2.2 Positionality and Environmental Awareness
Described in the previous section, many participants also became aware of the local
ecosystem/environment. To be clear, while this may have also happened after immersion in the
traditional curriculum, it was through the reflexivity assignments and pre- and post-surveys that
this trend became apparent.
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It could have also been related to the reframing of the curriculum. Specifically, while
students in the previous version of the course were deeply engaged with learning about the
environment and current issues, the actual issue of humans’ impact on the environment was only
referenced in relation to the Current Issues Project, and only depending on preservice teachers’
chosen Current Issues topics. Through novel contextualization of the Ecosystem Project and the
addition of “Thinking Critically” boxes during the intervention which highlighted humans’ impact
on the environment, this problematization effectively encompassed the entire curriculum.
Evidence existed for both possibilities, the reflexivity assignments and reframing.
Either way, a raised environmental awareness was apparent through participants’
responses. To start, there were many instances throughout reflexivity assignments in which
participants discussed the environment and the importance of environmental awareness. In a
response on the first reflexivity assignment, at the start of the Ecosystem Project after setting up
the terrariums, one participant described how, “I think by having the tanks with animals and plants
native to this area is very important. This experiment helps us to learn more about the environment
and ecosystem we are living in” (Ref1, 09/04/17). Here, there is a focus on the Ecosystem Project
and associated science concepts. Another participant focused on the novel context of the project,
writing:
I think that the unit on the ecosystem is important to know, and more specifically about the
Raccoon River watershed and the amount of pollution and harmful waste. I think that this
science concept is important to know because many factors play a role in why the Raccoon
River is uninhabitable for plants and animals. If we are aware of this ongoing issue maybe
it can be stopped. (Ref1, 09/04/17)
Here, the participant specifically referred to the ecological problems caused by the pollution of the
watershed. Another focused more broadly on both science and human impact, describing how:
As a [college] student I think is it most important to know about the ecosystem and how
humans affect it. This is important to know because as [college] students we can have an
impact on the earth simply by recycling, it is important to know how we affect the
ecosystem and how we can change it in a positive way. (Ref1, 09/04/17)
Similar descriptions existed throughout the other reflexivity assignments, and especially
across the first two which were implemented during the bulk of the Ecosystem Project, but also in
later assignments. On the second assignment, one participant wrote that:
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I feel that the most important science topic that we have learned this past month in BIO
205 was using our abilities to sustain our ecosystem. I think that this was important for us
to know because it shows us students that everything in this living world is dependent upon
each other. It also has a way of persuading us to do our part to keep the world clean and
litter free because we know how everything relates one way or the other. (Ref2, 10/12/17)
This participant emphasized the relationship between humans and the environment. They
specifically mentioned pollution, which was not something talked about in the previous
curriculum. Another wrote more simply that:
I think that as a [college] student it is was important to understand the components of an
ecosystem, especially what we did at Plant Park [hiked; viewed succession]. I think this
because it is important to understand the environment and its parts around you, so you are
more aware of how you can best help conserve and care for it. (Ref2, 10/12/17)
Here, the participant described the importance of being aware of the components or aspects of an
ecosystem in order to practice conservation. Similarly, a third described:
As a [college] student, I felt that is has been important to learn the different aspects of an
ecosystem and various factors within it. I feel that this is important because through the
models we have built and the different activities we have done (learning about the
environment), we now have a better sense of our surroundings. This better
understanding allows us to see why and how something is happening and be able to make
observations we might not have noticed before. (Ref2, 10/12/17)
In other words, the Ecosystem Project helped them become more aware of the environment.
While this raised awareness was reported often by participants over the course of the first
two reflexivity assignments, it was not referenced as often over the third and fourth assignments.
This was most likely because, while still connected with the Ecosystem Project and associated
content, the science topics and activities covered between these assignments (e.g. cells, tissues,
respiration, leaf chromatography, and photosynthesis) were less directly related to ecosystems and
were more related to both microscopic and invisible phenomena. For example, one preservice
teacher wrote on the third assignment how:
I believe that the content we have covered in the past three weeks were not as related to the
greater [community] area and the United States as earlier content was. This is because the
content we learned recently has a lot to do with cells and microscopes. The past content
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had to do with how the environment interacts with itself and what an environment [sic]
consists of. (Ref4, 12/07/17)
Here, the participant suggested there was less of a connection between ‘cells and microscopes’
with learning about the environment. This idea of not connecting cells and tissues with the
environment was a fairly common theme across the majority of the preservice teachers’ responses,
especially in the second half of the semester after the Ecosystem Project had ended. It was at this
point the concepts in class were centered on cells, organs, and tissues.
However, this did not mean participants stopped discussing the Ecosystem Project,
conservation, and limiting pollution. Instead, the inclusion of these topics had shifted to the second
half of the questions on the reflexivity assignments, or Questions #3-5 which addressed
connections to everyday science, future classroom activities, and transformative activities.
When describing what course content and activities related to everyday life (reflexivity
Question #3), participants connected what they were learning to science everywhere (60% of all
responses; vs. 38% daily life). This included responses such as the following:
…we just learned about respiration and photosynthesis. This is useful to know because as
humans, we gain oxygen from plants and respire. We also learned about owls and
ecosystems. This is wildlife that can be found in many places in the United States. (Ref3,
11/09/17)
This participant related humans with the environment through respiration and
photosynthesis. One preservice teacher made a connection between course content and activities
with global environmental issues, writing “We definitely hit hard on environmental crises in the
world. We did many research projects to learn about issues in the world” (Ref4, 12/07/17). Here,
the participant connected the course content with being present globally. Another participant
pointed specifically to their Current Issues Projects, during which many student groups chose
topics related to environmental issues (e.g. wildfires; colony collapse disorder). To remind the
reader, participants could choose any current issue to research, but a large number of groups still
focused on the environment and environmental issues. Referring to their studies surrounding
wildfires, one group wrote that:
During one of our Current Issues Project presentations, we discussed and learned
about wildfires. This is connected to the United States because there are several really bad
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wildfires occurring in California and along the West coast so it's important that we
understand the current issues that are affecting our nation. (Ref4, 12/07/17)
Another provided a much more explicit explanation of this connection, describing
direction how the environmental content related to the Current Issues Project. They wrote that:
The ecosystem and learning about the Current Issues Project presentations were related:
the discussion of food webs, breast cancer, and wildfires are all related to the [surrounding]
area and the United States. The ecosystem is related to the [surrounding] river, food webs
are related everywhere because the animals are living in our communities and habitats and
their food webs don't affect just each other but us as humans too, and the wildfires are
related because they have been occurring in Tennessee and California over the past few
years and have been affecting those areas in multiple ways. (Ref4, 12/07/18)
Connected with future classroom activities, although data collection for the Ecosystem
Project had ended by the implementation of the third reflexivity assignment, approximately 10%
of all respondents on the third and fourth assignments still cited planning to use the Ecosystem
Project as an activity in their future classrooms. For example, one participant described how:
I will use the Ecosystem Project because it’s interactive, easy to do, and there are so many
lessons that can come out of it. I will use them in my classroom as a project, not as
advanced as ours, but it's a great project to teach kids about ecosystems and interactions.
(Ref3, 11/09/17)
Here, the participant described not only implementing the project in their own classroom, but also
how they may tweak it for certain populations of students (e.g. making it simpler). Another wrote
that:
While we have had our ecosystems in class for a while, it is definitely something that I
would take back to my classroom. While I may not have an entire ecosystem, something
as simple as growing grass or having guppies in class would be fun and interactive for my
students. (Ref3, 11/09/17)
These types of responses were also evident when participants were asked about how they
would use what they’ve learned between reflexivity assignments to transform their communities
(e.g. Question #5; Appendix C). Approximately 34% of all responses on reflexivity assignments
focused on using environmental practices centered on conservation and sustainability (e.g. limiting
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pollution; planting flowers and trees; composting). One participant on the third reflexivity
assignment wrote that:
In order to transform my home community with this content, I would explain what I have
learned through this Ecosystem Project and convince people that it is important to promote
global cleanliness. As I've watched the way populations interact, I see how littering and
global warming can hurt the species in need. I would love to make a change in the world
and help people to understand the importance of keeping the world as natural and clean as
possible. (Ref3, 11/09/17)
Here, the participant described conservation of natural conditions by limiting pollution. They also
reference global environmental cleanliness even beyond the level of their more local community.
Another described that:
Using information that I have gathered in the past few weeks of class concerning the
environment and how humans interact with it, I think I would be able to improve a
community's ability to understand how their actions impact the world. Many humans
perform daily activities with no regard or awareness of how it affects the ecosystem. If
they were to better understand how important it is to act in accordance with how the
environment needs to be treated, we would be able to preserve the environment longer.
(Ref4, 12/07/17)
Here again, conservation of the environment was being addressed. There was also a reference to
the course and the influence it has had on their desire to raise an awareness of conservation.

4.4.2.3 Environmental Awareness on Post-Surveys
Aside from participants’ responses across their reflexivity assignments, the preservice
teachers also self-reported an increased knowledge of the local ecosystem in the post-surveys.
Specifically, their self-reported knowledge of the local watershed and surrounding ecosystems
increased significantly after the intervention. Responses were measured via Likert scale in which
a score of “0” meant participants had ‘no knowledge of the watershed’ and a score of “10” meant
they were ‘well-informed about the watershed’. In traditional version of the course, the local
watershed and its pollution problem was not a part of the curriculum. This suggested these changes
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were related to the intervention. Findings are summarized below for each student before and after
the intervention (Table 4.18-4.19).
Table 4.18. Preservice teachers’ self-reported pre- and post- watershed knowledge.
Frequency

Percentage

Frequency

Percentage

Watershed Knowledge

(Pre)

(Pre)

(Post)

(Post)

0

36

25%

7

5%

1

18

12%

6

4%

2

23

16%

13

9%

3

20

14%

8

6%

4

9

6%

10

7%

5

8

5%

19

13%

6

10

7%

18

12%

7

7

5%

24

17%

8

7

5%

18

12%

9

4

3%

8

6%

10

4

3%

11

8%

Average

3

Total

146

6
100%

142

100%

Pre-survey results showed participants’ felt they had little knowledge of the local watershed and
its pollution problems. The average score they chose to represent how knowledgeable they were
about these topics was a “3” out of “10”, which was a low score. Furthermore, more than 50% of
the participants resided in the lower half of the spectrum of scores (e.g. scores of ‘5’ and lower).
These scores increased after the intervention (Table 4.19). Again, on a scale of 0-10,
choosing a “0” corresponded with ‘no knowledge of the watershed’ and “10” corresponded to
‘very knowledgeable about the watershed’. Near the end of the course, participants’ scores had
increased from a “3” to a “6”. While a “6” still represented an average knowledge of the watershed
and local pollution issues, it was still a statistically significant increase in scores from before the
intervention. Scores were now distributed more evenly but were skewed towards the higher scores
(e.g. a score of “5” or higher). Given the continuous variable of watershed knowledge and lack of
paired data, Mann-Whitney test statistics were used to assess this significance. Although it was a
pre-post design, data could not be matched, and therefore Mann-Whitney testing was used rather
than Wilcoxon Signed Rank testing. Furthermore, based upon analysis of skewness and kurtosis,
data was considered non-normal (Table 4.19).
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Table 4.19. Pre-post watershed knowledge medians, skewness, and kurtosis values.
Watershed Knowledge

Median

Skewness

Kurtosis

Pre-Survey

2.00

.81

-.346

Post-Survey

6.00

-.35

-.709

A Mann-Whitney test showed a significant difference between pre- and post-survey
responses. A comparison of medians suggested post-survey scores (Mdn = 6.00) were significantly
higher than the pre-survey scores (Mdn = 2.00), U = 5356.50, p = -7.13. In other words, watershed
knowledge had increased after the intervention. When considered together with students’ raised
environmental awareness, these results suggest an increased positionality to the local
environmental issues.
4.4.2.4 Accessibility through Reflexivity
Aside from a more widespread increase in positionality to science as socially and culturally
embedded, the intervention also helped a smaller number of students gain access to science in ways
that were personally relevant to them. In other words, adding more reflexive methods of interacting
with the curriculum was beneficial in helping students connect with content and activities in ways
that were not available in the previous curriculum. This finding connected back with the
frameworks of sTc and CRP, as practicing reflexivity represented a socially and culturally
integrative way of making space for students to connect with science using what methods work
best for them (Rodriguez, 1998; Ladson-Billings, 1995).
This was evident across many students’ post-surveys and reflexivity assignments. For
example, one student described on the post-survey how the reflexivity assignments were influential
to them, writing specifically that “I chose the monthly reflexivity assignments because it was my
own personal opinion and I feel like it gave me a good insight to not just how I felt but how it
should have helped me understand” (PoS, 12/06/17). In other words, being able to respond using
their own opinions helped them to connect what they felt with what they perceived they should
understand about the course science content and activities. Another participant emphasized the
effectiveness of the “Thinking Critically” boxes, describing how:
The ‘Thinking Critically’ boxes and discussions influenced me the most because I got to
share my thoughts and opinions out loud. However, I also had a chance to hear about some
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of the opinions and beliefs my classmates hold. These discussions also allowed me to gain
insight to information I didn't know before. (PoS, 12/06/17)
In this case, the student described how sharing their opinions through discussions helped
them gain new perspectives on socioscientific issues. In similar example, one preservice teacher
wrote that, “The ‘Thinking Critically’ boxes really helped me grasp concepts I do best when
thinking through problems than any other form of learning. I love to discuss. It helps form my
thinking and ideas” (PoS, 12/06/17). Here again the addition of structured, collaborative
engagement with socioscientific issues provided an avenue by which students could more
personally connect with science.
Another student addressed the nature of the “Thinking Critically” boxes and discussions.
They wrote about how:
I personally am more 'humanities' focused. I thrive on discussion and action. So, the
‘Thinking Critically’ boxes took science less from the tedious and repetitive data
collection, and formality, and brought it more to the 'what can you do about it'. (PoS,
12/06/17)
Not only was discussion useful to this participant, but also the way that the topics of the “Thinking
Critically” boxes were addressed. To clarify, they did not directly call for action, but did require
students to think about various perspectives on socioscientific issues.

4.5 Summary
Results provided numerous insights into preservice teachers’ conceptions of science as
socially and culturally embedded, as well as how those changed following the intervention.
Overall, findings suggested that: (i) preservice teachers’ conceptions had changed significantly
from the beginning to the end of the semester; (ii) they had added to their conceptions to include
more perspectives about science as socially and culturally embedded; (iii) there was a widespread
increase in students’ positionality to science, including a raised environmental awareness; and (iv)
there was a smaller-scale increase in students’ accessibility to science. Furthermore, results
suggested reflexivity assignments provided a regular indicator of how students were engaging with
the curriculum.
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CHAPTER 5. NEW DIRECTION FOR NOS CONCEPTIONS AND
CURRICULUM

5.1 Introduction
The previous four chapters of this study have laid out the rationale, framework and
methodology, resulting data, and findings. This chapter will: (i) review those components and
discuss results, (ii) address limitations and implications of this study; (iii) lay out recommendations
for transforming teachers’ use of similar interventions, and (iv) provide conclusions.

5.2 Review of Rationale and Study Design
The purpose of this study was to both identify and characterize preservice elementary science
teachers’ conceptions of science as socially and culturally embedded in an open-ended manner, as
well as understand how a curriculum informed by multicultural science education could impact
those conceptions. This is important because over time and throughout previous NOS literature,
researchers have largely sought to: (i) provide evidence of, (ii) standardize, and (iii) learn how to
hone preservice teachers’ views of NOS in accordance to research and science standards. However,
as a result, many organic NOS perspectives may have been glossed over or labeled as ‘naïve’. In
actuality, they may have just been informed by how students were situated socioculturally in
relation to science.
Yet, if scientific literacy remains a goal of science education, then preservice teachers need to
gain deeper understandings of and learn to critique those existing views of NOS. Research needs
to shift from gathering less detailed views of a wider range of NOS aspects using standardized
NOS instruments to placing more emphasis on understanding students’ and teachers’ views of
each aspect of NOS separately. Of importance is understanding science as socially and culturally
embedded—an aspect of NOS aligned with engaging with scientific issues.
Previous assessments used to gather preservice teachers’ conceptions of NOS such as the
Views of Nature of Science Questionnaire Form C (VNOS-C) have reported little beyond simple
statistics about preservice teachers views of science as socially and culturally embedded
(Lederman et al., 2002). Specifically, concerning science as socially and culturally embedded on
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the VNOS-C, participants have been asked to choose between viewing science as either
“Universal” or “Socially and Culturally Embedded”.
However, what have been classified previously as “Universal”, “Socially and Culturally
Embedded”, or ‘naïve’ views of NOS may actually: (i) be more elaborate than previously
investigated, (ii) exist in multiple other (unreported) ways, and furthermore (iii) may be informed
by individuals’ sociocultural backgrounds. If so, different instructional strategies may be needed
in the classroom to help preservice teachers understand, connect with, and critique NOS. At the
very least, a multitude of preservice teachers’ voices and perspectives surrounding NOS have
potentially remained unheard throughout literature.
To address these issues, the current study utilized a theoretical framework based on
multicultural education approaches to science education. That is, sociotransformative
constructivism (sTc) and culturally relevant pedagogy (CRP) in conjunction with an exploratory,
grounded approach to unearthing, documenting, and analyzing preservice elementary science
teachers’ conceptions of science as socially and culturally embedded before and after a classroombased intervention.
As described by this theoretical framework, preservice elementary science teachers’
sociocultural backgrounds and positions of power within society may affect how they interact and
connect with science as it is socially and culturally embedded (e.g. as 20-year-old, Anglo-female,
prospective teachers located in the Midwestern US). This framework furthermore assumed that the
participants in this study needed opportunities to access science in the classroom which were
aligned with or allow them to connect with science from where they were positioned, that is, to
‘meet them where they are’ socioculturally. To be clear, NOS is played out by its practitioners,
including individuals outside the community who may understand it much differently.
Aligned with the theoretical framework, the intervention in the current study consisted of some
additions to the previous course curriculum focused on engaging students with reflexive science
contexts and assignments. Whereas the instructor followed NOS best instructional practices at the
time of this study, these additions consisted of: (i) recontextualization of the curriculum to be set
in the participants’ immediate locale, (ii) the addition of “Thinking Critically” boxes aimed at
fostering thinking and discussion around current socio-scientific issues, and (iii) the addition of
four, monthly reflexivity assignments comprised of five, critical reflection questions.
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The overall design of this study consisted of employing pre- and post-surveys which gathered
participants’ demographic information, sociocultural backgrounds, and impactful science
experiences, along with views of science as socially and culturally embedded; and four, monthly
reflexivity assignments in between which were part of normal classroom work. The reframing of
the curriculum and “Thinking Critically” boxes were confined to students’ lab manuals. All
components of the intervention were purposefully limited to the curriculum of the course rather
than the teaching. Data sources were: (i) participants’ pre-surveys, (ii) responses to the monthly
reflexivity assignments, and (iii) the post-surveys.

5.3 Discussion
As proposed by the research design, two major results of this study were documented: (i)
various conceptions and experiences with science as socially and culturally embedded were
revealed which were not previously described in NOS literature, and (ii) students’ positionality
and accessibility to science as socially and culturally embedded changed after immersion into a
curriculum utilizing current best NOS pedagogy and informed by multicultural education
approaches. These findings are important for multiple reasons, all of which are centered on the
goal of helping students and teachers become scientifically literate and connect with science as
socially and culturally embedded.

5.3.1 Conceptions of Science as Socially and Culturally Embedded
First, participants held a breadth and depth of conceptions of science as socially and
culturally embedded beyond what has been previously discussed. More participants held stances
which represented a combination of previously reported views of science as either “Universal” or
“Socially and Culturally Embedded”. This trend: (i) provided an indicator of the standardization
of views of NOS in literature; (ii) served to emphasize the multiple meanings within the
“Universal” or “Socially and Culturally Embedded” categories or terms used to describe students’
views of science; and (iii) suggested preservice teachers’ views of science are actually more
nuanced than previously thought.
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Incoming undergraduate students into preservice elementary science teaching programs
should be equipped with a baseline level of scientific literacy (and thus NOS knowledge), which,
as suggested by results of this study, they may very well have. They just need to be given adequate
space and assessments by which to explore and expand upon these views through critical
engagement with NOS.

5.3.2 An Indicator of Standardization
As described in previous chapters, there are various ‘grain sizes’, or levels, by which to
examine NOS. On the level of science as an enterprise, there exists the scientific community and
its interactions with society and culture. Science affects society and culture, which both then affect
science (Solomon & Aikenhead, 1994). Within the scientific community, multiple fields of science
are advancing simultaneously. From this viewpoint, similarities and differences between
disciplines are visible; much like a family tree (Irzik & Nola, 2014) in which members share certain
characteristics (e.g. the ‘consensus’ view; McComas, Clough, & Almazroa, 1998). Focusing on a
single discipline, scientists work collaboratively in lab spaces, around the world, using the ways
and means available to them to answer scientific questions and address scientific issues, in the
ways they know how (Allchin, 2013). This work is then communicated to the public—interpreted
by children and adults who have access to it.
Included are elementary science teachers, attempting to interpret and implement science
standards in their classrooms yet often possessing limited experience with authentic science
investigations or settings (Schwartz et al., 2004). Elementary science teachers are one of students’
first windows into the scientific community, how it works, and how to engage with scientific
issues, making it paramount that they are scientifically literate and able to convey NOS effectively.
They also need access to effective tools and professional development on topics such as science
standards, instructional strategies, and curricula.
From this perspective, the need for previously developing a set of agreed-upon NOS facets
for use in science standards was completely understandable, especially given the current age of
teacher accountability (Slavin, 2007). Deciding on standards required a set of agreed upon facets
of NOS and a baseline understanding of what teachers and students know about those aspects, both
of which have been previous objectives of previous NOS research. Without pursuing an
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understanding of NOS conceptions, teaching, learning, and implementation, NOS research and
representation in current science standards would not be as established or successful as it has been
(Lederman & Lederman, 2014).
However, the critical questions of for whom and by whom have needed to be acknowledged,
especially in relation to the creation, development, and implementation of NOS instruments and
standards. The standardization of NOS has not come without consequences, such as marginalizing
certain views of science and prioritizing or normalizing others. NOS research has often centered
on a set of standardized facets of NOS (Alters, 1997).
For example, multiple studies describe the existence of ‘naïve’ views of NOS (Lederman
et al., 2002; McComas, Clough, & Almazroa, 1998). While some of these views may be
unexperienced when compared with standardized NOS facets, some participants may simply hold
understandings more aligned with the way science is performed in their own cultures or
communities (Aikenhead & Michell, 2011; Snively & Corsiglia, 2001). They may likewise
misunderstand or have alternative interpretations of the NOS-related terms being used in NOS
assessments and standards.
In both cases, NOS may not be contextualized or situated in ways certain individuals can
interact with or access it. This was reflected in the current study through participants’ views and
descriptions of science as socially and culturally embedded. Participants not only: (i) held views
beyond those described in current NOS literature, but there were also others who (ii)
misunderstood or mischaracterized certain terms of questions (or the questions themselves).
Of importance from the current study, and contrasting with previous NOS literature, was
the range of views and descriptions moving beyond what has been presented. When participants
were given more choices than describing science as either “Universal” or “Socially and Culturally
Embedded”, the majority chose a “Combination” view of science over other available choices.
This was true both before and after the intervention (41% before; 65% after). To remind the reader,
on the V-NOS questionnaire, participants are asked to choose between science as “Universal” or
“Socially and Culturally Embedded”. While the ‘either/or’ nature of the question on the Views of
Nature of Science Form C (VNOS-C) may be more reliable or help researchers score and analyze
results in a different fashion than more open-ended questions, the current study suggests that more
choices may be needed surrounding participants’ views of science.
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Furthermore, four of the preservice teachers exhibited inconsistencies between their chosen
view of science and description of why they chose this view. For example, one participant
described science as “Universal”, but then described how its progression could be affected by
peoples’ beliefs (i.e. Beliefs/Religion Interact). However, if science were ‘transcendent of social,
political, philosophical, and cultural norms’, it would by definition not be affected by peoples’
beliefs. These types of inconsistencies are perhaps similar to teachers’ potential misunderstanding
of NGSS science and engineering practices (Ford, 2015). They also suggest the need to further
understand how participants are interpreting the words “universal” and “socially and culturally
embedded”, as well as the descriptions of these terms in the wording of the survey items.
In relation to NOS teaching and learning, this points to the need for: (i) more purposeful
usage of NOS assessment-related language by educators; (ii) revisiting and calibrating those
standardized questions currently used in NOS instruments by science education researchers; and/or
(iii) seeking to further define and classify what it means for students to understand science as
socially and culturally embedded.

5.3.2.1 Multiple Definitions of “Universal” and “Socially and Culturally Embedded”
There was also a large range of ways in which students defined their views of science
within their choices of “Universal” or “Socially and Culturally Embedded”.
For example, some participants described science as “Universal” as geographically or
globally the same, specifically in relation to topics of scientific research or practices, the existence
of a universal scientific ‘language’, or the universality of scientific theories and laws. Others
described science as “Universal” in terms of its perceived objectivity, or likewise described how
it progresses ‘on its own’. Most represented was the view that scientific facts are universally the
same.
There were a similar number of trends found in relation to those participants describing
science as “Socially and Culturally Embedded”. On a broader level, for instance, many suggested
culture and society affect scientists’ topics of work, be it through peoples’ beliefs and religions,
the way people interpret or apply science in their communities, or simply by being in different
locales geographically. Participants also saw specific scientific concepts or topics of research as
socially and culturally embedded over others.
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These were all viable views, and from the perspective of NOS research represented ways
in which participants interpreted “Universal” and “Socially and Culturally Embedded” in relation
to science. Examining the pre-surveys, many of the preservice teachers defined science as a set of
facts, as has been found previously (Lederman et al., 2002). This could have been related to how
it has been taught to them previously (Brickhouse, 1990), or more broadly to a lack of variable
implementation of NOS instruction in K-12 education (Abd-El-Khalick & Lederman, 2000).
Similarly, a large group of students made references to their own or others’ religious
affiliations. This is important because previous NOS research has shown that teachers seeing no
connection between religion and science are more likely to gain a deeper understanding of NOS
(Abd-El Khalick & Akerson, 2004). However, while most preservice teachers in the current study
did believe science is related to beliefs in some way, the majority of participants’ views of science
as socially and culturally embedded changed after the intervention. This seemed to suggest the
existence of a relationship between preservice teachers’ understandings of certain facets of NOS
in which some may be more malleable than others. This may: (i) go back to the application of
intervention itself, or (ii) be related to the contextualization of the intervention. Likewise, trends
in NOS literature, including students’ views of NOS, may simply change over time, reflective of
changes in society and culture. This is a different group of participants in a potentially different
location than previous studies. The current work took place over a decade later than some others,
and the application of the intervention and both conceptualization and contextualization of science
content and activities were different.
Also, the results of the current study seemed to reflect the existence of absolute and
relativistic views of science like those previously described in preservice teacher populations
(Abd-El-Khalick, 2001; Abd-El-Khalick & Akerson, 2004; Akerson & Donnelly, 2008; Mellado,
1997). For example, those that held “Universal” views and described facts as transcendent of social
and cultural norms represented more absolute perspectives than those suggesting science may be
interpreted and applied differently by different people. In the same way, those who suggested
science was performed similarly everywhere were perhaps more absolute than those describing
science as dependent on a local need.
While the goal of this study was not to classify participants’ views by levels of proficiency,
data also unearthed some misconceptions held by students which need to be considered in further
research focused on incoming preservice teacher populations. Science is not objective, but rather
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very subjective, imaginative, or even divisive (Green, 2014; Lederman & Lederman, 2014; NGSS
Lead States, 2013). Scientists are not free of error, but instead have been described as doing the
best they can to solve or provide solutions to problems with whatever methods and materials are
accessible (Chalmers, 2013; Merton, 1973). Furthermore, science does not progress “on its own”,
but is a deeply human endeavor (Gee, 2010; Kneller, 1978; NGSS Lead States, 2013).
However, all other descriptions of science as “universal” or “socially and culturally
embedded” reflected previous descriptions of science within both NOS, SSI, and STS literature
(e.g. Abd-El-Khalick & Lederman, 2000; Allchin, 2013; Chalmers, 2013; Gibbs et al., 1995). At
minimum, they were all arguable stances. For example, scientific practices are both similar and
different across the world. They are similar in the way that science is performed, engaging in some
form of inquiry using some set or combination of scientific practices and as is described in current
science standards (NGSS Lead States, 2013). Yet, how these practices are played out depends on
what resources are available (Gibbs et al., 1995), what problem is being solved or question is being
answered (Chalmers, 2013), from what paradigm or perspective the problem is being solved
(Kuhn, 2012), or even what suite of practices one knows to draw from. Likewise, while facts may
be accepted globally, they are applied very differently in some cases. For example, medicine and
medical care are diverse between cultures and countries, such as Western versus Eastern traditions.
The scientists and their sociocultural positions matter.

5.3.2.2 Acknowledging More Nuanced and Complex Views
As defined by the participating preservice teachers, science can be both “Universal” and
“Socially and Culturally Embedded”—in other words, a “Combination”—the stance taken by the
majority of preservice teachers both before and after the intervention in the current study.
Importantly, following the intervention it was found that those holding a “Combination” view
represented a blend of “Universal” and “Culturally and Socially Embedded” terms. In other words,
preservice teachers moving from either “Universal” or “Culturally and Socially Embedded”
stances to “Combination” views were specifically adding to their conceptions of science. Given
this result, the “Combination” view represented a more multifaceted understanding of science than
the ‘either/or’ of holding just the “Universal” or “Socially and Culturally embedded” views.
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As mentioned by multiple participants, it also seemed to represent preservice teachers gaining
access to, reflecting upon, and internalizing others’ perspectives throughout the intervention. To
an extent, this was perhaps expected given that the curriculum was based upon multicultural
education approaches rooted in exploring and understanding one’s own and others’ perspectives
in more depth, through discourse, metacognition, reflexivity, authentic activities (Rodriguez,
1998). However, it was still notable given the large number of preservice teachers moving from
specifically “Universal” and “Other” views to the “Combination” view. While there may have also
been movement both to and from those holding “Socially and Culturally Embedded” stances,
because the frequencies of students were similar before and after the intervention this movement
was not apparent. This needs to be accounted for in future studies as these changes may be part of
a trend of a developmental sequence or set of changes surrounding students’ views of science as
socially and culturally embedded, or in conjunction with other tenets or descriptions of NOS.
Additionally, given that a large number of participants held these views before the intervention
and were able to provide valid rationales for why, this trend suggested that there may have always
been larger numbers of preservice teachers holding this view not reported in previous NOS
literature. This was important because, while documenting and describing students’ and teachers’
NOS understandings, these types of responses have potentially contributed to the amount of
‘naïve’ NOS views previously described.
In contrast, preservice teachers in the current study provided rich descriptions of science as
socially and culturally embedded, and made viable arguments for choosing both “Universal” and
“Socially and Culturally Embedded” stances. Looking forward, perhaps the goal of NOS research
should not be to focus on separating students’ responses by whether they describe science as
“Socially and Culturally Embedded” or not, but instead leveraging these responses as a measure
and amalgamation of students’ prior experiences toward improving NOS instruction and curricula,
using students’ own descriptions. In other words, NOS can be viewed from a more situated,
individualized perspective. Analogous to what Alters (1997) has previously described about
scientists’ views of NOS, there are intricacies in preservice elementary science teachers’ actual
understanding of NOS that need to be accounted for.
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5.4 Curriculum Change and Implementation Results
During the current study, multicultural education approaches were used to create an
environment in which the participating preservice teachers could engage in reflexivity to both
explore and share their views of science, effectively positioning them in a way to connect with
science as socially and culturally embedded. As a result, while the numbers of participants’ views
of science as socially and culturally embedded did not change significantly in relation to pilot data,
they did shift from the beginning to the end of the semester.
Furthermore, results revealed both: (i) an overall increase in preservice teachers’
positionality to science as socially and culturally embedded; as well as (ii) an increase in
accessibility to science for several students relating to the intervention. This suggested that while
the intervention did not represent the central drivers of changes in participants’ views, it was still
influential, and that even minimal changes to NOS curriculum informed by multicultural education
approaches such as the addition of reflexive contexts and prompts can deeply impact how
preservice teachers connect with science as socially and culturally embedded.

5.4.1 Resulting Changes in Preservice Teachers’ Views
The traditional SCI500 course curriculum utilized current best NOS instructional practices:
engaging students explicitly, metacognitively and reflectively within NOS and biology content in
an inquiry-based setting (Akerson, Abd-El-Khalick, & Lederman, 2000; Abd-El-Khalick, 2001).
To create space for preservice teachers to critically explore their views of and connections to
science in a structured manner, the traditional curriculum was contextualized to set major
classroom assignments within the context of the local community in places students interact with
daily, as well as science phenomena and issues that are ongoing. Students were also given monthly
reflexivity prompts during which they were asked to reflect critically on the utility and application
of course content—probing them about why and to what end they are learning and how it can be
used in their communities (Rodriguez, 1998). These additions to the curriculum were built to
represent an accessible entry point for teacher educators everywhere who may be uncertain with,
but want to begin adopting multicultural education approaches for all students in their science
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classrooms. They were also informed by SSI, STS, and Environmental Education instructional
approaches through their use of relevant and contemporary science contexts.
While students’ views of science were not significantly different than before the intervention
(e.g. pilot data), there were multiple possible reasons for this: (i) data was collected from groups
of students in the pilot study but individuals during the intervention; (ii) best NOS practices were
already being used in the traditional curriculum, leading to conceptual change; (iii) a minimalist
approach to integrating multicultural education perspectives was taken by this study; and/or (iv)
the preservice teachers held deeply engrained views about science.
Although these differences could not be teased out given the design of the current study, this
non-significance suggested the intervention was not the fundamental reason for changes in
preservice teachers’ views. While this was the case, there was still a significant change within the
semester of the study, as well as variations in students’ views of science as socially and culturally
embedded that could be connected directly to the intervention. These were centered on: (i)
preservice teachers’ memorable science experiences; (ii) positionality and (iii) accessibility to
science.

5.4.1.1 Memorable Experiences
To start, along with views of science shifting significantly towards a “Combination” of terms,
preservice teachers’ memorable science experiences had changed. Between the pre- and postsurveys, after only sixteen weeks of class, over a third of the class had moved from sharing more
detailed, personal happenings outside of class to reporting that the major course assignments were
now their most memorable science experiences.
This finding pointed to the significant impact of the long-term, inquiry-based curriculum and
associated course activities, which students subsequently cited on the post-survey as most
influential to how they viewed science. The curriculum was constructed in a way which engaged
students daily with standards-based biology content and practices. Lab activities, such as the
Ecosystem Project and Current Issues Project, were designed to be authentic, inquiry-based, and
highly experiential; modeling activities performed regularly by scientists and aligned with NOS
best instructional practices (Akerson, Abd-El-Khalick, & Lederman, 2000; Abd-El-Khalick,
2001). Students also constantly reflected over these experiences via discussions and reflexivity
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assignments, requiring them to describe what was important to learn and why, as well as how
course activities connected with science as performed by scientists (e.g. authentic science).
Along with participants’ reported experiences and ‘most influential’ assignments, the
preservice teachers also provided rationales behind these choices. Asking for this information
allowed us more insight into what it was about their experiences and the influential course
assignments that was impactful. While learner characteristics have been explored in NOS literature
(Akerson & Donnelly, 2008; Southerland & Johnston, 2006), less explored in literature is the
nature of specific experiences (e.g. beyond being labeled ‘inquiry-based’ or ‘authentic’) and what
about these specific experiences such as student interest (Maltese, Melki, & Wiebki, 2014) and
emotions (Wee, 2012) have led to conceptual changes surrounding NOS understandings.
For example, students repeatedly mentioned the Ecosystem Project, owl pellet lab,
photosynthesis lab, and Current Issues Project as influential. Most referred to the ‘relevancy’,
‘authenticity’, or ‘experiential’ nature of these activities, and described resulting increased interest
or investment in their completion. These activities also took place over a fourteen-week period,
which was a large part of the semester, and a long time to be engaged with a certain context or
problem.
Within NOS literature, these results were most reminiscent of findings described by McDonald
(2010): one of a small number of studies in which students’ conceptions of science as socially and
culturally embedded changed significanly. Then, students were engaged with inquiry-based
activities centered on the topic of global warming over a sixteen-week period of time. Here, the
curriculum was largely focused on environmental issues and nature of science while engaging
weekly in varying scientific practices (NGSS Lead States, 2013).
Aligned with the theoretical framework, the course specifically engaged students in contexts
centered on sociopolitical/local and national issues students would be in contact with on a daily
basis (Ladson-Billings, 1995a). These included the local ecosystem (the watershed and its
pollution problem; through the Ecosystem Project), environmental research going on at the
university where this study took place, as well as more national and global environmental issues.
Like the study performed by McDonald (2010), students in the current study were also engaged
with these contexts over a prolonged period of time. In contrast with the literature, this is one of
the few studies to take place in a preservice teacher science introductory content course, and in
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which the majority of participants were preservice teachers’ in the first year of their undergraduate
teaching programs.

5.4.1.2 Positionality and Accessibility
The intervention also engaged the preservice teachers reflexively via reflexivity
assignments and “Thinking Critically” boxes in different ways of thinking about science as
socially and culturally embedded not previously apparent to them. These were geared towards
making science more salient, meaningful, and accessible for the preservice teachers through
engaging them in thinking about how they relate to science as socially and culturally embedded,
how it connects with their lives, and how they can use it in transformative ways in their future
classrooms and communities. Evidence suggested these strategies were successful for many
preservice teachers, specifically revealing: (i) a more widespread increase in positionality; and (ii)
a smaller-scale increase in accessibility to science.

5.4.1.2.1 Positionality
First, results showed there was a widespread increase in positionality connected with the
intervention. This pointed to the effectiveness of the context of the intervention, as well as the
reflexivity assignments, informed by the sTc and CRP-guided theoretical framework of the study.
To note, while this positionality could have been present in the previous curriculum (as
potentially suggested by students’ shifting views; pilot data), there were no structured
opportunities for students to engage reflexively with the content and activities. For that matter,
neither the assignments nor measures implemented during the current study appear to have been
sought out in previous NOS studies. The exceptions are perhaps Aikenhead’s (1996) and Costa’s
(1995) studies in which the authors classified students’ responses to an instrument related to their
perceived approximations to thinking like a scientist (arguably representing students’ positionality
to norms of Western Modern Science).
However, the reflexivity assignments in the current study served as a low-stakes method
of engaging students with critically reflecting on their coursework and activities; charging them
with examining their connections with science. In this way, they were asked to question how their
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unique perspectives are related to science as it was being presented as socially and culturally
embedded. To clarify, this was not forced; a small number of students left some questions blank,
suggesting perhaps they may not have been comfortable or familiar with responding to those types
of questions, or engaging in reflexivity.
Although the percentages of views that shifted were not higher after the intervention than
the previous (traditional) curriculum, students were able to both describe their thoughts and reason
with science in ways not previously available in the course. They were also able to connect with it
on both personal and social levels as developing preservice elementary science teachers. Some
students cited benefitting from the reflexivity assignments, and others described enjoying hearing
and engaging with others’ perspectives during discussions in class about the “Thinking Critically”
boxes. In other words, they could hear and understand their own and others’ voices (Rodriguez,
1995). While the preservice teachers could have engaged in similar ways of reflecting before they
took this class, multiple participants described in their reflexivity assignments and post-surveys
that they had ‘never thought about science’ in these ways. Likewise, they also often described the
relevance of what was being presented; it was relevant to them (Ladson-Billings, 1995a). They
were able to choose and investigate both local and current socio-scientific topics throughout the
course of the semester (Zeidler et al., 2002).
Taken holistically, the current study provided rich descriptions of how students were
reasoning with what they were learning and engaging with over time. In other words, what students
felt was important, relevant, or interesting, or likewise anything they were having trouble
understanding or engaging with in class was constantly apparent. This was clearly a benefit when
considering the current study, but could also be useful from a teacher educator perspective as a
measure of how to adapt curriculum to students’ needs (Windschitl et al., 2012).
As a result, preservice teachers’ interactions with the curriculum, how well their reflexivity
responses matched with course objectives, as well as how connected with both daily life and
authentic science they perceived each new set of content and activities between reflexivity
assignments became salient throughout the intervention and through preservice teachers’ own
writing.
Aside from these indicators of increased positionality, the shift in participants’ views,
experiences, and descriptions of science also served as evidence showing they felt more closely
connected with science. For example, there was the preservice teachers’ raised awareness more
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broadly of environment issues, both local and global (as raised through the “Thinking Critically”
boxes; described by participants through reflexivity assignments and post-surveys). Participants
often referred to the Horticultural Park near campus, as well as the local Raccoon River watershed.
When asked on reflexivity assignments how they would use what they were learning to transform
their communities, most students also referenced ways to promote conservation or raising
environmental awareness in their communities.
Furthermore, the significant increase in post-knowledge of the local watershed pointed to
the effectiveness of the reframing of the major classroom assignments in this way, compared to
the previous curriculum. Given the central focus of the curriculum on the environment and
ecosystems, participants’ reflexivity responses represented evidence of transfer from the course
content and activities to reflexivity responses.
Of importance, without participants’ reflexivity this triangulation of data between students
views and the curriculum could not be made. Taken alone, preservice teachers’ shifting views
point to the curriculum helping add to their views. Similarly, the shift in memorable science
experiences after the intervention could mean simply that participants connected with the
curriculum. It was ultimately participants’ descriptions, provided through their reflexivity
assignments and post-surveys, which served as indicators of preservice teachers’ positionality and
connected their views and change in memorable experiences to the intervention. In other words,
while views and even experiences can be reported on their own, students’ positions to science
cannot truly be understood without the reflexivity assignments.

5.4.1.2.2 Accessibility
For a smaller number of students, evidence revealed an increase in accessibility to science
as socially and culturally embedded associated completely with the intervention. These were
specifically the preservice teachers who described that the intervention-related assignments were
the most influential to their views of science in the post-survey, reflexivity assignments, and
“Thinking Critically” boxes.
Notably, these participants picked these limited duration assignments as most significant
despite other major assignments lasting over 14 out of 16 weeks of the semester. While both the
traditional and the intervention course curriculum were set up in a way that promoted NOS best
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instructional practices, this suggested the intervention was more inclusive for some. As described,
participants enjoyed deeply reflecting on what they were learning, as well as the guided questions
that were provided.
More broadly, this finding points to various learning styles—some students may simply
respond better to discourse and critical reflection. By providing more ways to interact with
curriculum than were previously available, the intervention added a dimension of inclusivity to the
previous curriculum.
Granting participants more ways of connecting with curriculum also added emphases on
the situated nature of the course context, the students’ sociocultural embeddedness within the
course, and the need for purposeful questions to be asked around lab activities. While the value of
understanding the receiver of messages within a dialogue has been previously described (Bhaktin,
1981), understanding oneself is just as important (Pels, 2003; Rodriguez, 1998). This is especially
so when trying to understand what science is being learned by future teachers in a transitional
period between taking science classes as a student and learning how to teach science. It is possible
that part of participants’ saying they had ‘never thought of science that way before’ meant being
asked to make intentional connections between themselves and science.
To that point, while students in a science classroom may be given problems to engage with,
the directions or contextualization of those problems relate to the outcomes (Chase et al., 2017).
As an analogy, during their field placements a group of preservice are asked to observe the
instructors teaching a science lesson. One group is asked to simply ‘observe and take notes’. The
other is asked to ‘describe the ways in which the instructor uses questioning and discourse to
leverage students’ prior knowledge’. The outcomes would be very different. Preservice teachers
with no experience observing, with little direction, would come up with a variety of responses.
Likewise, preservice teachers’ in an introductory science content course may have never
purposefully thought about NOS, or even made personal connections to science.
Considering accessibility based on student learning, there were no consequences to
preservice teachers’ learning between the traditional and intervention curricula. To measure this,
surveys and reflexivity assignments were examined for the presence of content the participants
would have learned in lab, and participants’ responses to NOS-related questions on their Interim
Data Reports and Final Ecosystem Reports were coded. Content was very explicitly included by
students across surveys and reflexivity assignments. Preservice teachers talked about scientific
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modeling and other aspects of experimentation such as creating and testing hypotheses,
repeatability, the need for controlled variables, as well as numerous scientific concepts. These
suggested students in both the traditional and intervention versions of the curriculum had learned
through engaging in the curriculum.
Furthermore, participants in both semesters demonstrated knowledge about the similarities
and differences between the Ecosystem Project and how science is performed by scientists in the
scientific community. This points back to the explicitness of NOS in both the traditional and
intervention curricula.

5.4.1.3 Utilization of Multicultural Approaches
The reflexive contextualization and assignments were informed at their core by multicultural
education approaches. Aimed at maximizing equitable and accessible science teaching and
learning, multicultural education approaches are designed for all students (Rodriguez, 1997,
2015a). This means meeting preservice teachers where they are socioculturally by acknowledging
and leveraging their prior experiences, backgrounds, and current situations in ways that work for
them. In terms of fostering the preservice teachers’ understanding of science, this referred to
helping them connect with science in authentic, inclusive, individualized ways, thereby helping
them position themselves to science as socially and culturally embedded.
While students may be classified as different culturally than Western modern science and
scientists (Aikenhead, 1996; Costa, 1995): (i) they can still connect with it if given accessible entry
points (accessible to them), and (ii) they even can still be scientists. While NOS can exist as an
agreed-upon list of facets in literature or standards, it is future scientists, as well as teachers and
students, who will function in shaping the future culture and progression of science as an
enterprise.
However, the current study was built to be confined within the curriculum, and not the
teaching. This approach was in contrast with more comprehensive forms of multicultural education
strategies (e.g. Gay, 2010) and ways of helping students connect with the social and cultural
embeddedness of science (e.g. Aikenhead, 2007; Hart, 2008; Zeidler et al., 2002).
In terms of the course in which the current study took place, ‘more comprehensive’ would
mean, for example, training all teaching assistants to use multicultural teaching methods, and/or
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completely restructuring the entire course curriculum to be more multiculturally-based. In the
current study, I simply added to the curriculum in ways to increase reflexivity.
To remind the reader, this choice was made deliberately. Current preservice science teacher
education literature suggests that: (i) preservice teachers are largely not taught to utilize
multicultural teaching methods (Furman, 2008; Mensah, 2011), (ii) teachers are often resistant to
making these types of instructional changes (Rodriguez, 1998), and (iii) teachers trying to adopt
these types of innovative approaches may face a culture of domestication or resistance against their
efforts. That is, teachers and/or school administrators sometimes may obstruct and discourage
novice teachers from implementing culturally responsive practices that disrupt the status quo
(Rodriguez, 2015b).
Therefore, this intervention was geared towards representing more of a passive, realistic
approach to what may be more acceptable to teachers who are hesitant to adopt these types of
instructional strategies, while still being willing and encouraged by the possibility of increasing
accessibility and equity for their students concerning science. With reference to Banks’ (2001)
framework for enacting multicultural curricular reform, the intervention appears to align with a
mixture of a ‘Level 1: Contributions Approach’ and ‘Level 2: Additive Approach’. Consulting
Banks’ (2001) work, this meant focusing on “discrete cultural elements” (e.g. the contextualization
of classroom assignments; “Thinking Critically” boxes/discussions), and adding “content,
concepts, themes, and perspectives...to the curriculum without changing its structure” (p. 238).
While there were elements of higher order integration of cultural content such as engaging
preservice teachers with the social issue of pollution in the community and practicing authentic
science as scientists would, the original intention of the study was a more entry-level approach.
However, this is not to suggest paying attention to issues of equity, diversity and social justice are
“optional” or “not urgent”. On the contrary, this intervention aimed to offer an accessible point of
entry, or a jumping-off point from which teachers can build from to improve their practices.
There were multiple significant outcomes connected to adopting a multicultural approach even
passively. First, the intervention revealed that despite the population of majority Anglo-females in
the course (~95%), there were very diverse backgrounds, views and experiences. Furthermore,
there were: (i) multiple positive outcomes to using multicultural education approaches to teaching
elementary preservice biology content; (ii) places where a more integrated approach may have
changed results; and (iii) unexpected investment in the approach used during this study.
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To begin, after surveying NOS literature it may not appear that there are many populations of
students left to survey about their views of NOS. However, a multitude of voices and perspectives
still exist which have not been brought to light. Previous NOS research has focused mainly on
comparing participants views of NOS with those NOS facets which have been deemed as
important. Thus, research has progressed in part toward creating instruction to help align students’
pre-existing views with these stances. In contrast, by starting with the assumption some students
and teachers are not able to connect with NOS, or with a mindset of emphasizing and building on
heterogeneity of NOS, this leads to very different insights.
For example, views of NOS held by non-US teachers and students are only beginning to be
reported (Kim & Nehm, 2011; Ma, 2009). This suggests there are geographic or cross-cultural
differences in how people view science. Likewise (even within the US), this includes regional
differences. For example, participants in the current study were in the Midwest, with its own
unique political and religious influences. Similarly, university settings may not be located near
similar ecological landscapes (or problems).
Also, many more aspects of NOS related to preservice teachers’ conceptions remain to be
explored in depth. As shown in the current study, students may have a wide range of conceptions
of each of these facets. This is useful to know when considering both goals of aligning NOS views
with standards and understanding differences in views. Science may be tentative in a variety of
ways, which may then affect how preservice teachers later implement NOS instruction in their
own classrooms. Furthermore, preservice teachers’ conceptions of one facet of NOS may be
related to or affect their understandings of other aspects of NOS.
There was likewise little adjustment for the head instructor and staff members. What changes
there were centered on: (i) investing the time to re-work the context of the major assignments; (ii)
developing “Thinking Critically” box questions focused around a mix of pertinent and current
science issues; and (iii) creating and setting up the reflexivity assignments to be released on certain
dates and times.
Also, there was little modification beyond NOS best instructional practices. The main
addition was the element of reflexivity. While epistemologically different, when implemented in
a more baseline or minimal way there is much overlap between sTc (Rodriguez, 1998), CRP
(Ladson-Billings, 1995) and NOS best instructional practices (as derived from decades of NOS
research). In a sense, this study represented a proof of concept of these approaches (sTc; CRP;
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NOS). It also suggests that reflexivity, or critical and personal reflection (in contrast with more
basic reflection) offered a simple, practical, and powerful addition to NOS best instructional
practices.
Furthermore, there was unexpected buy-in from the head instructor and staff to adopting these
strategies. As the semester progressed, the lab coordinator, who worked with the head instructor
and managed the teaching assistants, felt the intervention was so worthwhile that he added an
element of purposeful discussion time at beginning of class to discuss “Thinking Critically” boxes.
There had previously been time for discussion during these times, but they were not focused.
During the intervention, the participants collected their data from their ecosystem models, and then
spent the beginning of class discussing the “Thinking Critically” boxes as a lab group and class.
This took investment from the lab coordinator to develop and implement teaching assistant training
to discuss the topics with the preservice teachers and from teaching assistants to adopt their training
and facilitate short discussions. Altogether, minimal curricular changes appeared to lead to many
positive changes to the course.
Yet, there were also some areas in which more of a heavily integrated multicultural approach
could have changed students’ responses more drastically. For example, students’ feelings of
agency or power to change their community did not change significantly after the intervention.
Specifically, there was little self-reported change in how much power the students felt they had to
change their community between the pre- and post-surveys.
This could easily be related to the ‘transformative’ component of the course. While reflexivity
assignments were a passive way of engaging students with thinking about using their knowledge
transformatively, they could have actually engaged with civic action, as has been used in previous
science education research with positive results (e.g. Krasny & Tidball, 2017). For instance, this
could have involved organizing their Ecosystem Project and Current Issues Project data and results
to create lessons for their future classrooms. They could have also presented their data in the form
of a pamphlet, letter, or presentation to the city officials to raise awareness of the environmental
problems. However, this would have required more of an overhaul of the current curriculum, and
also would have involved novel instructor and teaching staff training, which were not the goals of
the study approach being used here.
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5.5 Limitations
Described through the previous sections, there were also multiple limitations to this study;
some inherent to the study design, some imposed. These can loosely be classified as limitations
with: (i) sampling; (ii) researcher positionality; and (iii) study design.

5.5.1 Sampling
First, there were sampling limitations (e.g. location, sample size): only one population of
students was being surveyed. While allowing for a more focused intervention, this minimized the
generalizability of the research. Specifically, it could not be generalized beyond preservice
teachers in their first year of their education programs in biology content courses. Likewise, most
of the students in this study were Anglo-females in their late teens (e.g. 18-21 years old). Different
demographics need to be investigated separately.
Another limitation was time. Specifically, most data were collected over one semester. For
one, this meant that this work represented a snapshot in time, which, for this study was purposeful.
The participants were new to the teacher education program, and only those in the introductory
biology content course during the semester of the intervention. The time period of a single semester
also represented a certain ‘dosage’ of the intervention: participants were only exposed to it for a
certain amount of time (i.e. 16 weeks). In a similar way, findings may become outdated over time,
reflective of local and global sociocultural changes. Similarly, participants’ NOS conceptions may
change after this study. While a longitudinal study would have been beneficial in tracking the
retention of participants’ conceptions, it was not possible for this study. One semester also limited
the number of participants. Only the number of students in the class that semester was surveyed
and experienced the intervention.

5.5.2 Researcher Positionality
Another limitation of the study was the researcher’s positionality. Ultimately, I only had
my own perspective to draw upon throughout the process of designing, implementing, analyzing,
and reporting the results of this study. This meant I engaged in the study as a privileged, Anglo-
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male from the Midwestern US with a background in biology awoken to the reality of views of
science existing beyond those entailed in current NOS literature. This is to acknowledge that just
as I engaged with the data in one way, others may have collected and interpreted it very differently
based on their own perspectives. This means, for example, asking different questions on the
surveys and reflexivity assignments or potentially using other methods of analysis. More
perspectives and similar studies are needed to further clarify the data within different contexts and
circumstances.

5.5.3 Study Design
One issue with the study design was comparing group statistics from Interim Data Report
data in the pilot study with individual statistics via the pre- and post-surveys and the reflexivity
assignments in the intervention study. They are made up of drastically different numbers of
students. As described through previous sections, group dynamics could have played a large part
in what responses were given. For example, certain students may have commandeered group
responses, answering for everyone. Likewise, there may be some measure of groupthink in which
table groups just wanted to agree with each other to avoid interpersonal conflict. Furthermore,
participants may have want to respond in the “correct” manner, or in ways that they perceived
would satisfy the head instructor. Likewise, the major source of data was based on self-reporting.
While there could have been a measure of self-reporting bias (Stone et al., 1999), however, results
were in large part both reflective of the pilot data, and also significantly different before and after
the intervention. Furthermore, numerous personal and detailed experiences were shared. Students
were also reminded on each instrument that there were no “right” or “wrong” answers.

5.6 Implications
5.6.1 For Preservice Elementary Science Teachers:
The current study provided evidence for the improvement of NOS instruction through
helping preservice teachers explore their conceptions of science as socially and culturally
embedded. It also formed the basis for future research on the development and implementation of
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NOS curricula. Simply put, more NOS instructional strategies and modes of implementation are
needed, but at the bare minimum these should be modeled around NOS best practices.
Case in point, the SCI500 content course in this study centered on the use of current NOS
best practices. While the course was content-focused, its foundation was inquiry-based, reflective,
metacognitive, collaborative, and explicitly NOS-related. Preservice teachers had access to
prolonged authentic science experiences modeling scientific experimentation and science
communication, with structured opportunities to reflection on what they are learning and how.
Given that pilot results were similar to intervention data (e.g. percentages of participants’ views
were not significantly different), engaging in this type of curriculum may have helped students
gain more perspectives and deeper understandings of NOS. While more research is needed, results
also suggested the addition of reflexivity assignments helped students more purposefully engage
with and access these views.
However, they also emphasized the need to understand what prior knowledge and
conceptions of science that preservice teachers held before the course. As shown by results, there
was a diversity of formal and informal experiences and beliefs about science, but also similarities
which underpinned their views of science. Yet, the current study only represents one population—
these characteristics may be different elsewhere and may change over time. However, it was
beneficial for preservice teachers to explore their connections to science. They formed connections
with it that they may not have made without the intervention. Therefore, preservice teachers need
space to explore their conceptions of science as socially and culturally embedded.

5.6.2 For Preservice Elementary Science Teacher Educators:
This study also offered some direction for preservice elementary science teacher educators
connected with the adoption of multicultural education approaches. In short, it provided evidence
that even minimal changes aligned with multicultural education (e.g. adding opportunities to
engage with reflexivity) may lead to higher accessibility for some students.
While teacher educators may be resistant or uncertain about adopting multicultural
education approaches, at the most minimal levels students may still gain accessibility to science
previously not available if given the space to explore how they are connected to it, how meaningful
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it is to them, and why. Again, preservice teachers need an environment/opportunity to practice
being reflexive.

5.6.3 For Curriculum Developers:
Implications for curriculum developers overlap with those provided for science teacher
educators. Curriculum developers need to consider teaching NOS in ways that are at minimum
informed by NOS best practices, but ideally also multicultural education perspectives promoting
science for everyone.
While some NOS curricula exist, more NOS curriculum utilizing reflexive measures and
multicultural education approaches are needed if we intend to reach the most students possible.
Reflexivity assignments in the current study were largely automated, and could be varied and
implemented much differently depending on the classroom context. Furthermore, the current study
took place in a course with a large lecture and lab design.
However, between pre- and post-surveys and reflexivity assignments, the intervention
provided a real-time student-centric perspective on how students were interacting with the
curriculum, at little consequence for the instructor (Martin, Mendes & Figueiredo, 2011). These
were practical additions to the curriculum.

5.6.4 For Science Education Researchers:
Arguably the current study provided the most implications for science education
researchers. They suggest first that cross-cultural and multicultural contexts need to be represented
throughout NOS literature. Given that a base of NOS conceptions has been researched, more
perspectives are needed to account for different locations, contexts, and chronologies of how
perspectives change over time. As science changes with societal and cultural changes, so may
conceptions. Furthermore, the same may be true as more scientific evidence is found and/or
refuted.
Connected with this point, more needs to be understood about the role of experiences and
sociocultural backgrounds on students’ conceptions. How students and prospective teachers are
situated in society and culture may play a significant role in how they conceive NOS. While
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experiences have been fleshed out in the current study, how these prior pieces of knowledge and
experiences contribute to their understandings of NOS need to be pursued in more depth. Beyond
ecologies for example, identities and emotions likely play a large role.
Finally, there may also be relationships between students’ and preservice teachers’ conceptions
of science as socially and culturally embedded and other facets of NOS (as tentative; a way of
knowing; understanding laws vs. theories). It was clear in the current study, for example, that
numerous preservice teachers that viewed science as socially and culturally embedded also viewed
science as more tentative than absolute, acknowledging the existence of ‘soft’ and ‘hard’ facts
concurrently. This may also connect with how they view science as tentative, or how scientific
theories relate to laws.

5.7 Opportunities for Further Research
Given these findings, there are numerous opportunities for future research. These are
described below, organized by: (i) preservice teachers’ conceptions; (ii) multicultural education
approach; (iii) NOS curricula.

5.7.1 Preservice Teachers’ Conceptions
First, while preservice teachers’ conceptions of science as socially and culturally embedded
have been elucidated, there is more to find out about these conceptions. Namely, I still have yet to
understand why they held the conceptions that they did. This means gaining a deeper
understanding of what experiences, sociocultural backgrounds, or even (more broadly) preservice
teachers’ identities may have informed each view of science. Likewise, certain experiences or
backgrounds may be more powerful in defining one’s views about science than others. Although
whole-class trends could be derived from the current data, this would require collecting data from
individuals.
Furthermore, questions remain about how long it takes for preservice teachers’ views of
science as socially and culturally embedded to change, and what specific catalytic events led to
this change. While it is clear some preservice teachers’ views, as well as their memorable science
experiences had changed during the semester, what caused these changes in this curriculum still
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needs to be better understood. For example, was it the inquiry-based activities, the reflexivity
assignments, the class discourse, or a mixture of these that were most influential? There may be
relationships between these constructs as well.
Beyond these possibilities, there may also be a relationship between preservice teachers’
conceptions of different NOS facets. For example, those viewing science as “Universal” may not
understand the NOS aspect of science as tentative as well as someone who holds a “Combination”
stance. Likewise, there may be combinations of NOS aspects which help others to become known
(e.g. understanding science as tentative and imaginative may lead to a better understanding of
science as socially and culturally embedded).

5.7.2 Multicultural Education Approach
Connected with the minimalistic multicultural education approach in the current study,
there are many opportunities for future research. These include adding more elements of ethnic
and cultural diversity into the curriculum (e.g. Banks, 2001), and/or restructuring the curriculum
toward more of an integrative approach. Furthermore, while teaching clearly influences student
learning, the current study only focused on the curriculum. Therefore, studies can be done
examining the effects of teaching NOS using multicultural science teaching methods or, connected
with the course in this study, teaching assistants using those methods. These are all important
studies, as even small changes informed by multicultural science education have been shown to
make a difference in students’ connections with science as socially and culturally embedded.
There is also the possibility of further investigation concerning buy-in to and
implementation of the intervention by course teaching staff. This especially related to the lab
coordinator who adopted the “Thinking Critically” boxes as discussions as normal course
discussions. In other words, research can be pursued in relation to gaining access to established
cultures and seeking ways to introduce innovative ways to effect long-lasting pedagogical and/or
ideological change concerning multicultural science education.
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5.7.3 NOS Curriculum
There are also possibilities centered on the development of NOS curricula. In short, more
curricula and resources need to continue be developed, tested, and made available, specifically for
preservice elementary teacher science content courses. The curriculum in the current study, while
using NOS current best practices, requires a total of 16 weeks. However, there may also be shorter,
yet still effective methods for addressing NOS. These could include lessons like historical case
studies, new STS or SSI activities, or even activities centered on scientific practices followed by
time to reflect over NOS. Along with the development of these curricula, research could also
follow examining how preservice teachers engage with or critique them.

5.8 Conclusions
In summary, this study represents a refocusing and further exploration of research focused
on preservice elementary teachers’ NOS conceptions, as well as a call for current and future teacher
educators to consider the effectiveness and utilization of reflexive, multicultural education
approaches to teach NOS. It also emphasizes the importance of understanding and legitimizing
preservice teachers’ ‘naïve’ views of science, or those different than normalized tenets generally
described in literature and standards toward promoting more critical examinations of NOS and
equitable and accessible science education.
This means considering what roles prior knowledge and experiences may play in these
conceptualizations. Students and teachers may well hold personal and detailed conceptions of
NOS, but have just not had the opportunity to explore and expand upon them, and thus need
opportunities to do so throughout science curricula. As shown by the current study, their views
may be more nuanced and complex than have been previously described.
If preservice teachers are expected to understand and teach standards-based NOS
effectively to their future students, they need to first connect with NOS on a personal level and
explore their views, experiences, and feelings about science, hence recognizing their role within
science as socially and culturally embedded. This means making students and teachers more
explicitly present in the progression of science, throughout both standards and instruction. From
this perspective, pre- and in-service teachers can also consider how dominant conceptions of NOS
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may also serve to perpetuate oppressive practices. For instance, how dominant notions of NOS
send direct and indirect messages about who can, has been, or will be able to do science; whose
science is “real” science, or whose interests continue to be served by dominant views of science.
Obtaining this goal entails more widespread usage of multicultural science education
approaches to NOS, and thus also access to more practical but effective points of entry to using
these methods for pre- and in-service teachers unfamiliar with these types of instruction. As shown,
students were able to position and access science through even passive inclusion of instructional
strategies informed by multicultural education.
As students engaged reflexively with the course curriculum, they were able to explore and
think about science as it fit within their own worldviews, making science more personally relevant.
While science in the form of scientific phenomena and products may influence everyone in the
world, individuals interact with them at our own societal and cultural capacities. Science is
socioculturally embedded.
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APPENDIX A. “THINKING CRITICALLY” QUESTIONS WITH MEDIA LINKS

Week
1

Topic
Preface

Question
N/A

2

Measurement &
Graphing

Why is the metric system used in science? Is it “better” or “more correct” than the
system of measurements we use in North America? What about those used by different
cultures (e.g. First Nations)?

3

Experimental
Design

4

Ecosystem Setup

5

Population
Ecology

6

Dichotomous Key

7

Plant Park

8

Owl Pellets

9

Respiration

10

Photosynthesis

11

Leaf
Chromatography

12

Bromothymol
Blue

13

Microscopy

14

Cells I

15

Cells II

Is science experimentation the same everywhere in the world? What about in places
without access to modern science instruments? Internet? Electricity?
Despite acknowledgement of lead poisoning the water roughly a year ago, residents of
Flint, Michigan still can’t drink their water. Why do you think it is still that way, and
what can we do about it?
What effect do we, as humans, have on natural environments as we continue to
industrialize and modernize societies?
Did your group’s dichotomous key match with all other groups? Why not? Do you
think scientists would all agree if they did the same activity? What does this say about
scientific knowledge?
Why is it important that we try to preserve our natural ecosystems? Do you think it is a
good decision to majorly cut funding to the agency that protects the environment?
Should we care if predators like the polar bear or Sumatran tiger become extinct? Why
or why not?
Joseph Priestly discovered oxygen using Phlogiston Theory. While credited with this
discovery, the theory was later disproven. What is a “theory”, and how is one formed?
If clean energy helps preserve the environment, why do some politicians suggest that
coal is “better”? Is that a good decision?
Do leaves change colors the same in places without all four seasons?
After reading about Joseph Priestley, what about his experiment makes it “science?”
Also, what does it mean to you that a clergyman (part of the church) performed science
and is considered a famous scientist?
What does it mean that “technology drives science and science drives technology”?
How much science do you encounter daily?
Would you consent to allow scientists to take, grow, and use your cells for
experimentation? What if they stole and used them anyway?
Did you know penicillin is derived from mold? And that yogurt is produced from
bacteria? If we inject and ingest mold and bacteria, why do some people disagree with
vaccinating children?

Link
N/A
Corsiglia, J., & Snively, G. (2001). Rejoinder:
Infusing indigenous science into western modern
science for a sustainable future. Science
Education, 85(1), 82-86.
Gibbs, W. W. (1995). Lost science in the third
world. Scientific American, 273, 92-99.
http://time.com/4634937/flint-water-crisis-criminalcharges-bottled-water/
May, C. W., Horner, R. R., Karr, J. R., Mar, B. W., &
Welch, E. B. (1999). Effects of urbanization on small
streams in the Puget Sound ecoregion. Watershed
Protection Techniques, 2(4), 79.
https://scienceornot.net/2012/02/07/all-scientificmodels-are-tentative/
http://www.cnn.com/2017/04/13/health/epa-cutschildren-health/
http://www.smithsonianmag.com/videos/category/scie
nce/why-should-humans-care-about-biodiversity-loss/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GyN2RhbhiEU
http://e360.yale.edu/features/on_burning_ground_hu
man_cost_indias_push_produce_more_coal
http://www.americanscientist.org/libraries/documents/
200610285126_306.pdf
https://www.acs.org/content/acs/en/education/whatisc
hemistry/landmarks/josephpriestleyoxygen.html
http://undsci.berkeley.edu/article/whathassciencedone
_03
http://www.npr.org/2010/02/02/123232331/henriettalacks-a-donors-immortal-legacy
http://sitn.hms.harvard.edu/flash/2016/to-vaccinateor-not-to-vaccinate-searching-for-a-verdict-in-thevaccination-debate/
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APPENDIX B. REFLEXIVITY ASSIGNMENT PROMPT

Monthly Reflexivity Questions
Lab Section_______ Table #_______

Date__________

Directions: Provide your answers to each question, making sure to address each part of each
question. For example, if a question asks, “why or why not” after the main question, you should
provide a rationale for your main response. Therefore, answers should be at minimum 1-2
sentences, with more detail being encouraged. You can download the questions, type your answers
in a Word document, and turn them back in via Blackboard.
1. Over the last three weeks of class, we completed various activities covering various
science concepts. Of what you have learned: What did you think was important to know
as a Raccoon University college student? Why?
2. Of the activities and content that were covered over the past three weeks: Which
activities or content helped you learn best? How do these same activities and content
connect with how science is performed by scientists?
3. Are the activities and content from the last three weeks: Connected with everyday science
(e.g. in the media; your daily interactions) in the greater Red Mountain area? The United
States? If so, how? If not, why not?
4. As developing elementary teachers: What parts of the science content or activities from
the last three weeks do you plan to use in the future? How will you use them?
5. Scientists and teachers regularly change their communities through their work. Give at
least one example of how you can use what you have learned or completed in the past three
weeks to transform your home community.
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APPENDIX C. PRE-SURVEY

Pre-Survey Given to Participants at the Start of the Intervention
Name____________ Table______ Section______

Date________

1. Which of the following categories best describes you? (Select all that apply)
󠄀 Agender
󠄀 Genderqueer
󠄀 Woman
󠄀 Man
󠄀 Trans Woman
󠄀 Trans Man
󠄀 An identity not listed here, please specify: ____________________________
󠄀 Prefer not to respond
2. What is your racial or ethnic identification? (Select all that apply)
󠄀 American Indian or Alaska Native
󠄀 Asian
󠄀 Black or African American
󠄀 Hispanic, Latino/a, or Spanish Origin
󠄀 Middle Eastern or North African
󠄀 Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander
󠄀 White or Caucasian
󠄀 A racial or ethnic category not listed here, please specify: _________________
󠄀 Prefer not to respond
3. Are you a first-generation college student?
󠄀 Yes
󠄀 No
4. What program are you enrolled in?
󠄀 Please specify your college and major(s): ______________________________
󠄀 I have not declared my major yet.
5. Future Desired Career: _______________________________________________
6. Did you begin college at Raccoon University, or elsewhere?
󠄀 Started here
󠄀 Started elsewhere
7. What year did you begin college at Raccoon University?
󠄀 2017
󠄀 2016
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󠄀 2015
󠄀 2014
󠄀 2013
󠄀 Other:__________
8. What year are you in your program?
󠄀 Freshman
󠄀 Sophomore
󠄀 Junior
󠄀 Senior
󠄀 Other: __________
9. What age are you?
󠄀 16-20
󠄀 21-25
󠄀 26-30
󠄀 30+
10. Define “science”:
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
11. On a scale of 1 (least) to 10 (most), how familiar are you with the Red Mountain
community and surrounding watershed (e.g. the Raccoon River) and its pollution
problem?
12. On a scale of 1 (least) to 10 (most), how interested are you in science?
a. Why did you choose this response?
13. What would you like to know about science that you have not learned in school or
through your personal experiences?
14. Do you feel like science matters to your future as a citizen and teacher? If so, how?
15. What is your most memorable science experience?
a. Why was is memorable?
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16. Do you think science and beliefs are connected? If so, how so? If not, why not? Explain.
17. On a scale of 1 (least) to 10 (most), how related to your everyday life is science?
a. Why did you choose this response? Give an example from your everyday life.
18. On a scale of 1 (least) to 10 (most), how much power do you feel that you have to change
your community? Using science?
19. Some people claim that science is infused with social and cultural values. That is, science
reflects the social and political values, philosophical assumptions, and intellectual norms
of the culture in which it is practiced.
Others claim that science is universal. In other words, science transcends national
and cultural boundaries and is not affected by the social, political, and philosophical values
or intellectual norms of the culture in which it is practiced.
Yet others claim science is a combination of these stances, or view science
completely differently.
On the next page, based on your experiences with science so far:
•

which of the claims concerning science listed above do you agree with?

•

Explain your choice and, where possible, provide examples.

Provide your answer here:
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
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APPENDIX D. POST-SURVEY

Post-Survey Given to the Participants at the End of the Intervention
Name_________________________________________

Table ________

Section______

1. Define “science”:
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
__________________
2. On a scale of 0 (least) to 10 (most), how familiar are you with the Red Mountain
community and surrounding watershed (e.g. the Raccoon River) and its pollution
problem? (Circle your answer)
Unfamiliar

Very familiar
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

3. On a scale of 0 (least) to 10 (most), how interested are you in science? (Circle your
answer)
Unfamiliar

Very familiar
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

a. Why did you choose this response? (There are no “right” or “wrong” answers)

4. What would you like to know about science that you have not learned in school or
through your personal experiences (including SCI500)?
5. Do you feel like science matters to your future as a citizen and teacher? If so, how?
6. What is your most memorable science experience?
a. Why was is memorable?
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7. Do you think science and beliefs are connected? If so, how so? If not, why not? Explain.
8. On a scale of 0 (least) to 10 (most), how related to your everyday life is science? (Circle
your answer)
Not at all related

Very related
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

a. Why did you choose this response? Give an example from your everyday life.
9. On a scale of 0 (least) to 10 (most), how much power do you feel that you have to change
your community using science? (Circle your answer)
None at all

A lot
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

10. Some people claim that science is infused with social and cultural values. That is, science
reflects the social and political values, philosophical assumptions, and intellectual norms
of the culture in which it is practiced.
Others claim that science is universal. In other words, science transcends national
and cultural boundaries and is not affected by the social, political, and philosophical values
or intellectual norms of the culture in which it is practiced.
Yet others claim science is a combination of these stances, or view science
completely differently.
Based on your experiences with science so far, below and on the next page answer the
following:
a) After taking the course, which of the claims concerning science listed above do you
agree with?
b) Explain your choice and, where possible, provide examples.
Provide your answer below. There is more space on the top of the next page (if needed):
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
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________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
11. Please rate the effectiveness of each of the following assignments in influencing your
views of science (if they did). On a scale from 0-10, fill in the blanks next to each
assignment listed below with a number (0,1,2,3 etc.). Be sure to fill in all blanks with a
number.
Did not influence my
view at all

Extremely influenced
my view
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

a) Ecosystem Model/Experiment____________
b) Interim Data Report/Lab Report___________
c) Monthly Reflexivity Assignments__________
d) Current Issues Project/Presentation_________
e) “Thinking Critically” Boxes/Discussions______

12. For the assignment above that influenced your view the most, briefly describe why you
chose that assignment (e.g. what about it influenced you). If you chose none, please
describe how they can be improved.
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

